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Tinplate & Plastic 

1001. Bandai (Japan) 293 "Airport Transportation Limousine with 2 Handbags" - scarce 1950's friction drive tinplate example 
of this 4-door car - cream/red with black roof, includes roof mounted luggage rack with 2 pieces of tinprinted luggage 
accessories, plated parts, minor age related wear otherwise an Excellent example with friction drive to rear wheels and comes 
in a Fair card box (torn base) with a Good illustrated lid, 7.5"/18cm long. 

 £90 - £110 

1002. Bandai (Japan) tinplate battery operated "Opel Limousine" - red/cream, with detailed tinprinting, bright plated parts, 
clean battery compartment to underside, includes roof mounted luggage rack with 2 pieces of tinprinted luggage, some minor 
age related wear but overall an Excellent scarce example, circa 1950's and comes in a Fair to Good card box with illustrated lid, 
7.5"/18cm long. 

 £90 - £110 

1003. ATC (Japan) large tinplate friction drive "New Ford" 2-door Sedan - 25cm/10" long - turquoise with pale blue roof and 
rear wings, tinprinted interior and hub caps, small dent to corner of roof and some surface corrosion beneath the paint on the 
bonnet and right hand front wing - otherwise a Good scarce example in a Good card box with colourfully illustrated lid. 

 £100 - £150 

1004. Bandai (Japan) 770 tinplate "Rambler Classic Station Wagon" - scarce friction drive example from the Automobiles of 
the World Series, metallic green lower with white roof, tinprinted interior, bright plated parts including hub caps, opening rear 
tailgate window - friction drive to rear wheels - Near Mint in a Fair to Good (water stained) card box with "Bandai Baby" to sides 
and some inner packaging, 11.5"/29cm long. 

 £80 - £120 

1005. Bandai (Japan) tinplate "Ford Taunus 17M" 4-dooir Saloon - scarce friction drive example is metallic green with 
matching tinprinted interior, bright plated parts - Near Mint in a Good illustrated box, 8.5"/21cm long. 

 £80 - £120 

1006. Bandai (Japan) 721 "Cadillac" tinplate friction drive large scale 4-door Sedan, from the model Auto Series, 12"/30cm 
long - white with tinprinted interior, bright plated parts, friction drive to rear wheels, pivoted front axle steering - Near Mint in a 
Good card box with illustrated lid. 

 £100 - £150 
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1007. Schuco Cynchromatic 5700 tinplate battery operated Opentop Packard Convertible - light green with cream rear wings, 
tinprinted seating, plated parts, clean battery compartment to underside, comes with accessories including reproduction 
wooden bollards, steering wheel, control wire and an instruction leaflet, contained in the box display base - the car is Near Mint 
and comes in a Good to Good Plus illustrated box, 11"/28cm long. 

 £200 - £300 

1008. Ichiko tinplate friction drive "Ford Taunus 20MTS" - light blue with tinprinted interior, plated parts, some manufacturers 
discreet retouching to front wing and rear boot - otherwise an Excellent Plus example, 9.5"/23cm long and comes in a Good 
illustrated box. 

 £60 - £80 

1009. Ichiko "Battery Operated Radar Police Car" - large scale tinplate example in black/white "Highway Patrol" livery, clean 
battery compartment to underside, includes rear speed meter to boot, aerial and oscillating roof beacons, steerable front 
wheels, some scratches to bonnet - otherwise an Excellent example and comes in a Fair box with tape repairs to the illustrated 
lid and some inner packaging, 12"/30cm long. 

 £100 - £130 

1010. Ichiko (Japan) 1663 "Auto Pubblica Frizione Taxi" - scarce large scale tinplate friction drive model of a Public Service 
Taxi, made for the Italian Market - two-tone green with tinprinted interior detail, bright plated parts, friction drive to rear wheels, 
based on a 2-door Oldsmobile Super 88 from 1959. Fitted with roof mounted destination board which changes when depressed 
and includes Roma, Bologna, Milano and Napoli destinations, slight age related wear and some discreet manufacturers 
retouching marks - otherwise an Excellent unusual example, the first such model that Vectis have had and comes in a Fair card 
box with colourfully illustrated lid, 13.5"/34cm long. 

 £200 - £300 

1011. Schuco 5500 "Real Elektro Mercedes 230SL" - scarce large scale plastic battery operated model, with clean battery 
compartment inside opening bonnet - white, with red interior seating, key to dashboard and gear stick shift. Accessories include 
wooden bollards, steering wheel, spare key, some control wire and instruction slip - Near Mint in a Fair card box, 27cm/11" 
long. 

 £150 - £200 

1012. Yonezawa (Japan) large tinplate "Police Car with Mystery Action" - black/white, tinprinted interior detail, plated parts, 
clean battery compartment to underside, retractable aerial, small dent to bonnet otherwise Excellent in a Good card box with 
illustrated lid, 31cm/12" long. 

 £90 - £110 

1013. Yonezawa (Japan) 10740 tinplate friction drive "Austin A55 Cambridge Mk.II" - tinplate example is burgundy in colour, 
tinprinted interior and hub caps, plated parts, the body is of the classic Farina shape - Near Mint in a Good Plus to Excellent 
card box with illustrated lid and inner packing piece, 9"/22cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

1014. TN Toys (Nomura Japan) large scale tinplate Honda Z 2-door Saloon - scarce example is orange, with tinprinted 
interior, bright plated parts - Excellent Plus in a Good card box with illustrated lid, made for the Japanese Market, 10"/25cm 
long. 

 £60 - £80 

1015. Gama (Germany) 405 Opel Kapitan - large scale clockwork plastic model is orange, with tinprinted interior, plated parts 
including hub caps, some scratches and paint loss areas to the drivers side, clockwork operation in working order with 
brake - otherwise Good to Good Plus in a Good Plus illustrated box, 9"/23cm long. 

 £50 - £60 
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1016. Gama (Germany) Ford Taunus 17M Station Wagon - cream, with white roof, tinprinted interior, bright plated parts, 
slight paint loss to the lower body edges - otherwise an Excellent Plus example in a Good colourfully illustrated box, 8"/21cm 
long, friction drive operation to rear wheels. 

 £60 - £80 

1017. Gama (West Germany) 450 Opel Olympia Rekord - red, with tinprinted interior, pale grey roof, superdetailed with silver 
stripes to lower body edges - otherwise a Good friction drive example and comes in a Good illustrated box, 21cm/8" long. 

 £50 - £60 

1018. Gama (Germany) 450 Opel Olympia Rekord - Wedgwood blue, with light grey, tinprinted interior, friction drive, 
superdetailed with silver stripes to lower body - otherwise Good and includes an illustrated box, 8"/21cm long. 

 £50 - £60 

1019. Gama (Germany) Ford Taunus 17M Station Wagon - deep pink with white roof, tinprinted front seats and dashboard, 
friction drive, bright plated parts, small rubs to roof - otherwise Excellent overall for display and comes in a Good illustrated box, 
21cm/8" long. 

 £60 - £80 

1020. Gama (Germany) 375 large scale friction drive Mercedes 4-door Saloon - impressive plastic model is light grey, with 
opening sunroof and boot, with tinprinted interior, bright plated parts - Excellent Plus and comes in a Fair to Good card box 
marked "Gama Mechanic" and a Gama International Drivers License paper slip, 34cm/13.5" long. 

 £80 - £120 

1021. Gama (West Germany) 2991/1 large tinplate 6-wheeled Military Searchlight Truck - green, with tinprinted cab interior, 
battery operated searchlight to rear with rotation control and clean battery compartment - Excellent Plus and comes in a Good 
illustrated box, 12"/30cm long. 

 £80 - £120 

1022. Yonezawa tinplate friction drive Japanese made model of an MG Magnette Mk.III - pale metallic greyish blue with 
tinprinted interior, lacks one front wheel - otherwise Good including illustrated box and inner packing piece, 21cm/8" long. 

 £30 - £50 

1023. GeGe Jouets (France) electric Simca Aronde 9 - scarce large scale battery operated plastic model is light grey, with 
red interior, retractable aerial, steerable wheels, glue repair to rear bumper, a small piece of the interior reinforcement plastic is 
detached but present (in the box) - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent example for display which comes in a Fair card box with 
pictorial insert, 9.5"/23cm long. 

 £70 - £90 

1024. GeGe (France) electric Peugeot 403 - large scale battery operated plastic model is light grey, with matching interior, 
tinplate baseplate, clean battery compartment, includes sliding sunshine roof, steerable front wheels, plated parts, black 
radiator grille and lamp surrounds, some bowing to the plastic as is usual with these models but otherwise a Good Plus to 
Excellent example for display, 10"/25cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

1025. GeGe (France) Citroen DS19 - battery operated remote control large scale model is off-white, with black roof, blue 
interior, plated parts, battery operated with remote control unit and cable attached, some slight bowing to the plastic as is usual 
with these models and some scratching to the roof - otherwise Good Plus example which still retains a Fair cardboard box, 
inner packaging and instruction slip, 17"/27cm long. 

 £80 - £120 
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1026. Jouets France large scale metal model of a Peugeot 404 - cream with opening bonnet and boot and sliding sunshine 
roof, battery operated with remote control cable and unit attached, would benefit from further cleaning, fitted with red interior but 
overall Good Plus to Excellent in an original card box which lacks one end of the lid but does come with Peugeot 404 and 
Renault Estafette literature - otherwise Fair, 12"/30cm long. 

 £70 - £90 

1027. Japanese tinplate Ford Fairlane 1962 Ranch Wagon Estate Car - impressive model is turquoise, with tinprinted interior, 
opening rear tailgate, friction drive to the rear wheels, detailed hubs, some light age related wear to the bright plated trim, some 
rippling and a small dent to the front of bonnet - otherwise Good Plus for display, 12"/31cm long. 

 £90 - £110 

1028. GeGe (France) battery operated plastic model of a Simca Versailles - pale blue including tinplate baseplate, black roof, 
grey interior, steerable front wheels, remote control with cable still attached - Good Plus to Excellent, 25cm/10" long. 

 £70 - £90 

1029. HTC (Japan) tinplate battery operated Highway Patrol Police Car - based on a 1961 Oldsmobile - black/white with 
tinprinted interior and hub caps, includes removable rear control unit, mystery action to underside with clean battery 
compartment - would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Good Plus, 13"/32cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

1030. Arnold (Germany) tinplate Mechanical remote control Opentop Opel Car - orange, with tinprinted interior, lacks interior 
fittings and the broken clear plastic windscreen is detached but present - otherwise a Fair to Good example, fitted with a 
Mechanical remote control unit and cable which requires attention - otherwise a Fair to Good basis for some restoration, 
26cm/10.5" long. 

 £30 - £50 

1031. Arnold (Germany) 2400 tinplate Jeep with mechanical remote control - scarce colour variation is red, with composition 
driver, winding handle does operate the rear wheels and the front wheels are steerable, fitted with jerry can, spare wheel and 
folding windscreen - Good to Good Plus and comes with a repro card box, 18cm/7" long. 

 £80 - £120 

1032. Linemar Toys (Japan) tinplate friction drive "Pick-up Truck" - red cab with yellow rear body, friction drive to front 
wheels, "Lazy Day Farm" to sides of cab, light age related wear and some surface rust to cab interior - otherwise overall Good 
Plus to Excellent for display and comes in a repro illustrated box, 17cm/7" long. 

 £40 - £50 

1033. Triang Minic tinplate Push & Go London Transport Double Decker Bus - later all red example with cream centre band, 
friction drive to rear wheels, some age related wear to the edges of the rear wings and light wear to the 
advertisements - otherwise a an Excellent bright example which comes with a repro box. 

 £80 - £100 

1034. Wells (UK) larger scale tinplate friction drive Greenline full fronted Single Decker Bus - dark green, with tinprinted 
passenger and destination detail - Good to Good Plus, fitted with plastic wheels, 8"/19cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

1035. Yonezawa (Japan) large scale tinplate Toyo Ace 6-wheeled Dumper Truck - red cab with black chassis, green 
elevating body, automatic spring loaded operation with release lever to side of chassis, still includes the plastic wing mirrors and 
opening tailgate - Good to Good Plus, although would benefit from further cleaning, 37cm/15" long. 

 £40 - £60 
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1036. MM Toys (Brazil) tinplate friction drive Ford Tipper Truck - large scale model with red cab, white roof, black chassis and 
blue rear body, detailed tinprinted hubs, fitted with automatic spring loaded release mechanism to tipping body, with opening 
tailgate - Good to Good Plus, 12"/31cm long and comes in a Good illustrated card box. 

 £50 - £70 

1037. MKK (Japan) large tinplate "Heavy Duty Power Shovel Truck" - red cab with blue chassis, yellow crane body, includes 
plastic winding handle with rotary loading action to shovel and opening tailgate, tinprinted hub detail to all 6 wheels, friction 
drive fitted to the rear - Good Plus to Excellent in a Good Plus illustrated box, 40cm/16" long. 

 £40 - £60 

1038. TN Toys (Nomura Japan) "Continental Tourer" Greyhound type friction drive split level overland coach - unusual 
example with friction drive to front wheels, tinprinted interior detail to upper deck including table and chairs, with rear footsteps 
detail, small split to one of the plastic roof windows - otherwise an Excellent Plus example which comes in a Fair to Good 
illustrated box, 12"/30cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

1039. Schuco (Germany) 5306 Elektro large scale MAN Diesel Truck - battery operated example with clean battery 
compartment to inside of cab, grey rear body with drop down tailgate, electric motor driving the rear wheels, steerable wheels to 
the front. The model comes with control cable and steering wheel accessories and an illustrated magazine page - Excellent 
Plus to Near Mint for display and comes in a Good illustrated box, 14"/35cm long. 

 £180 - £240 

1040. Modern Toys (Japan) large tinplate Radicon Single Decker Bus - impressive tinplate model is silver, steerable front 
wheels, made to activated by radio control, lacks the control unit but does include the antenna, clean battery compartment to 
underside - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent for display, 41cm/16" long and comes in a Fair illustrated card sleeve with interior 
polystyrene packaging. 

 £80 - £100 

1041. Gamaichi (Japan) tinplate "Heavy Duty Trailer Truck" set, containing "4 complete Trailer Trucks" - scarce set containing 
4 x Articulated Trucks with Tractor Units and Semi Trailers - trailers include Overland Freight Service with opening rear doors, 
Cattle Truck with opening ramp, Log Truck with load of 7 x wooden logs and Cargo King Open Wagon with Tailboard - 2 of the 
trailers and stored with the tractor units inside - a scarce set with some light storage wear but the contents are otherwise 
generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in a Good card box with inner packaging and a colourfully illustrated lid, each complete 
truck and trailer measures 35cm/14" long. 

 £180 - £240 

1042. Linemar Toys (Japan) tinplate battery operated "Ladder Fire Engine with Lights" - based on an American La France 
style Aerial Ladder Fire Truck - the model is red with silver elevating ladders, 3 x standing fireman figures, bell, hose detail and 
clean battery compartment to underside, untested but Good Plus to Excellent for display and comes in a Fair card box with 
illustrated lid featuring "Magic Marxie TV Special" advertising, 13"/32cm long. 

 £90 - £110 

1043. TN Toys (Nomura Japan) "Battery Operated Ladder Fire Engine" - red, with detailed tinprinting, freestanding fireman 
figures plus seated driver, grey elevating ladder, bell, steerable front wheels, clean battery compartment to underside, untested 
and would benefit from further cleaning - otherwise generally Good Plus to Excellent and comes in a Fair to Good illustrated 
box. 

 £80 - £100 
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1044. Triang Radio Controlled Cargo Ship "Navy" - scarce example circa 1956, the model has a grey hull, white 
superstructure, various deck fittings, lacks its masts but includes rear rudder and propeller, lift off deck section reveals battery 
compartment and motor. Also included is separate boxed "Radio Master Mk.I" control unit with sectional antenna. The model is 
untested but does come with inspection check cards for the boat and the control unit together with owners handbook and a 
copy of the "Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949 Model Control Licence dated 1956". The boat has slight bowing to the plastic as is 
common with these models - otherwise a Good Plus scarce example. Both the boat radio master control unit are contained in 
Good card boxes with illustrated labels and inner packaging. The cargo boat comes in a box for the MS British Adventurer - the 
boat is 53cm/21" long. 

 £80 - £120 

1045. Large Japanese tinplate "Mavajo" Tractor and Double Van Trailer - impressive model, 56cm/22.5" long, featuring The 
International Harvester Tractor Unit is blue cab and tinprinted interior, silver van trailer, separate wheeled dolly with further van 
trailer, each van body has twin opening rear doors, friction drive to the tractor unit, some light storage wear and wear around 
the coupling - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent example which comes in a Fair card box with illustrated lid. 

 £80 - £120 

1046. Gamaichi (Japan) tinplate friction drive "Transport Van" - red/cream, with "Overland Freight Service" to sides, twin 
opening rear doors, plated parts - Excellent Plus to Near Mint, the trailer includes retractable jockey wheels, the unit measures 
35cm/14" long and comes in a Good Plus card box with illustrated lid. The model is normally stored with the tractor unit inside 
the trailer body. 

 £70 - £90 

1047. Marusan (Japan) General Motors Special Edition tinplate model of a Cadillac Eldorado Brougham 1957 - impressive 
model car, produced in 2001, the model was believed to have been produced under licence to Marusan by General Motors, 
15"/38cm long, friction drive to one rear wheels, finished in black with a silver roof, tinprinted detail to interior including seating, 
plated parts - Excellent Plus and comes in a Good card box with illustrated label to lid and a separate vintage style Marusan 
box, the model could further enhanced if time was spent in detailed cleaning. 

 £500 - £700 

1048. Asahi (Japan) large tinplate model of a 1962 Chrysler Imperial hard top - an extremely rare model car and is regarded 
by collectors world-wide as being the Holy Grail of model car collecting. This model is finished in black with tinprinted detail to 
the interior and seating, plated parts, some cracking to the white wall tyre inserts but the friction drive is in working order. This 
car has been the subject of a high quality professional restoration and is extremely rare in any condition, so rare in fact that this 
is the first such example that Vectis Auctions have had. The model comes with an illustrated reproduction box and displays 
well, 15"/39cm long. 

 £3000 - £4000 

1049. Large Japanese tinplate Ford Fairlane 500 Skyliner - remote control battery operated model is red, with cream rear fins 
and roof, untested but the model is made for the roof to retract into the rear boot area, detailed tinprinting to the interior and hub 
caps, steerable front wheels, clean battery compartment in the control unit with the cable still attached to the rear, some marks 
behind the hood and retouching to one front wing - otherwise Good Plus, 11"/28cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

1050. Yanoman Toys (Japan) tinplate friction drive Ferrari 206GT Dino - scarce model is dark red, with tinprinted interior 
detail and wheel hubs, some age related marks but overall a Good example, 11"/28cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

1051. Daito (Japan) large tinplate friction drive Station Wagon - orange with grey roof, detailed tinprinting including interior, 
some surface corrosion coming through on the drivers side roof area but does include the opening rear tailgate, friction 
drive - otherwise Good, 14"/34cm long. 

 £60 - £70 
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1052. Mettoy (UK) large tinplate "Thunderbird" Mercedes Racing Car - impressive friction drive model with working steering 
and driver figure - white with orange trim and racing number 3, rubber tyres and plastic spoked wheels - lacks 3 of the hub caps 
otherwise Good to Good Plus, 36cm/14" long. 

 £100 - £130 

1053. JNF (Germany) a large 13"/33cm tinplate Mercedes Racing Car - battery operation with clean battery compartment, 
has been resprayed silver but includes exterior fittings, steerable front wheels and tinprinted cockpit - Good for display. 

 £50 - £70 

1054. Horikawa large tinplate 8-wheeled "Mobilgas" Petrol Tanker - red, with black chassis, friction drive, some age related 
wear and broken front windscreen - otherwise a Fair to Good example which could be improved by careful cleaning, 40cm/16" 
long. 

 £40 - £60 

1055. Horikawa (Japan) tinplate battery operated Gear Robot - gunmetal grey with see-through plastic chest panel revealing 
gears, clean battery compartment to rear, broken switch to front otherwise Good, 12"/29cm high. 

 £60 - £70 

1056. Horikawa "Video Robot" - tinplate/plastic battery operated model, untested but with clean battery compartment to rear, 
tinplate body with plastic legs, head and arms - Good for display, 24cm/10" high. 

 £40 - £50 

1057. Horikawa (Japan) "Mister Xerox" Robot - battery operated with clean rear compartment, black tinplate body with brown 
plastic head, legs and arms, orange feet, untested - Good for display, 24cm/11" high. 

 £30 - £40 

1058. SY Toys "Sparky" tinplate clockwork Robot, walking action in working order, some wear particularly to his 
hands - otherwise Good for display, 7"/18cm tall. 

 £20 - £30 

1059. Horikawa tinplate clockwork Gear Robot circa 1960's - metal construction with see-through plastic chest compartment, 
gunmetal grey with red feet, clockwork motor in working order producing walking action and rotating gears, some fading of the 
plated parts - otherwise Good, 24cm/9" tall. 

 £40 - £60 

1060. SY Toys (Japan) "Fireman Robot" - red, with tinprinted detail, clockwork motor produces walking action, some 
manufacturers retouching to lower body - otherwise Good, 8"/20cm tall. 

 £30 - £50 

1061. Yoneya "Mechanical Walking Spaceman Robot" - clockwork operation in working order producing walking action - dark 
grey with tinprinted detail and hinged arms, some age related wear otherwise overall Good for display, 8"/20cm tall. 

 £30 - £50 

1062. KO Toys (Japan) tinplate friction drive Atom Robot - friction drive winding handle to rear produces mystery action and 
is in working order, 7"/17cm tall. 

 £20 - £30 
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1063. A group of 3 tinplate and plastic Japanese clockwork Robots (1) Noguchi Space Robot TX-008; (2) Yoneya Captain 
Robot and (3) a smaller tinplate and plastic Robot - all have their motors although some would benefit from lubrication, the 
tallest robot is 16cm/6.5" tall.  (3) 

 £20 - £30 

1064. A pair of Japanese tinplate Noguchi clockwork Robots (1) Spaceman Robot - blue and (2) Mighty Robot with motor in 
working order - silver with tinprinted detail (slipping mechanism) - otherwise Good for display, each robot is 6"/15cm high.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1065. Horikawa "Attacking Martian" battery operated tinplate Robot, from the 1960's, untested but with a clean battery 
compartment, opening rear chest, would benefit from further cleaning, red feet - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent for display, 
12"/30cm tall. 

 £60 - £70 

1066. Horikawa (Japan) tinplate battery operated "Fighting Robot" - gunmetal grey, some surface corrosion to the plated 
parts and damage to the switch, but does include a clear plastic chest revealing gun and tinprinted detail, red feet, gear 
compartment to head - otherwise Good for display, 30cm/12" tall. 

 £40 - £50 

1067. 1970's Japanese tinplate/plastic Robot - produced by Horikawa or similar with burgundy tinplate body with opening 
chest, tinplate legs with blue feet, plastic head and arms, the interior of the battery compartment is clean but the hinges to the 
cover have corroded however the cover can still be secured on the catch - otherwise Fair to Good for display, 12"/30cm tall. 

 £30 - £40 

1068. KO Toys (Japan) tinplate clockwork "High Wheel Robot" - black, with see-through plastic chest to reveal rotating gears, 
clockwork motor in operation produces walking action and rotating gears - a Good to Good Plus bright example, 26cm/10" high 
including antenna. 

 £50 - £70 

1069. Horikawa battery operated tinplate and plastic "Super Giant Robot" - yellow tinplate legs and tinprinted body, plastic 
arms, head, feet and opening chest, untested but appears Excellent Plus and comes in a Good card box with colourfully 
illustrated lid and some inner packaging, 16"/41cm high. 

 £50 - £60 

1070. KY Toys (Japan) tinplate United States Apollo Eleven Rocket - tinprinted detail with plastic nose cone and rear 
boosters, untested but includes astronaut pilot figure - Good Plus for display, 46cm/18" long. 

 £40 - £60 

1071. Marx Toys (New York) pressed steel "Mechanical Deluxe Trailer Truck" - with red and yellow Long Bonneted Tractor 
Unit and red/cream Van Trailer with drop down rear tailgate, in "North American Van Lines Inc" livery - some minor nicks and 
scratches here and there but overall an Excellent Plus bright example, 14"/35cm long and comes in a Fair to Good illustrated 
box (some age related tearing). 

 £100 - £130 

1072. KS Toys (Japan) tinplate friction drive "Ford Semi Articulated Truck and Trailer" - scarce example is burgundy with 
cream cab roof and upper trailer van body includes opening rear door with locking catch, lacks small wing mirror accessory to 
cab door but does include the spare wheel - some minor box rubs to van roof - otherwise an Excellent Plus to Near Mint bright 
example which comes in a card box which lacks one end of the illustrated lid but is otherwise Fair, 12.5"/32cm long. 

 £100 - £130 
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1073. Gamaichi (Japan) tinplate friction drive "Moving Van" - comprising red and cream Tractor Unit with matching semi van 
type trailer in "Moving" livery, includes twin rear opening doors, rubber tyres and jockey wheel, small mark to trailer 
roof - otherwise generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in a Fair to Good card box with illustrated lid, 9"/23cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

1074. Linemar Toys (Japan) friction powered "Allied Van Trailer" - tinplate friction drive tractor unit with semi trailer in orange 
"Allied Van Lines" livery, replacement handle to opening rear doors but does include the tractor units wing mirror and spare 
wheel - otherwise Excellent Plus in a Good Plus card box (marked 17th March 1961), 12.5"/31cm long. 

 £70 - £90 

1075. Linemar (Japan) tinplate friction drive "Allied Van" - GMC Articulated Tractor Unit with semi trailer in orange/black 
"Allied Van Lines" livery, some small nicks and scratches to the tractor unit cab - otherwise an Excellent Plus bright example 
with opening twin rear doors to the trailer, 123"/33cm long and comes in a Good card box with colourfully illustrated lid (split to 
one corner). 

 £80 - £100 

1076. Linemar (Japan) "Fiction Hauler & Trailer" - tinplate friction drive GMC tractor unit with van trailer in red/yellow "North 
American Van Lines" livery, silver roof to trailer which also has opening twin rear doors and locking bar, plus jockey wheels to 
underside - Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in a Good Plus crisp card box with illustrated lid, 13"/33cm long. 

 £80 - £120 

1077. Linemar (Japan) tinplate friction drive "Friction Hauler & Trailer" - circa 1958 comprising GMC tractor unit and semi van 
trailer in "Aero Mayflower" yellow/green/red livery, trailer has opening rear doors and locking bar with jockey wheels to 
underside, small dent to one side of roof and minor marks in the cab area - otherwise an Excellent Plus bright example in a Fair 
to Good card box with sellotape repairs to the illustrated lid, 12.5"/32cm long. 

 £90 - £110 

1078. Hoku (Japan) "United Van Lines" tinplate friction drive 4-wheel Removals Van - red/yellow with grey roof and black 
chassis, includes opening rear doors - Excellent Plus and comes in a Good card box with illustrated lid, 9.5"/24cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

1079. Triang large pressed steel Thames Trader with Articulated Van Trailer in dark blue "Pickfords Removers & Storage" 
livery - the Thames Trader Tractor Unit is wired for battery operated head-lamps with switch to chassis side, clear glazing to 
cab, the upper part of the diecast cab is white, the trailer has working Scammell coupling gear with rubber jockey wheels, and 
opening twin rear doors with locking bar. Interestedly this scarce example still retains its load of Spot-on furniture comprising 
dining table, 4 x chairs and sideboard, still wrapped in greaseproof paper and with their individual box - the lorry has a number 
of minor manufacturers marks here and there but is overall generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in a Good card 
box. Interestedly the original price label of 64s & 6p still hangs on one of the rear doors, 21"/43cm long. 

 £200 - £300 

1080. Triang Minic No.3 large Push & Go "Bedford Articulated Pantechnicon" - featuring a Big Bedford friction drive Tractor 
Unit with large van type trailer, the trailer has 3 x opening rear doors and tailgate, in red/cream "Triang Removal Service", the 
trailer has folding jockey wheels and Scammell type couplings - very Near Mint in a Good Plus card box with some tape marks 
to the illustrated lid, 14"/36cm long. 

 £140 - £180 

1081. Jimson (Hong Kong plastic) friction drive "Cross Country Mover" Removals Van - orange/yellow, includes load of 
household furniture with opening rear doors - Near Mint in a Fair window box, 6"/14cm long. 

 £20 - £30 
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1082. A group of friction drive tinplate and plastic assorted Removal Vans - to include PIE, Allied, Mayflower, Grey Van Lines 
and American Service - Good Plus to Excellent Plus.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1083. Telsalda (Hong Kong Plastic) Guy Pantechnicon "Pickfords" - green with white roof, larger scale version of the 
Matchbox model, some wear to the paper label - otherwise Fair to Good, 14cm/5.5" long. Also included is a Triang Minic Push 
& Go Removals Van - Excellent.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1084. Lego a group of miniature HO Scale vehicles - to include Bedford and Mercedes Turntable Ladder Fire Engines (both 
lack hose reel) and a Lego Transport Bedford Removals Van (bowing of the plastic) - otherwise Good to Excellent.  (3) 

 £15 - £20 

1085. SSS (Japan) or similar a group friction drive Cars - Fair. Also included is an Airport Limousine - red, lacks one hub cap 
but includes "Drive Carefully Airport" sign to rear - otherwise Fair to Good.  (3) 

 £20 - £30 

1086. Mini Models Aston Martin DB2 with pullback motor - orange, racing number 7, some marks to roof - otherwise Good. 

 £20 - £30 

1087. Wells Brimtoy Pocketoy Removal Van - tinplate clockwork model with black plastic wheels, includes opening rear doors 
with locking bar - Excellent Plus in a Good Plus crisp card box, no key but the motor is in working order. 

 £40 - £50 

1088. Kleeware (UK) "Plastic Removal Van complete with Furniture" - Articulated Truck with blue Tractor Unit and clear 
plastic top to red trailer, opening tailboard, with plastic miniature furniture to interior - Mint in a Good illustrated box. 

 £20 - £30 

1089. Chad Valley tinplate clockwork "Express" Removal Van - scarce example is red/white/blue with AEC radiator grille, 
opening rear tailgate with catch - Excellent Plus in an illustrated card box which lacks the end flaps at one end but is otherwise 
Fair. 

 £40 - £60 

1090. Grimland (USA) tinplate Articulated Tractor Unit with Van Semi Trailer in "Allied" orange and black livery - an unusual 
model, some rubs to the roof - otherwise Excellent and comes in a Good illustrated box, 8"/20cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

1091. Japanese miniature tinplate Articulated Truck and Van Trailer in orange "Allied" livery, includes opening rear door, 
6"/15cm long, some marks to cab roof otherwise Excellent. 

 £20 - £30 

1092. Nomura (TN Toys Japan) tinplate friction drive "Allied" Moving Van - red cab with silver/green van body, opening rear 
tailgate - Excellent, 5.5"/14cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

1093. Wells (UK) tinplate friction drive "Pelican Removals" Pantechnicon - blue, with tinprinted detail, opening rear door, 
some marks to roof otherwise a Good Plus to Excellent scarce example, 7"/17cm long. 

 £40 - £50 
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1094. Daiya (Japan) tinplate friction drive 4-wheel Van in "North American Van Lines" - yellow/red livery with a white lower 
cab, opening rear door, some minor marks but overall Excellent, 15cm/6" long. 

 £30 - £40 

1095. Merit (UK) Dan Dare Space Pilot Supersonic Gun - scarce black plastic space gun, with red bulb holder, green trigger 
with yellow fittings, battery operated (untested) but otherwise a Good Plus example for display, 9"/23cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

1096. Hong Kong plastic friction drive "X-30 Space Explorer" Space Craft - metallic blue with bronze trim, lacks front nose 
cone but the motor is in working order, includes revolving Sputnik accessory and clear plastic cockpit with astronaut pilot 
figure - otherwise Good, 7"/18cm long and comes in a Good illustrated box. 

 £30 - £40 

1097. A1 Toys (Japan) tinplate battery operated "X-75 Tank" - metallic blue with tinprinted detail, spring loaded elevating 
turret with retractable gun, untested but with clean battery compartment to underside, some surface rust near the seams on the 
deck - otherwise Good Plus scarce example, 7.5"/19cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

1098. German tinplate clockwork Space Globe - featuring tinprinted Map of the World, with revolving satellite to include 
Sputnik, Space Ship and "Boctok" Rocket - some play wear, but the clockwork motor is in working order and the accessories 
and globe revolve, comes with a key - otherwise Fair to Good, approx 8"/20cm high. 

 £40 - £50 

1099. Masudaya (Modern Toys Japan) "Sonicon Rocket" - scarce tinplate battery operated Space Ship is two-tone blue, with 
orange tail plane illuminating bulbs to rear, tinplate spaceman pilot in clear plastic dome, lacks plastic satellite dish and dent to 
underside near on/off switch - otherwise a Good Plus scarce example, comes with a clean battery compartment, 14"/36cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

1100. Yonezawa (Japan) tinplate battery operated Space Ship - dark blue/silver with red and white tail plane and boosters, 
clear plastic dome with rotating beacons, includes on/off switch, mystery action to underside and a clean battery compartment 
but is untested, small areas of rusting to deck - otherwise a Good to Good Plus example for display, 14"/35cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

1101. SH Toys (Horikawa Japan) "Super Apollo Space Capsule" - scarce battery operated example with tinprinted detail to 
body, includes 2 x spring loaded opening doors, one reveals spaceman pilot with a television screen, red plastic base with clear 
plastic lantern to top, untested but with clean battery compartment to underside - Good to Good Plus, 9.5"/24cm high. 

 £40 - £60 

1102. ALPS (Japan) tinplate battery operated "Apollo Spacecraft" - tinprinted detail with blue see-through plastic nose cone 
with bulb to interior, red plastic booster, untested but includes a clean battery compartment and separately (incorrect) plastic 
accessory - otherwise Good to Good Plus, 10"/25cm long. 

 £50 - £60 

1103. SH Toys (Horikawa Japan) "NASA Space Station No.378795" - scarce tinplate battery operated space toy is metallic 
blue, with clear plastic see-through compartments featuring control room, figures, dining room, rest and reception room, engine 
room and communication rooms, untested but does come with all 3 battery compartments in a clean condition, mystery action 
to underside, on/off switch and separately applied red plastic satellite dish, some play wear but overall a Good Plus scarce 
example, 12"/30cm in diameter. 

 £80 - £120 
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1104. Happynak (UK) 780 tinplate "Mickey's Tug Boat" - red hull, blue interior, features tinprinted Mickey and Minnie Mouse 
pictures to deck - some play wear but otherwise a Good scarce example, 13"/33cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

1105. Rak 53 with Jetex motor and accessories - scarce French made toy comprising a "Jouet Scientifique" Rocket with 
Jetex motor to booster, bare metal with red plastic nose cone and red painted tail planes, comes with a pack of Jetex 50 fuel 
pellets and other accessories - Fair scarce toy standing 8.5"/22cm tall and comes in a Fair to Good tinplate box with tinprinted 
lid, all being enclosed in a Fair plain cardboard outer box with some inner packaging. 

 £30 - £40 

1106. Mickey Mouse Alarm Clock and Dominoes Game (1) Bayard (France) Mickey Mouse Alarm Clock, "Authorised by Walt 
Disney", some play wear but appears complete although the mechanism is untested, the face is 4.5"/12cm in diameter - Fair 
and (2) Pepys (UK) "Disney Dominoes" - containing printed card dominoes with various Disney Characters - Fair to Good.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1107. Anfoe and other tinplate Toy Kitchen accessories and Savings Banks - to include an Anfoe Cash Register (lacks top), a 
rotary wash tub with miniature mangle and lid, a repainted dolls kitchen work table, together with a pair of wooden jugs with 
tinplate fittings, used as saving banks, one includes a key - Fair.  (5) 

 £20 - £30 

1108. Tipp & Co (US Zone of Germany) or similar tinplate clockwork 6-wheeled Military Ambulance - comprising Long 
Bonneted Truck with tilt to rear, red cross on white background, rubber wheels with painted centres, lacks key but the motor is 
in working order driving the rear wheels, some age related spidering effect to the paint work otherwise a Fair to Good scarce 
example, 6"/15cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

1109. Tinplate Machine Gun and Aeroplane (1) Hauser/Elastolin or similar tinplate Machine Gun with 3 colour camouflage 
and rotary sparking action to barrel, of German manufacture and (2) Silver Streak tinplate clockwork Airliner, believed to be of 
Japanese manufacture, lacks the tail plane - otherwise a Fair example with motor in working order and a 7"/18cm wingspan.  
(2) 

 £30 - £40 

1110. British and German a pair of tinplate and wooden Forts (1) Crescent (UK) tinplate Fortress, with a large quantity of 
castellated walls, turrets and towers in grey camouflage colour, unchecked for completeness; (2) unknown German made 
wooden Fort with ramp, 15"/37cm wide - Fair.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1111. CKO (Kellermann Germany) No.346, Schuco and other tinplate toys to include CKO No.346 clockwork Beetle - tinplate 
with motor in working order, puncture damage to the printed celluloid body covering. Also included are a Schuco No.3000 
clockwork Car - green, a Schuco (marked Made in France) Car - grey together with 2 x Triang Minic miniature blue and red 
clockwork cars - Fair.  (5) 

 £30 - £50 

1112. Victory Puzzle, Dolls House Lighting Set and other toys - to include a Victory Road Vehicle wooden puzzle - Good Plus 
in a Fair to Good card box with illustrated lid, a Kay of London 4 1/2v Dolls House Lighting Set with plastic fittings - Good 
including window box. Unboxed toys comprise a View-Master Stereoscope with a group of reels to include The Coronation, 
Princess Margaret, Wonders of the World, 101 Dalmatians and others. Also in this lot are a group of miniature diecast Spinning 
Top Toys and a group of 10 x diecast horses and riders, believed to be possibly from an early Totopoly game - Fair to Good.  
(qty) 

 £30 - £50 
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1113. Kyosho (Japan) "Jackson" Outboard Motor for a model boat, together with 4 x Britains Herald Series Canoes with 2 x 
Indian Chief's and 4 x Warriors with paddles (marked made in Hong Kong for Britains). Also in this lot is a miniature models self 
propelling "Camphor Craft" Sail Boat in a Good illustrated box - Fair to Good Plus.  (6) 

 £30 - £40 

1114. France Jouets large tinplate/plastic model of a Citroen Motor Car - believed to be a reissue circa 1960's of an early car 
produced on behalf of the Citroen Car Company - yellow body with brown plastic seating, black plastic wings and running 
boards, the clockwork mechanism requires attention but does include steerable front wheels, windscreen and spare wheels, 
lacks a head-lamp and a repair to damaged front chassis area - otherwise Fair to Good for display, 13"/33cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

1115. Triang and Tonka a pair of large scale pressed steel vehicles (1) Triang Thames Trader Articulated Rocket 
Launcher - scarce example circa 1962 with yellow chassis and black diecast cab to the tractor unit, trailer with winding gear to 
elevate the rocket, comes with a heavy pressed steel US Army Rocket with rubber nose cone, some play wear and rusting due 
to storage otherwise a Fair scarce example, one of the rarest in the Triang pressed steel lorry range, 30"/77cm long. Also 
included is a similar sized Tonka Articulated Car Carrier - Fair.  (2) 

 £200 - £300 

1116. Marx Toys (UK) "Climbing Fireman" - circa 1950's, comprising tinprinted base with 2-piece tinplate ladder, with plastic 
clockwork fireman figure wearing red tunic and helmet, blue trousers, the clockwork motor is in working order but the climbing 
action is weak and the mechanism may require adjusting however Good to Good Plus for display and comes in a Fair 
colourfully illustrated card box with sellotape repairs to the seam. 

 £30 - £50 

1117. Chiltern (UK) "William Tell Crossbow with rubber tipped Arrows" - scarce toy circa 1960 comprising pressed steel 
crossbow which can be unscrewed for storage, elasticated band and 3 x arrows with rubber suckers, unchecked for 
completeness but appears Good for display and comes in an illustrated card box which lacks an end flap but otherwise Fair, 
12"/30cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

1118. Lego, Britains, Mettoy and other assorted Toys - to include bag of Lego style building bricks, a Mettoy Hoover Washing 
Machine, 2 boxes of Vintage Dominoes with Waddingtons Playing Cards, a box of Britains Farm Animals including horses, 
cows, sheep, dogs etc, a Betta Bilda Building Set, Monopoly and a Mousie Mousie Game - some play wear and some have 
boxes otherwise Fair.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

1119. Marx Toys "Lumar Contractors" 6-wheeled Lorry Mounted Crane - dark green with grey chassis, cream jib, includes 
operating grab and stabilizer to each side - Good Plus, 24"/60cm high. 

 £30 - £40 

1120. Triang a pair of No.1 Pre-War style Cranes - each crane is red, with tinplate balloon wheels, both need hooks and 
string and some surface rust but do include their winding gear and brake - otherwise a Fair basis for some restoration.  (2) 

 £15 - £20 

1121. Mettoy 32192 (UK) large pressed steel Mechanical 4-wheel Lorry - light green cab with orange rear body, opening foot 
lockers to sides, tinprinted balloon wheels, some paint loss and corrosion coming through on one side of the cab roof and rear 
body - otherwise a Good example which still retains a Fair illustrated box (lacks one end flap), 10.5"/27cm long. 

 £40 - £50 
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1122. Sutcliffe Models "Sea Wolf" tinplate clockwork Submarine - yellow, with red plastic fittings, lacks the rubber bung and 
key but the clockwork motor is in working order, together with rear rudder - Fair. 

 £20 - £30 

1123. Sutcliffe "Unda-Wunda" tinplate clockwork Diving Submarine - powder blue, with rubber bung, propeller and rudder, 
includes a key still in paper bag and with clockwork motor in working order - Near Mint in an Excellent illustrated card box with 
inner packaging. 

 £70 - £90 

1124. Sutcliffe Models "All Metal Valiant Clockwork Battleship" - scarce example has a black lower hull with battleship grey 
upper and superstructure, includes separately applied mast and rear flag, rudder and propeller, comes with a key and the motor 
is in working order, lacks one small corner of the name transfer to the hull - otherwise an Excellent Plus to Near Mint ex shop 
stock example and comes in an Excellent card box. 

 £100 - £120 

1125. Sutcliffe Models tinplate clockwork "Comet" Speedboat - mustard yellow, with clockwork motor in working order plus 
key, some wear to rear of deck near rudder - otherwise a Good Plus early example which comes with a Fair illustrated box 
which lacks all the flaps at one end. 

 £40 - £50 

1126. Triang, ALPS and other assorted mostly vehicles - to include an ALPS (Japan) large scale tinplate friction drive 
Mercedes Sports Car - cream, loose mechanism, together with Lucky Toys incomplete Racing Cars and a larger Hong Kong 
plastic amphibious vehicle, together with a Triang pressed steel Junior Diesel open truck, wooden Service Station and a Enid 
Blyton Brer Rabbit Book - Fair.  (9) 

 £20 - £30 

1127. Meccano, Subbuteo and a Motor Racing Sets - to include Meccano Outfit 4, Meccano Power Drive Set, Hong Kong 
plastic "Banked Track Slot Car Racing Set" with 2 x blue and orange Porsche approx 1/50th scale Cars and a Subbuteo Table 
Rugby Set - all are unchecked for completeness otherwise the contents are generally Fair to Good in Fair boxes.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1128. Kovap Eastern European tinplate clockwork Tractor and Trailer Set of recent Eastern European production - Excellent 
Plus to Near Mint in an Excellent card box, clockwork motor in working order with key, 14"/36cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

1129. Mini Models "John Cobb" Rekord Car - aluminium model with tinplate baseplate, clockwork motor in working order, 
lacks key (motor would benefit from adjustment/lubrication) - otherwise a Good Plus example for display, 10.5"/27cm long. 

 £50 - £60 

1130. Triang Dairy tinplate Milk Churn - scarce post-war example, some surface rusting to top but includes the lid, indentation 
to one side - otherwise Fair. 

 £10 - £15 

1131. Bing (Germany) scarce tinplate clockwork Speedboat - repainted salmon pink lower hull, yellow upper with cream 
superstructure, with "GBN Bavaria" embossed trademark to stern, clockwork motor requires attention but does include the rear 
rudder and propeller and a non standard key - Fair, 7"/17cm long. 

 £30 - £50 
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1132. A group of Aircraft related Cigarette Cards - to include John Player International Airliners and Civil Aeroplanes Albums 
with cards stuck in, together with a group of loose aircraft cards, control line instructions for Keilkraft Aircraft together with 2 x 
Palitoy Single Engine and twin engined plastic aircraft. Also included in this lot are a group of approx 60 x pre-war USA 
cardboard milk bottle tops, some are unused and a box of matches marked "The Playboy Club" - varied lot.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1133. Schuco 3000 tinplate clockwork Car - dark blue, lacks key but the clockwork motor is in working order, some surface 
rust coming through and would benefit from further polishing - otherwise Good, includes wooden bollards and some control wire 
and comes in a Fair card box with illustrated sleeve. Also included is a Vitesse Renault Postal Van (front bumper detached but 
present) - otherwise Excellent in a clear perspex case and a Fair Hot Wheels Dumper.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1134. FROG Interceptor Fighter Mk.IV - comprising aluminium fuselage with printed paper wings, wooden propeller, with box 
mounted winding gear, oil bottle, some sellotape repairs and overpainting to one of the wings - otherwise Fair in a Fair box with 
a separate boxed "2 1/4" diameter aero wheels" accessory.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1135. Marx Toys (UK) "Clockwork Walking Mister Smash Martian Toy" - based on a character from the famous television 
advert, the plastic model is grey with pink head and trim, includes both eyes and antenna, the clockwork motor is in working 
order with integral key and includes his "For Mash Get Smash" badge on his chest - Near Mint in an Excellent card box with 
inner packaging, 8"/27cm tall. 

 £30 - £50 

1136. Schuco 1012 "Mirakomot" tinplate clockwork Motorcycle, made in the US Zone of Germany - red, with tinprinted detail, 
light tan rider with racing number 3 on his back, clockwork motor in working order, some light wear to his arms - otherwise Good 
Plus. 

 £60 - £80 

1137. JB Toys (UK) large pressed steel copy of a Carette Horseless Carriage Vintage Car - black, with lining, rubber 
tyres - Good, 11"/28cm long. Also included is a Maks Hong Kong plastic model of a Dinky toy style BOAC Coach with red 
interior seating - Good Plus, 6"/15cm long.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1138. Lyra (Greece) 102 M-359 Army Tank - large scale tinplate/plastic battery powered tank is grey/silver, includes chain 
link tracks but the wheel carrier on one side is broken and requires repair - still a Fair impressive example, 18"/46cm long 
including gun and comes in a Good illustrated box. Also included is a Triang 14" "Thames" clockwork plastic Cabin 
Cruiser - brown/white, with clockwork motor in working order and large Triang key - Good including illustrated box.  (2) 

 £30 - £50 

1139. Solido (France) "Canon & Transformation" - scarce diecast canon with tinplate parts, requires repair - otherwise a Fair 
basis for some restoration and includes the original box. Also included is a Politoys No.5 plastic Italian made 6-wheleed 
Armoured Car, 8cm/3.5" long - Excellent.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1140. Edor (Germany) tinplate Mechanical Machine Gun - 3-colour camouflage with winding handle and rotary cap firing 
action - Good Plus, 6.5"/17cm long. 

 £20 - £30 
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1141. German made tinplate Mechanical Canon with 2 x spoke wheels, 3-colour camouflage, spring loaded firing mechanism 
to rear - Good Plus, 6"/15cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

1142. Mettoy and other Machine Guns - to include Mettoy (UK) Machine Gun with camouflage base; (2) German made 
Machine Gun with magazine and rotary firing action - the Mettoy gun is approx 5"/12cm long - Fair to Good.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1143. Lineol, Tippco or similar large tinplate clockwork Armoured Car - of unconfirmed German manufacture, in 3-colour 
camouflage, includes openable access door to right hand side - otherwise the clockwork motor is in working order with key, 
spare wheel fitted to rear, battery compartment to underside powers head-lamps and searchlight, spring loaded firing 
mechanism to rotating gun - otherwise Good, 32cm/12.5" long. 

 £200 - £300 

1144. Mettoy (UK) tinplate clockwork Tank - 3-colour camouflage, lacks key but the clockwork motor is in working order 
driving front wheels to underside, circa 1940's - Good Plus, 7"/18cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

1145. Mettoy (UK) large tinplate Lorry Mounted Anti Aircraft Gun with Crew - 3-colour camouflage, battery compartment to 
underside, clockwork motor driving rear wheels in working order, rotary elevating control to gun, with crew of 4 x seated figures, 
lacks the front headlamps and would benefit from further cleaning - otherwise a Good scarce example, 14.5"/37cm long. 

 £80 - £120 

1146. Mettoy (UK) tinplate Single Engined War Plane - 3-colour camouflage, clockwork motor with integral key in working 
order, would benefit from further cleaning, lacks propeller - otherwise Fair to Good, 13.5"/34cm wingspan. 

 £40 - £50 

1147. Lineol (Germany) Model 1201 Kubelwagen WL-3249 tinplate clockwork Personnel Carrier - 3-colour camouflage, with 
steerable wheels, spare wheels, operating folding hood, clear glazed windscreen, 4 x composition seated figures, 1 x rifle 
accessory, some surface corrosion to the underside battery compartment but the headlamp bulbs are present, one rear wheel 
slightly loose on the axle, some fatigue cracking to front seat back and wear holes to folding cloth hood - otherwise a Good 
scarce example which displays well, 10"/25cm long including rear tow hook. 

 £300 - £400 

1148. Lineol tinplate 2-wheeld Canon - made to be towed by the Kubelwagen and other vehicles, of 3-colour camouflage, 
rubber tyres, the spring loaded firing mechanism requires attention and some surface rust in that area - otherwise Good Plus for 
display, 7.5"/19cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

1149. Tipp & Co (Germany) pre-war tinplate clockwork 6-wheled Lorry Mounted Anti Aircraft Gun - 3-colour camouflage, with 
opening drivers door, steerable front wheels, winch to front and rear, rotary elevation control to the gun, with spring loaded firing 
mechanism, includes seated composition driving figure with steering wheel - Good Plus, 12"/30cm long. 

 £150 - £200 

1150. Marklin (Germany) tinplate Anti Aircraft Gun - mounted on revolving stand with railings and access staircase, spring 
loaded firing mechanism, in camouflage livery - Good Plus, 5"/13cm long. 

 £40 - £50 
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1151. Germany tinplate clockwork Armoured Car, lacks rear panel but the clockwork motor is in working order - otherwise 
Fair, 5"/13cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

1152. Tippco or similar German tinplate clockwork 6-wheeled Lorry Mounted Anti Aircraft Gun - 3-colour camouflage, lacks 
the spring to the firing mechanism but does include the rotary elevation control, no key but the clockwork motor is in working 
order - Fair to Good, 6"/15cm. 

 £60 - £80 

1153. German tinplate miniature clockwork Tank - 3-colour camouflage with tinprinted detail, metal wheels to underside, 
motor in working order with turning action - Good Plus, 3.5"/8cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

1154. CKO Kellerman (Germany) tinplate clockwork Tank - 3-colour camouflage, clockwork motor in working order propels 
the model forwards with turning action - Good for display, 3.5"/9cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

1155. CK Toys (Japan) tinplate clockwork pre-war early Tank - 2-colour camouflage, with integral key, motor in working 
order. Good Plus. 

 £20 - £30 

1156. Triang Minic Crawler Tractor in 2-colour camouflage livery - scarce early example, fitted with red wooden rollers and 
rubber tracks, the tracks have gone hard with age but the mechanism still works - Good Plus for display - very scarce item. 

 £200 - £300 

1157. Mettoy (UK) large tinplate clockwork Fire Engine - red, with tinprinted detail, yellow extending 2-piece ladder, 2 firemen 
figures and bell, clockwork motor in working order with integral key, would benefit from further polishing - otherwise Good. 

 £60 - £70 

1158. Bandai (Japan) and other assorted tinplate Cars - to include Modern Toys and KO Toys Japanese tinplate vintage Cars 
with clockwork motors in working order, a Bandai tinplate Volkswagen Beetle with clean battery compartment to underside, 
7"/18cm long together with a tinplate car of recent issue - Fair to Good.  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

1159. Wells (UK) tinplate clockwork large scale Touring Coach - cream/red, the clockwork motor is present but the spring 
requires attention, would benefit from further cleaning, some surface corrosion staring to show but still a Fair to Good scarce 
example, 19cm/8" long. 

 £40 - £50 

1160. Wells (UK) tinplate clockwork Limousine - cream, with blue roof and running boards, including uniformed chauffeur 
figure, clockwork motor with integral key in working order, would benefit from further cleaning - Fair, 9.5"/24cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

1161. Wells (UK) tinplate clockwork 2-door Car - light blue with cerise trim, includes balloon wheels, clockwork motor in 
working order with integral key, would benefit from further cleaning - otherwise Good, 8.5"/22cm long. 

 £50 - £70 
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1162. Chad Valley Harborne (UK) very scarce Bakelite Floor Train - Locomotive and Tender, 10"/26cm long. Also included is 
an unknown maker wooden Sports Car and a heavy pressed steel Touring Car with spoked wheels - Fair.  (3) 

 £20 - £30 

1163. Linemar (Japan) tinplate friction drive "Bekins" Articulated Ford Tractor Unit with semi trailer with van body - white, with 
silver and green trim, includes opening rear doors and locking bar, some 

 £0 - £0 

1164. Telsalda or similar Hong Kong plastic Truck with semi trailer in green/yellow "Mayflower Worldwide Moving" Removal 
Van, includes opening rear doors to trailer, some interaction between the red wheel hubs and the tyres- otherwise Excellent, 
13"/33cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

1165. Yonezawa (Japan) tinplate friction drive Ford Tractor Unit with semi van trailer in red/white/cream "North American Van 
Lines" livery, includes opening drop down tailgate with locking catch, drivers wing mirror and spare wheel - some light age 
related wear to high spots but overall otherwise Excellent, 13"/34cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

1166. Marx Toys (USA) large pressed steel "United Van Lines" Articulated Removals Van with Long Bonneted Tractor Unit, 
clockwork motor in working order driving rear wheels, the van trailer has an opening tailgate to rear, light age related wear 
particularly to cab roof - otherwise the tractor unit is Good, the trailer is Good Plus to Excellent, 14"/36cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

1167. Linemar (Japan) spare "Allied Van Lines" Trailer only - orange, with silver roof, includes opening twin rear doors with 
locking bar and jockey wheels - Good, 9"/22cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

1168. Tonka (USA) scarce pressed steel "Allied Van Lines" Articulated Removals Van with tractor unit - orange, white cab 
interior and hubs, includes opening twin rear doors, some minor marks otherwise generally Excellent overall, 16"/40cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

1169. Tonka (USA) large pressed steel Articulated "Allied Van Lines" tractor unit and van trailer - orange/grey, with cream 
cab interior, twin opening rear doors, some age related wear and may benefit from further cleaning - otherwise Good Plus, 
16"/40cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

1170. KY Toys (Japan) "United Van Lines" 4-wheeled Rigid Removals Van - red/white/cream, with yellow hubs and silver 
roof, some age related wear particularly to roof - otherwise a Good to Good Plus scarce example which retains a working 
friction motor to front wheels and single opening rear tailgate with handle. 

 £50 - £60 

1171. SSS (Japan) or similar tinplate friction drive Dump Truck - cream/red with turquoise chassis, working mechanical 
tipping action to rear and opening tailgate fitted - Fair to Good, 7.5"/19cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

1172. Grimland (USA) tinplate "Grey Van Lines" Long Distance Articulated Moving Van - yellow/red, lacks towing 
pin - otherwise Good for display, 8"/20cm long. 

 £20 - £30 
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1173. Grimland tinplate "Grey Van Lines" Long Distance Moving Van - friction drive articulated model with red tractor unit and 
trailer roof, blue sides, friction drive in working order with tractor front wheels, lacks towing pin between trailer and 
tractor - otherwise Excellent for display, 8"/20cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

1174. Linemar (Japan) or similar tinplate "Popeye Transit Company" Long Distance Articulated Removals Van - tinplate 
construction with friction drive to front wheels - finished in blue/yellow/red, the tractor unit is marked GMC to front bonnet, the 
trailer has both jockey wheels to underside together with twin opening rear doors and locking bar, some light age related 
wear - otherwise a Good Plus scarce example for display, 13"/33cm long. 

 £200 - £300 

1175. Triang Toys (UK) empty cardboard box only to suit one of the pressed steel lorries, the box is 15.5"/39cm long. 

 £15 - £20 

1176. Tipp & Co (Germany) 9590 large tinplate clockwork 2-door Car - circa 1930's, fitted with opening driver and passenger 
doors to sides, driver figure wearing collar and tie, some play wear, lacks the boot lid and front bumper but is wired for electric 
headlamps (untested) and includes the rear mounted spare wheel, the clockwork motor is in working order driving the rear 
wheels and comes with an unofficial key but still a Fair example which looks impressive on display being 18.5"/47cm long. 

 £300 - £400 

1177. Triang Minic 1/20th scale electric model of the Austin Healey 100/6 - white, with red interior, includes bright plated parts 
and clear plastic windscreen, steerable front wheels - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Good Plus illustrated box with inner card 
display base. 

 £90 - £110 

1178. Triang Minic electric 1/20th scale plastic model of the MG Series MGA Sports Car - white, with red interior, bright 
plated parts - Near Mint in a Good Plus illustrated box with inner card display base. 

 £90 - £110 

1179. Triang Minic electric 1/20th scale plastic model of a Vanwall Racing Car - British racing green with driver figure, bright 
plated exhaust - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Good illustrated box with inner card display base. 

 £70 - £90 

1180. Triang Minic electric 1/20th scale plastic model of a Limousine 2.4 litre 4-door Saloon - maroon with tinplate interior 
tartan coloured interior seating, plated parts, some wear to the rear numberplate light cover and replacement numberplates 
fitted along with some period stickers applied - otherwise an Excellent Plus example for display and comes in a Good Plus 
illustrated box with inner card display base. 

 £70 - £90 

1181. Triang Minic 1/20th scale electric plastic model of a Sunbeam Rapier 2-door Saloon - red, with cream interior tinplate 
seating, plated parts (some minor rubbing marks to roof - otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Good Plus illustrated box 
with inner card display base - a scarce example. 

 £100 - £120 

1182. Triang Minic 1/20th scale electric plastic model of a Ford Zephyr - scarce example is pale metallic blue with tartan 
coloured interior tinplate seating, bright plated parts, 2 of the whitewall rubber tyre inserts have deteriorated - otherwise an 
Excellent example for display which comes in a Fair to Good illustrated box with some battery leakage marks to the underside 
battery compartment of the car and to the box display base. 

 £90 - £110 
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1183. Triang Minic 1/20th scale electric plastic model of a Vauxhall Victor F Series 4-door Saloon - red, with tartan coloured 
interior tinplate seating, bright plated parts, some apparent glue marks to the top of the drivers door and a faint crack to the boot 
lid - otherwise Good Plus for display and comes in a Good illustrated box which lacks the insert to the display box base. 

 £50 - £70 

1184. Triang Minic 1/20th scale plastic electric model of a Bentley Continental Opentop - maroon, with cream interior, bright 
plated parts, small glue marks to the drivers side wheel hubs - otherwise an Excellent Plus bright example in a Good illustrated 
box with inner card display base. 

 £80 - £100 

1185. Triang Minic 1/20th scale electric plastic model of a Rolls Royce Silver Cloud - black, with bright plated parts, faint 
crack towards to the front of the roof and some dullness to the finish towards the front of the car but is fitted with red tinplate 
interior seating, could possibly be improved by further polishing, lacks the metal retaining clips to the underside battery 
compartment but is otherwise a Fair example and comes in a Fair illustrated box with inner card display base. 

 £40 - £60 

1186. Triang Minic an empty box only for a 1/20th scale Rolls Royce Silver Cloud - sellotape repair to one corner of the 
illustrated lid - otherwise Fair to Good, does include the inner card display base. 

 £20 - £30 

1187. A Japanese tinplate "Hi-Speed" Racer - of unconfirmed manufacture, resembling a Japanese Lotus Indianapolis 
Racing Car - orange, white, with plastic drivers head and bright plated twin exhaust pipes, battery operated - an Excellent Plus 
to Near Mint large scale ex shop stock example, 12"/30cm long and comes in an Excellent illustrated box with some inner 
packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

1188. A large tinplate battery operated "Hi-Speed" Racer - similar to the Japanese Lotus Indianapolis Racing 
Car - orange/white, with tinprinted detail, plastic drivers head and bright plated twin exhaust pipes, mystery action to 
underside - an Excellent Plus to Near Mint ex shop stock example, 12"/30cm long and comes in a Good Plus illustrated card 
box with some inner packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

1189. Arkin OK Toys (Japan) a group of tinplate friction drive Tipper Lorries - ex shop stock example has red cab, black 
chassis and white tipping body, some light storage wear - otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint, each vehicle is 8"/25cm long 
and come in Good polythene bags with header cards.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1190. TN Toys (Nomura Japan) tinplate friction drive "Highway Express Bus" - red/white with blue plastic interior seating, light 
storage wear - otherwise an Excellent Plus ex shop stock example which comes in a Good window box, 11"/28cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

1191. TN Toys (Nomura Japan) tinplate friction drive "Highway Express Bus" - red/white, tinprinted detail including hub caps, 
blue plastic interior seating, some storage wear and a small manufacturers paint retouch to the rear and a scratch to central 
roof window - otherwise an Excellent Plus ex shop stock example which comes in a Good window box, 11"/28cm long. 

 £30 - £50 
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1192. TN Toys (Nomura Japan) a pair of ex shop stock tinplate friction drive "Highway Express Bus" - each model is 
red/white, with blue plastic interior seating, one model has had the baseplate compressed due to storage and the other has a 
small manufacturers retouch to the rear of the roof with a crack to the central roof window due to storage - otherwise an 
Excellent pair in Fair window boxes, each bus is 11"/28cm long.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1193. Carette (Germany) tinplate clockwork 4 Funnel Liner - scarce early example, 10.5"/27cm long, the clockwork motor is 
present but requires attention to the spring and is made to drive the 2 rear propellers, lacks rear flag but includes rudder, stand 
and mast, some wear to the upper sides of the hull - otherwise Fair to Good overall. 

 £100 - £150 

1194. Triang Minic a pair of pre-war clockwork Cars - both finished in brown with plated wings (1) pre-war Town Coupe with 
white tyres and rear luggage rack, some wear to rear corner of roof and (2) pre-war Limousine, with solid tinplate rear luggage 
rack and some surface corrosion to rear wings - both have working clockwork motors although the Limousine motor would 
benefit from some lubrication and both require cleaning - otherwise a Fair to Good scarce pair.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1195. Bing (Germany) or similar tinplate Mechanical Crane - embossed brick effect base, with winding control, chain and 
hook, the gear to the rotation control requires adjustment and one side of the jib has come away from the lattice style 
upright - otherwise a Fair to Good unusual example, 26cm/10" high. 

 £50 - £70 

1196. Schuco 3000 tinplate clockwork Telesteering Car - c.1930's, the car is mid green, motor in working order with key, 12 x 
wooden bollards, steering wheel accessory and packet of control cable - Excellent in a Good card box with illustrated sleeve. 

 £60 - £80 

1197. Lehmann (Germany) 672 "Saint Vincent Battleship" - grey, with tinprinted deck detail, c.1914 to 1938, the clockwork 
motor is present but the mechanism requires attention/lubrication and the model would benefit from further cleaning, lacks both 
lifeboats but otherwise a Fair basis for some restoration, 35cm/14" long. 

 £100 - £150 

1198. Trik-Trak (Spot-On Models Ltd) a pair (1) yellow, red and (2) red, yellow. These plastic made issues are generally Near 
Mint to Mint in Good carded boxes with inner packing piece and one folded leaflet - see photo. (2) 

 £10 - £20 

1199. A pair of European tinplate Mechanical Cranes (1) 4-wheel Mobile Crane with corrugated roof, chains and singular 
bucket; (2) clockwork Dockside Crane 50cm/20" tall - silver in colour, would benefit from further cleaning, the clockwork motor in 
working order providing lever operated rotation and hoisting operations - Fair to Good.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1200. A pair of plastic Boats and Meccano parts - to include MS (Germany) "Holiday" Motor Boat, 17"/43cm long, with battery 
operated outboard motor - Excellent, together with an Eastern European clockwork plastic boat with aircraft on board, 30cm/12" 
long - Excellent including a Fair box. Also included are 2 x Meccano conversion set boxes with a quantity of Meccano parts 
including wheels etc - Fair.  (qty) 

 £5 - £10 

Matchbox 
The Iain Gothard Collection 
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1201. Matchbox King Size & Accessory Packs. (1) K6 Mercedes Benz Binz Ambulance - white body with hood decal & door 
labels, light blue windows & roof-light, ivory interior complete with patient & stretcher, matt black base, chrome plastic 
hubs - Excellent Plus (base discoloured with some paint chips and reaction between one front hubs & tyres) in Good to Good 
Plus discoloured type F4 window box; (2) K10 Scammell Contractor Pipe Truck - turquoise green windows & tractor unit 
suspension clip, door labels, complete with 3 x plastic pipes, the remaining pipes are missing - Excellent in Good Plus type F2 
window box with pictorial inner card tray (perspex window damaged & split); (3) K14 Taylor Jumbo Crane - red ballast box, front 
numberplate label - Near Mint with a couple of tiny factory assembly paints to jib in Near Mint type F4 box with original retail 
price added in pencil to one end flap; (4) A1 Castrol Garage Service Ramp - Excellent Plus (glue starting to show through label) 
in Good Plus to Excellent a little creased type F3 box.  (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1202. Matchbox King Size K12 Foden BP Heavy Wreck Truck - roof sign cast as part of body, red plastic hubs - Excellent 
Plus (hubs a little sunfaded on one side) in Excellent type E3 box with puncture hole to one striker side and K13 ERF Concrete 
Truck "Readymix" with red plastic hubs - Excellent Plus (hubs a little sunfaded on one side) in Near Mint type E2 box.  (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1203. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of mid 1960's to early 1970's issue Cars. (1) Y3 1910 Benz Limousine (does 
have a few tiny chips and one rear wing a little bent out of shape); (2) Y5 1929 4.5 litre Blower Bentley - red plastic seats, racing 
number 5 decals, bare metal radiator casting; (3) Y6 Bugatti type 35 - red body with racing number 6 decal to right hand side 
only, left hand decal missing (box sunfaded); (3) Y9 1912 Simplex - with lime green body; (5) Y10 1928 Mercedes with single 
rear spare wheel (does have a some paint chips); (6) Y12 1909 Thomas Flyabout; (7) Y14 Maxwell Roadster (some corrosion 
to brass fuel tank) - Good Plus to Near Mint in Good to Near Min type E1 & E4 boxes; (8) Y7 1912 Rolls Royce with metallic 
grey smooth roof - Near Mint with blue ink mark to rear body in Excellent pink/yellow window box; (9) Y15 Packard 
Victoria - Near Mint in Good Plus purple/yellow window box.  (9) 

 £50 - £60 

1204. Matchbox Major Pack M2 Bedford TK Articulated Truck & Trailer "Davies Tyres" - orange tractor unit with silver trim, 
turquoise green windows gloss black base, 24-tread black plastic wheels, metallic silver trailer with orange chassis & rear 
doors - Near Mint with tiny chip to rear edge of cab roof & rear door in Excellent a little creased type C Lesney box. 

 £50 - £60 

1205. Matchbox Regular Wheels (1) 13a Bedford Wreck Truck - Mint in Excellent type B2 box with large thin model numbers 
to end flaps; (2) 14a Daimler Ambulance - Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin size chips to rear corner of body in Near Mint type 
B1 box and 20a ERF Dropside Truck - dark red body with silver trim - Excellent Plus (axle ends rusty) in Good Plus type B1 
box.  (3) 

 £90 - £110 

1206. Matchbox Regular Wheels 23b Berkeley Cavalier Caravan - pale blue body & base, metal wheels with flat crimped 
axle - Near Mint with factory casting/paint flaw to roof in Excellent Plus type B2 box with large model numbers to end flaps and 
30a Ford Prefect - fawn body with mask sprayed front & rear silver trim, red tail-lamps, gloss black base, 18-tread grey plastic 
wheels with rounded axles - Near Mint (has factory paint flaw to roof) in Excellent Plus type B4 box.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1207. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Military vehicles. (1) 54a Saracen Armoured Personnel Carrier - 30-tread black 
plastic wheels with crimped axles - Excellent (axles rusty) in Good Plus type B2 box with large model numbers to end flaps; (2) 
61a Ferret Scout Car - military green body with scarce gloss paint finish,  closed right rear mudguard, tan driver, gloss black 
3-line base, 30-tread black plastic wheels with rounded axles - Mint in Good Plus to Excellent type B5 box; (3) 67a Saladin 
Armoured Car - 30-tread black plastic wheels with crimped axles - Near Mint in Good Plus type B4 box.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 
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1208. Matchbox Regular Wheels 35a ERF Horse Box - mask sprayed silver trim, 18-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded 
axles - Excellent Plus in generally Near Mint type B4 box and 70a Ford Thames Estate Car - without rear silver trim, pale green 
windows, gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Excellent to Excellent Plus with some tiny chips to 
roof in Excellent Plus type B box printed by Pembroke Abbey.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1209. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of Commercial vehicles. (1) 28a Ford Thames Trader Compressor Truck - without rear 
silver trim, type C fully closed engine, gloss black base, 24-tread black plastic wheels - Excellent Plus in Excellent Plus earlier 
period type B4 box illustrating No.28a Bedford Compressor Truck; (2) 42a Bedford CA Evening News Van - without interior roof 
brace, gloss black base, 24-tread grey plastic wheels - Excellent with some paint chips to raised body outlines in Excellent type 
B4 box.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1210. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of Commercial vehicles. (1) 47a Trojan Brooke Bond Tea Van - red body with silver 
grille, gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Near Mint to Mint with usual minor air bubbles 
beneath decals in Excellent type B5 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; (2) 69a Commer Nestle's Van - maroon body with rear 
silver trim, gloss black base, 9.5 x 20-tread grey plastic wheels - Near Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus type B4 box (price 
added in pencil to one picture face & one end flap tab).  (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1211. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of Military vehicles. (1) 63a Ford Military Ambulance - military green body with silver 
trim, with base hole, 24-tread black plastic wh3eels with rounded axles - Near Mint with factory casting flaw to side of roof in 
Excellent scarce type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; (2) 68a Austin Military Radio truck - silver trim to head-lamps & front 
bumper, 24-tread black plastic wheels with rounded axles - Mint in Excellent type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey with rub 
marks to one picture face.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1212. Matchbox Regular Wheels 61a Ferret Scout Car - military green body with closed right hand rear mudguard, tan driver, 
incorrectly facing rear, satin black 3-line base, 30-tread black plastic wheels with crimped axles - Excellent to Excellent Plus 
(would benefit from cleaning as a little dirty from display) in Near Mint type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. Rare factory 
error with driver facing rear. 

 £50 - £70 

1213. Matchbox Regular Wheels 63a Ford Military Ambulance - military green body without silver trim, with base hole, 
24-tread black plastic wheels with rounded axles - Mint in Excellent Plus scarce late issue type D2 box printed by Pembroke 
Abbey. 

 £60 - £80 

1214. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial vehicles. (1) 1d Aveling Barford Diesel Road Roller - non-riveted base 
with hole - Near Mint (usual distortion to plastic rollers) in Excellent to Excellent Plus type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; 
(2) 3b Bedford TK Tipper Truck - with silver trim, maroon tipper body without base block, gloss black base, 45-tread black 
plastic wheels - generally Near Mint but axle ends rusty in Good Plus a little sunfaded type D2 box printed by Bowaters; (3) 46b 
Guy Pickfords Removal Van - green body with 3-line decals, gloss black base, 9 x 36-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint in 
Near Mint type D4 box; (4) 47b Commer Ice-Cream Van "Lyons Maid" - blue body with type B roof & side decals which are 
purple/lemon yellow/burnt orange - Excellent to Excellent Plus in Excellent Plus type D4 box; (5) 60a Morris J2 Pick-up 
Truck - blue body without rear silver trim and without cab rear window, white lettered decals, gloss black base, 36-tread black 
plastic wheels - Excellent Plus (scratch to rear of cab) in Good Plus a little faded earlier period type B1 box printed by 
Pembroke Abbey.  (5) 

 £100 - £120 
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1215. Matchbox Regular Wheels 5d London Routemaster Bus "BP Longlife" - overall Excellent but radiator, headlamps & cab 
step area has been repainted silver in Near Mint "New Model" type E1 box; 6c Euclid Dump Truck with detailed black plastic 
wheels - Good to Good Plus play worn in Excellent type D2 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; 48b Sports Boat & Trailer - red 
boat with white hull & brass (gold) motor - Good Plus sun faded, dark blue Trailer with 18-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint 
in Excellent Plus type D2 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; 51b Farm Tipping Trailer with black plastic tyres - Mint but missing 
plastic barrels in Excellent "New Model" type E1 box and Accessory Pack A1 BP Petrol Pumps & Garage Sign - overall 
Excellent with some paint chips and attendants hand missing in Excellent type E1 box printed by TP Packaging. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1216. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Cars & Coaches.  (1) 28c Jaguar Mk.10 with bare metal engine bay - Near Mint to 
Mint in Excellent Plus type E1 box illustrating dark blue model; (2) 33b Ford Zephyr 6 - without rear silver trim, 36-tread black 
plastic wheels - Mint in Excellent type D4 box; (3) 40b Leyland Royal Tiger Coach - metallic silver/blue body without rear trim, 
turquoise green windows, gloss black clip-fit base, 36-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint in Excellent a little discoloured type 
D1 box without printers identification; (4) 65b Jaguar 3.8 litre Saloon - red body, turquoise green windows, 36-tread grey plastic 
wheels - Near Mint (has factory silver paint mark to front wing) in Near Mint to Mint type D4 box. (4) 

 £80 - £100 

1217. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Cars & Farm Vehicles.  (1) 12c Land Rover Safari - blue body with burnt sienna 
luggage, white interior without transmission tunnel cast; (2) 36c Opel Diplomat with chrome engine (old glue residue to base 
from motorway drive guide adhesive label); (3) 39c Ford Tractor; (4) 40c Farm Hay Trailer; (5) 43c Pony Trailer with tan base, 
Horses removed from sprue; (6) 49b Mercedes Unimog; (7) 64b MG 1100 - Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint type E4 
boxes. (7) 

 £60 - £80 

1218. Matchbox Regular Wheels (1) 1e Mercedes LP Covered Truck; (2) 2d Mercedes LP Covered Trailer; (3) 37c Dodge 
Cattle Truck; (4) 58c DAF Girder Truck - Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint type F2 & F3 boxes; (5) 60b Leyland Site Hut 
Truck - Good Plus to Excellent in Good Plus "New Model" type E3 box and the following Superfast Models (1) 32c Field 
Gun - Mint in Excellent Plus type L box; (2) 70c Self Propelled Gun - Near Mint in Excellent type L box; (3) 48b Pi-eyed Piper 
Dragster with dark amber windows - Excellent (engine detached but still present within Fair but complete type I box).  (8) 

 £50 - £70 

Regular Wheels 

1219. Matchbox group of Regular Wheels 1950's issue models.  10 x boxed models including 2b Site Dumper; 4b Massey 
Harris Tractor; 34a VW Transporter Van; 49a Half Track (tracks perished & incomplete); 71a Austin Military Water Tanker 
complete with "Matchbox Collector" badge, plus others similar - Fair to Good Plus in Poor & incomplete to Fair boxes.  4 x 
further unboxed Regular Wheel models and Accessory Pack Garage - Fair to Good unboxed. (15) 

 £50 - £60 

1220. Matchbox group of Regular Wheels, Accessory & Major Packs.  23b Berkeley Cavalier Caravan - green body & base, 
metal wheels; 41a Jaguar D Type - racing number 41 decals, scarce 20-tread grey plastic wheels with crimped axles; 45a 
Vauxhall Victor - pale green tinted windows, 18-tread grey plastic wheels; A1 Esso Petrol Pumps & Garage Sign; M1 Caterpillar 
Motor Earth Scraper; M3 Mighty Antar Tank Transporter with Centurion Tank load - Tank has metal rollers with original & pliable 
but discoloured grey rubber tracks and M6 Scammell Ballast Tractor with Pickfords Low Loader Trailer - Good to Excellent with 
some play wear apart from Garage Sign which is only Fair in Poor & incomplete to Fair boxes.  4c Triumph Motorcycle & 
Sidecar - Good unboxed and 36b Lambretta Scooter & Sidecar - Good Plus unboxed. (9) 

 £60 - £80 
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1221. Matchbox Regular Wheels 7b Ford Anglia - with rear silver trim & red tail lamps, pale green tinted windows, 20-tread 
silver plastic wheels (Corgi Accessory Pack labels applied); 43a Hillman Minx - turquoise body with cream roof & trunk, gloss 
black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded axles and 53b Mercedes 200 SE Coupe - maroon body with rear silver 
trim, 24-tread silver plastic wheels - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair & incomplete to Good boxes; 9c Merryweather Marquis Fire 
Engine - dull red body with rear upper hose lockers cast but without rear silver trim, tan ladder, gloss black base, 24-tread grey 
plastic wheels - Excellent Plus unboxed (Corgi Accessory Pack labels applied); Accessory Pack A2 Bedford Articulated Car 
Transporter - mask sprayed silver trim to grille & headlamps only, red Car Collection decals, grey plastic wheels with rounded 
axles - Good Plus (model unfortunately has been Superdetailed using black ink to upper deck & base of Tractor Unit) in Good 
Plus type B5 box; Yesteryear Y15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost with knobbly grey plastic tyres - Good Plus (windscreen damaged & 
bent out of shape) in Good to Good Plus type C Lesney box; Y9 Fowler Showmans Engine - maroon body, cream canopy with 
cream & gold canopy supports, brass boiler door - Excellent unboxed and Superfast 56a BMC Pininfarina - metallic gold body, 
5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - Excellent in Good creased "New" type F box. (8) 

 £100 - £120 

1222. Matchbox Regular Wheels 9c Merryweather Marquis Fire Engine - dull red body with rear upper hose lockers cast but 
without rear silver trim, tan ladder, gloss black base, 24-tread grey plastic wheels - Excellent Plus (Corgi Accessory Pack labels 
applied) in Good Plus type C Lesney box printed by Bowaters. 

 £40 - £60 

1223. Matchbox Regular Wheels 8c Caterpillar Tractor - metal rollers with original & pliable green rubber tracks - Near Mint in 
Good Plus a little creased type C Lesney box illustrating earlier model 8a; 24b Weatherill Hydraulic Excavator - grey plastic 
wheels with crimped axles - Good Plus to Excellent with some small paint chips in Fair creased but complete scarce enlarged 
type B3 box illustrating earlier 24a model and 48b Sports Boat & Trailer - cream boat with red hull & brass (gold) motor, dark 
blue Trailer with 18-tread black plastic wheels - Boat is Good to Good Plus with minor damage to edge of deck, Trailer is Near 
Mint in Good Plus a little creased "New Model" type C Lesney box printed by Bowaters; also included is a plastic Made in Hong 
Kong copy of the No.48b Sports Boat only (Trailer not included) - Good Plus but outboard motor missing propeller. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

1224. Matchbox Regular Wheels 6c Euclid Dump Truck - with silver grille, detailed front & rear black plastic 
wheels - Excellent (factory casting & paint flaws to inside of dump body) in Good Plus to Excellent discoloured "New Model" 
type D2 box without printers identification; 42a Bedford CA Evening News Van - mask sprayed silver trim, angled interior roof 
brace, gloss black base, 24-tread grey plastic wheels - Near Mint with a couple of tiny chips to roof in Fair incomplete type D1 
box printed by Pembroke Abbey (missing one end flap); 74a Mobile Refreshments Canteen - metallic silver body, mid-blue 
interior & base, 24-tread silver plastic wheels - Near Mint to Mint with a couple of minor factory assembly marks in Excellent 
type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; Accessory Pack A3 Private Garage complete with bare metal locking clip - Near Mint 
with a couple of tiny chips to roof in Good discoloured type C Lesney box and 2 x unconfirmed manufacturer plastic approx 
1/64th scale Cars (1) Ford Prefect 100E - red body, cream chassis & wheels; (2) Ford Squire 100E Estate Car - cream body, 
red chassis & wheels - both Excellent unboxed. (6) 

 £100 - £120 

1225. Matchbox Regular Wheels 23b Berkeley Cavalier Caravan (repainted & incomplete tow hook); 37b Karrier Bantam 
Coca-Cola Delivery Truck; 47a Trojan Brooke Bond Tea Van (part repainted); 53b Mercedes 220 SE Coupe and 62b Commer 
TV Service Van (missing plastic accessories) along with Morestone Trucks of the World Series Articulated Refrigerator Truck;  
Husky Commer Walk-Thru' Van - lime green body with red plastic sliding doors, light grey metal base, grey plastic wheels and 
Guy Warrior Coal Truck - red body, chrome plastic base, grey plastic wheels - condition varies from Fair to Good Plus unboxed. 
(8) 

 £10 - £15 

1226. Matchbox Regular Wheels 17c Austin Metropolitan Taxi - maroon body with rear silver trim, tan driver, dark grey base 
& interior without round block, 9.5 x 20-tread grey plastic wheels - Near Mint in Excellent a little creased with some stains to one 
striker side "New Model" type B5 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. 

 £40 - £50 
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1227. Matchbox Regular Wheels 17c Austin Metropolitan Taxi - maroon body with rear silver trim, tan driver, dark grey base 
& interior with round block, 9.5 x 20-tread grey plastic wheels - Near Mint (chip to centre of roof) in Near Mint type D1 box 
printed by Pembroke Abbey with original price of 1/9 added in pencil to both picture faces. 

 £70 - £90 

1228. Matchbox Regular Wheels 23c Bluebird Dauphine Caravan - Stannard Code 1 - rare metallic green body & base, 
20-tread grey plastic wheels - Mint apart from minor factory paint flaw below rear window in Good Plus type B5 box printed by 
Pembroke Abbey illustrating earlier 23b Berkeley Cavalier Caravan (box clean but unfortunately has tear & creasing to one end 
flap).  Superb example which just needs box upgrading. 

 £500 - £600 

1229. Matchbox Regular Wheels 74a Mobile Refreshments Canteen - metallic silver body, mid-blue base & interior, 20-tread 
grey plastic wheels - Excellent Plus (large paint chip to edge of roof) in Excellent Plus type B5 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. 

 £40 - £50 

1230. Matchbox Regular Wheels 14c Bedford Lomas Ambulance - off white body with silver grille & headlamps only, white 
interior, gloss black base, 20-tread black plastic wheels - Excellent Plus (the "LCC" lettering has been removed from both 
decals) in Near Mint type D2 box printed by Bowaters and 35b Snow-Trac - large Snow-Trac decals, black plastic rollers with 
original but perished & discoloured white rubber tracks - Excellent in Excellent Plus stained on dark striker side "New Model" 
type E1 box. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1231. Matchbox Major Pack M7 Ford Thames Trader Articulated Cattle Truck - red tractor unit with silver trim, light tan trailer 
body & ramp with red chassis, knobbly grey plastic wheels - Near Mint with usual paint loss around coupling area in Excellent to 
Excellent Plus type C Lesney box with original price added in pencil to one picture face. 

 £40 - £50 

1232. Matchbox Regular Wheels 9c Merryweather Marquis Fire Engine - dull red body with rear upper hose lockers cast but 
without rear silver trim, brass (gold) ladder, gloss black base, 24-tread grey plastic wheels - Near Mint (ladder a little tarnished) 
in generally Good Plus creased type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. 

 £40 - £50 

1233. Matchbox Regular Wheels 11b ERF Esso Tanker - red body with mask sprayed silver trim, base has cast open circular 
hole & cast shut rectangular hole, 18-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Excellent (factory assembly damage to one 
front wheel - see photo) in Good Plus type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. 

 £60 - £80 

1234. Matchbox Regular Wheels 20b ERF Ever Ready Dropside Truck - dark blue body with silver trim, red outline decals, 
gloss black base, 18-tread black plastic wheels - Mint apart from tiny factory pin size assembly paint chip to top edge of 
headboard in Good Plus type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey with small tear to one end flap. 

 £50 - £60 

1235. Matchbox Regular Wheels 22b Vauxhall Cresta - metallic gold body without rear silver trim but with red tail lamps, 
turquoise green windows, gloss black base, 24-tread silver plastic wheels - Near Mint with tiny pin size chip to roof in Excellent 
type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey.  Still a nice example. 

 £100 - £120 
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1236. Matchbox Regular Wheels 27c Cadillac 60 Special - unusual metallic heather-grey body without rear silver trim but with 
red tail lamps, (a darker shade to metallic mauve), pale pink roof, turquoise green windows, maroon base, 24-tread silver plastic 
wheels - Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to rear fins & edge of roof in Fair type D1 box printed by Bowaters (missing 
one end flap).  Unusual body colour shade. 

 £50 - £60 

1237. Matchbox Regular Wheels 32b Jaguar E Type - metallic red body, clear windows, ivory interior, gloss black base, wire 
wheels with 72-tread grey plastic tyres - Excellent Plus with tiny chip to both front bumpers and usual paint loss to tailgate 
raised lower outline in Good Plus a little creased with small tear to one end flap type D2 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. 

 £40 - £50 

1238. Matchbox Regular Wheels 38a Karrier Bantam Refuse Truck - metallic silver body, 18-tread grey plastic wheels - Mint 
in Good Plus to Excellent type C Lesney box printed by Pembroke Abbey. 

 £60 - £80 

1239. Matchbox Regular Wheels 39b Pontiac Bonneville Convertible - primrose yellow body without rear trim, pale green 
tinted windscreen, cream interior with red steering wheel, maroon base, 24-tread silver plastic wheels - Near Mint with tiny chip 
to one tail lamp & chip to tow hook in Good Plus type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey with small puncture hole to one end 
flap. 

 £70 - £90 

1240. Matchbox Regular Wheels 50a Commer Pick-up Truck - red body with mask sprayed silver grille & headlamps, light 
grey cab roof & loadbed, gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Near Mint with factory paint flaw to 
centre of hood & slightly thin paint finish to loadbed area in generally Excellent type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. 

 £100 - £120 

1241. Matchbox Regular Wheels 51a Albion Chieftain Cement Truck "Blue Circle Portland Cement" - yellow body with mask 
sprayed silver trim, light tan load, gloss black base, 9 x 20-tread silver plastic wheels - Excellent in Good Plus type B5 box 
printed by Pembroke Abbey. 

 £60 - £70 

1242. Matchbox Regular Wheels 55b Ford Fairlane Police Car - Stannard Code 1 - dark blue body with rear silver trim, gloss 
black base, 20-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint with minor surface rust to axle ends in Good Plus to Excellent "New 
Model" type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. 

 £260 - £300 

1243. Matchbox Regular Wheels 69a Commer Nestle's Van - red body without rear silver trim, gloss black base, 20-tread 
grey plastic wheels - Excellent Plus (has significant factory casting/paint flaws to roof & passenger side windscreen pillar) in 
Excellent type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. 

 £50 - £70 

1244. Matchbox Regular Wheels 74a Mobile Refreshments Canteen - metallic silver body with type B serving hatch hinges, 
turquoise type A base & interior, 24-tread silver plastic wheels - overall Near Mint but does have some flaking to upper edge of 
"Refreshments" decal in Good Plus type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey with small tear to corner of one end flap.  Rare 
model to find with turquoise base & interior. 

 £100 - £120 
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1245. Matchbox Regular Wheels 75a Ford Thunderbird - off white body with salmon pink side panels, without rear silver trim 
but with individual red tail lamps, pale green windows, dark blue base, 20-tread silver plastic wheels - Excellent with some small 
paint chips particularly to rear fins in Fair creased but complete type C Lesney box printed by Pembroke Abbey and 17c Austin 
Metropolitan Taxi - maroon body with rear silver trim, tan driver, dark grey base & interior with circular block, 20-tread grey 
plastic wheels - Near Mint with tiny chip to radiator mascot in Good Plus discoloured type C Lesney box printed by Bowaters. 
(2) 

 £70 - £80 

1246. Matchbox Regular wheels a pair of Commercial Vehicles (1) 28b Ford Thames Trader Compressor Truck - yellow body 
with rear silver grille, type C cast shut engine, gloss black base, 24-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint in Good Plus a little 
creased earlier period type C Lesney box without printers identification illustrating earlier 28a Bedford Compressor Truck; (2) 
34a Volkswagen Transporter Van - blue body with mask sprayed front & rear silver trim, gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic 
wheels - Excellent with some small chips to roof in Fair to Good type C Lesney box with some tears to end flaps printed by 
Pembroke Abbey. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1247. Matchbox Regular Wheels 5d London Routemaster Bus "BP Visco Static" - smooth roof interior, type A base, 18-tread 
grey plastic wheels - Near Mint in Good Plus type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey with small surface tear to one picture 
face and 56a London Trolleybus "Peardrax" - red trolleypoles, criss-cross roof interior, gloss black base, 18-tread black plastic 
wheels - Mint apart from a couple of minor factory assembly marks in Excellent type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey with 
minor small tear to one end flap. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1248. Matchbox Regular Wheels 12b Land Rover - military green body with silver trim to headlamps & front bumper, gloss 
black base, 24-tread black plastic wheels - Mint apart from tiny chip to tow hook in Good Plus to Excellent type D1 box printed 
by Pembroke Abbey and 72a Fordson Major Tractor - 24-tread front black plastic wheels, orange plastic rear hubs with black 
tyres - Near Mint in Good Plus type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1249. Matchbox Regular Wheels 25b Volkswagen Beetle - metallic silver-blue body with rear silver trim, pale green windows, 
gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels - Near Mint with a couple of minor marks to hood in Good Plus type D1 box 
printed by Pembroke Abbey and 34b Volkswagen Transporter Caravette - twin rivet base, 24-tread grey plastic 
wheels - Excellent to Excellent Plus in Excellent type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1250. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of Commercial Vehicles.  (1) 37b Karrier Bantam Coca-Cola Delivery Truck - large rear 
decal, gloss black base, 18-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to roof & 
headboard in Good Plus type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey with small tear to one inner end flap; (2) 42a Bedford Evening 
News Van - mask sprayed silver trim, angled interior roof brace, gloss black base, 24-tread grey plastic wheels - Mint in Good 
Plus to Excellent type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1251. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of American Cars.  (1) 57b Chevrolet Impala - two-tone blue body without rear silver 
trim but with red tail lamps, pale green windows, dark blue base, 24-tread silver plastic wheels - Excellent Plus (scratch to front 
windscreen) in Excellent a little faded on one picture face type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; (2) 59b Ford Fairlane Fire 
Chief's Car - red body with rear silver trim, gloss black base, 24-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint (the letter I printed 
incomplete in the word Fire) in Good Plus creased "New Model" type D2 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. (2) 

 £60 - £80 
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1252. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial Vehicles.  (1) 6b Euclid Quarry Truck - Mint in Good type D1 box 
printed by Pembroke Abbey with some small tears; (2) 15b Rotinoff Super Atlantic Ballast Tractor - orange body with silver trim, 
gloss black base, knobbly black plastic wheels - Near Mint with chip to rear upper edge of body in Good type D1 box printed by 
Pembroke Abbey with tear to one end flap; (3) 16b Super Atlantic Low Loader Trailer - orange body, matt black drawbar, 
18-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint in Good Plus type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. (3) 

 £100 - £120 

1253. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial Vehicles.  (1) 13c Ford Thames Trader Wreck truck - red body with 
silver trim, dark orange black outline decals, cast shut jib, bare metal double arm hook, gloss black base, 24-tread black plastic 
wheels - Excellent Plus with some slight decal loss to edges of both decals in Good Plus a little discoloured type D1 box without 
printers identification; (2) 46b Guy Pickfords Removal Van - green body with silver trim & 3-line decals, gloss black base, 
24-tread silver plastic wheels - Mint in Fair type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey (box clean with one end flap detached but 
still present); (3) 47b Commer Ice Cream Van "Lyons Maid" - blue body with silver trim, type A tall roof & side decals which are 
pink/lime green/orange, white interior with tall man, gloss black clip-fit base, 24-tread black plastic wheels - Mint apart from 
printing error to roof decal in Excellent "New Model" type D1 box printed by J.S.&W.; (4) 58b Drott Excavator - red body with 
cast open hydraulic rams, metallic silver engine & base, black plastic rollers with original & pliable green rubber tracks - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good Plus a little discoloured type D1 box without printers identification. (4) 

 £110 - £130 

1254. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial & Emergency Service Vehicles.  (1) 14c Bedford Lomas 
Ambulance - off white body with silver trim to grille & headlamps only, white interior, gloss black base, 45-tread black plastic 
wheels - Excellent to Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips in Good Plus type D2 box printed by Bowaters with a couple of small 
tears to end flaps; (2) 15c Dennis Refuse Truck - dark blue cab & chassis with silver trim but without chassis brace, light grey 
container body with front vent hole, angled decals, 24-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint with tiny chip to upper edge of 
container body in generally Excellent but just a little stained "New Model" type D2 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; (3) 21c 
Commer Milk Float - Cow door decals, turquoise green windows, cream load, gloss black clip-fit base, 24-tread silver plastic 
wheels - Excellent (left hand side of body has been cast out of shape by the factory resulting in the base not sitting flush and 
the model now leaning to one side) in Good creased type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; (4) 26b Foden Cement 
Mixer - orange body with silver trim & chassis braces, orange plastic barrel, 20-tread black plastic wheels - Excellent Plus with a 
couple of marks to barrel and small scratch to roof in Good Plus a little creased type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. (4) 

 £80 - £100 

1255. Matchbox Regular Wheels (1) 4c Triumph T110 Motorcycle & Sidecar - metallic silver-blue body, short sidecar 
mudguard brace, wire wheels with 72-tread black plastic tyres - Mint in Good creased and a little faded type D1 box printed by 
Pembroke Abbey; (2) 7b Ford Anglia - light blue body without rear silver trim but with red tail lamps, pale green windows, gloss 
black base with raised model No.7, 24-tread silver plastic wheels - Excellent Plus with paint flaw to roof in Fair torn but still 
complete type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; (3) 38b Vauxhall Victor Estate - primrose yellow body with silver trim to grille 
& headlamps only, clear windows, red interior, gloss black base, 24-tread silver plastic wheels - Excellent with significant paint 
chip to leading edge of hood in Excellent Plus type D2 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; (4) 40b Leyland Royal Tiger 
Coach - metallic silver-blue body with red tail lamps, pale green windows, gloss black clip-fit base, 20-tread silver plastic 
wheels - Mint in Good creased type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

1256. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Cars & Trailers.  (1) 23c Bluebird Dauphine Caravan - metallic mauve body, 
24-tread silver plastic wheels - Near Mint (factory casting flaw to one wheel) in Good type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey 
with tear to one end flap; (2) 45a Vauxhall Victor - primrose yellow body without rear silver trim but with red tail lamps, turquoise 
green windows, gloss black base, 24-tread grey plastic wheels - Excellent with some tiny chips mostly to raised body outlines 
and rear axle rusty in generally Good Plus type D1 box with tear to one inner end flap printed by Pembroke Abbey; (3) 48b 
Sports Boat & Trailer - red Boat with cream hole and brass (gold) motor, dark blue Trailer with 18-tread black plastic 
wheels - Near Mint in Good Plus type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; (4) 65b Jaguar 3.8 litre Saloon - red body with silver 
trim, turquoise green windows, silver base, 20-tread silver plastic wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Good type D1 box printed by 
J.S.&W. with some creasing and tears to end flaps (hard box to find from this box printer).  (4) 

 £90 - £110 
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1257. Matchbox Regular Wheels (1) 2b Site Dumper - knobbly grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - model is Mint apart 
from driver which has paint loss and only Good Plus in Good type C Lesney box without printers identification (box clean but 
large tear to one end flap); (2) 3a Site Mixer - blue body, orange metal wheels with domed crimped axle - overall Excellent but 
does have chips to engine cover in Good enlarged type B3 box with large tear to one end flap; (3) 7a Horse Drawn Milk 
Float - orange body with mask sprayed white crates, 18-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Near Mint with a just a 
couple of tiny pin size chips in Fair type B5 box printed by Pembroke Abbey (box clean but unfortunately one end flap is 
detached although still present); (4) 17b Bedford Removals Van - green body with silver trim, black outline decals, model No.17 
cast to roof interior, 18-tread grey plastic wheels with crimped axles - overall Excellent with rusty axles and sun faded on one 
side in Fair but still complete type B2 box with large thin model numbers to end flaps. (4) 

 £70 - £90 

1258. Matchbox Regular Wheels 17c Austin Metropolitan Taxi - maroon body with rear silver trim, dark grey base & interior 
without round block, tan driver, 20-tread grey plastic wheels - overall Excellent Plus with small chips & scratch to rear of roof in 
Fair "New Model" type B5 box printed by Pembroke Abbey (box clean with one end flap detached but still present); 44a Rolls 
Royce Silver Cloud - metallic silver-blue body with mask sprayed front & rear silver trim and mask sprayed red tail lamps, gloss 
black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - overall Near Mint but a couple of axle ends rusty in Fair 
incomplete type B5 box printed by Pembroke Abbey (missing one end flap) and Accessory Pack A4 set of 8 x British Road 
Signs - Excellent to Mint in Good type B5 box. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

1259. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of mostly Commercial Vehicles.  (1) 3b Bedford TK Tipper truck - with silver trim, 
maroon tipper body, gloss black base, 24-tread black plastic wheels; (2) 47a Trojan Brooke Bond Tea Van - red body with silver 
trim to grille & headlamps, gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels with crimped axles; (3) 60a Morris J2 Pick-up 
Truck - without rear silver trim but with cab rear window, white lettered decals, gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels; 
(3) 63b Alvis Salamander Airport Crash Tender - brass (gold) monitor foam nozzle, suspension springs have pale green tint, 
complete with plastic parts attached to sprue (nozzle bent out of shape); (5) 73a RAF Pressure Refueller - 20-tread grey plastic 
wheels - Good Plus to Mint in Fair to Poor & incomplete boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1260. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Racing Cars.  (1) 19c Aston Martin DBR5 - metallic green body with racing 
number 19 decals, grey plastic driver, gloss black base, wire wheels - Mint in Fair to Good type D1 box printed by Pembroke 
Abbey (box clean but one end flap almost detached); (2) 41b Jaguar D Type - dark green body with cast shut air scoop and 
racing number 41 decals, tan driver, gloss black base, 9.5 x 20-tread grey plastic wheels - overall Near Mint with chip to rear of 
tail fin in Good Plus type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey with tear to one inner end flap and (3) 73b Ferrari F1 Racing 
Car - Excellent Plus unboxed but missing plastic driver. (3) 

 £80 - £90 

1261. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Cars.  (1) 29b Austin A55 Cambridge - two-tone green body without rear silver 
trim but with red tail lamps, pale green tinted windows, gloss black base, 24-tread silver plastic wheels - Excellent Plus in 
Excellent type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; (2) 33b Ford Zephyr 6 - dark turquoise body with split rear silver trim, clear 
windows, ivory interior, gloss black base, 24-tread silver plastic wheels - Near Mint with usual tiny chip to rear fin in generally 
Good Plus "New Model" type D2 box printed by Pembroke Abbey with a couple of small tears to one end flap; (3) 45b Ford 
Corsair - very pale yellow body with silver trim to grille & headlamps, clear windows, red interior, silver painted base, 36-tread 
black plastic wheels, complete with Boat & roof rack (roof rack still attached to sprue but boat removed) - Near Mint with small 
scratch to edge of hood in Excellent a little discoloured "New Model" type E2 box illustrating dark yellow model with brown boat. 
(3) 

 £70 - £90 
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1262. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Military Vehicles.  (1)54a Saracen Armoured Personnel Carrier - 30-tread black 
plastic wheels with rounded axles; (2) 61a Ferret Scout Car - closed right rear mudguard, gloss black 3-line base which is also 
gloss black on the interior of the base (not the usual bare metal finish), 30-tread black plastic wheels with rounded axles; (3) 
64a Scammell Military Recovery Tractor - bare metal double arm hook, 30-tread black plastic wheels with rounded axles; (4) 
67a Saladin Armoured Car with 30-tread black plastic wheels & rounded axles (gun barrel detached & missing); (5) 68a Austin 
Military Radio Truck - with silver trim to headlamps & front bumper only, 24-tread black plastic wheels; (6) 71a Austin Military 
Water Tanker - with silver trim, base with cut-outs and cast shut hole, 24-tread black plastic wheels - Excellent to Mint in Poor & 
incomplete to Fair boxes apart from box for Saladin Armoured Car which is Excellent. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1263. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Construction Vehicles.  (1) 1d Aveling Barford Diesel Road Roller - non-riveted 
base with hole (usual distortion to plastic rollers); (2) 2c - with silver grille & base hole, thin front axle supports, front black 
plastic wheels with 45-tread front black plastic wheels with "Lesney England" lettering; (3) 8c Caterpillar Tractor - base with 
braces but without model number cast, black plastic rollers with original & pliable green rubber tracks; (4) 24b Weatherill 
Hydraulic Excavator - 24-tread front grey plastic wheels; (5) 43b Aveling Barford Tractor Shovel - yellow body & bucket with 
cast open hydraulic arms, dark red driver & base - Excellent to Mint in Poor to Good Plus type D1 boxes all printed by 
Pembroke Abbey. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1264. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Cars & Caravans.  (1) 22c Pontiac GP Coupe - gloss black base without tow guide 
& without patent number, (drivers door does not close completely flush), "New Model" type E2 box illustrating blue model; (2) 
23d Trailer Caravan - lemon yellow body with open axles, 18-tread black plastic wheels, "New Model" type E2 box illustrating 
blue caravan; (3) 28c Jaguar Mark X with metallic brown engine bay; (4) 31c Lincoln Continental - metallic dark blue body, 
"New Model" type E2 box illustrating red model; (5) 41c Ford GT40 - racing number 6 hood decal, gloss black base without tow 
guide, yellow plastic hubs with 72-tread black plastic tyres (paint flaws to roof) - Excellent to Mint in Good to Good Plus "New 
Model" type E1 & E2 boxes. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1265. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of mid 1960's issue Commercial & Farm Vehicles.  (1) 17d Foden Hoveringham 
Tipper Truck - with silver trim, gloss black base, pale green plastic suspension (box missing one end flap); (2) 25c Bedford TK 
BP Tanker (box missing one end flap); (3) 50b John Deere Lanz Tractor with black plastic tyres; (4) 69b Hatra Tractor 
Shovel - orange body & shovel, red plastic hubs - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes, 2 of which are incomplete; 
(5) 71b Jeep Gladiator Pick-up Truck with sea green interior - model has been partly over sprayed black - Fair in Poor 
incomplete box. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1266. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Military Vehicles.  (1) 49a US Army Half Track - 20-tread grey plastic front wheels 
with rounded axle, metal rollers with original but perished grey rubber tracks - apart from tracks model is Near Mint in Good 
creased with tear to one end flap type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; (2) 55a DUKW Amphibian - gloss black base, 
18-tread black plastic wheels with rounded axles - Mint apart from a couple of minor factory paint flaws in Good creased type C 
Lesney box printed by Pembroke Abbey with tear to one end flap; (3) 73a RAF Pressure Refueller - solid tank brace, 20-tread 
grey plastic wheels - Near Mint in Good type B5 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. (3) 

 £80 - £100 

1267. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair of Military Vehicles.  (1) 62a AEC Military General Service Lorry - 24-tread black plastic 
wheels with rounded axles - Near Mint (box rubs to front bumper silver trim) in Good Plus to Excellent but a little grubby from 
storage type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; (2) 63a Ford Military Ambulance - with silver trim, with base hole, 24-tread 
black plastic wheels with rounded axles - Near Mint with minor box rub to front bumper silver trim in Good creased with small 
tear to one inner end flap type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. (2) 

 £70 - £90 
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1268. Matchbox Regular Wheels 35a ERF Horse Box - mask sprayed silver trim, 18-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded 
axles - Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin size factory assembly paint chips to roof crown in Good Plus a little creased type D1 
box printed by Pembroke Abbey and 70a Ford Thames Estate Car - turquoise body without rear silver trim, yellow roof, 
turquoise green windows, gloss black base, 20-tread silver plastic wheels - Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny pin size chips to 
roof & rear quarter panel in Good Plus to Excellent type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey with small tear to one inner end 
flap. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1269. Matchbox Regular Wheels 62b Commer TV Service Van "Rentaset" - Stannard Code 2 - cream body with silver trim, 
turquoise green windows, gloss black clip-fit base, 9.5 x 20-tread black plastic wheels, complete with ladder & 3 x Television 
Sets removed from sprue but missing aerial - Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips and factory silver paint mark to 
passenger side front wing in Good "New Model" short type D2 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. 

 £50 - £60 

1270. Matchbox Regular Wheels 7a Horse Drawn Milk Float - orange body with mask sprayed white crates, 18-tread grey 
plastic wheels with crimped axles - Near Mint with some surface corrosion to axles in Excellent scarce type B4 box. 

 £60 - £70 

1271. Matchbox Regular Wheels & Major Packs group of Commercial & Construction Vehicles.  (1) 6c Euclid Dump 
Truck - without silver trim, 40-tread regular black plastic wheels; (2) 17d Foden Hoveringham Tipper Truck - without silver grille, 
gloss black base, white plastic suspension; (3) 35b Snow-Trac with original but perished & discoloured white rubber tracks; (4) 
M2 Bedford TK Articulated Truck & Trailer "LEP International Transport" with gloss black trailer chassis & rear doors; (5) M10 
Whitlock Dinkum Dumper - red plastic steering wheel, bare metal hubs - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Poor boxes three of 
which are incomplete. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1272. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of unboxed models.  (1) 5b London Bus "Buy Matchbox Series"; (2) 14b Daimler 
Ambulance; (3) 15a Diamond T Prime Mover; (4) 16a Low Loader Trailer; (5) 20a ERF Dropside Lorry - dark red body with 
silver trim, metal wheels; (6) 29a Bedford CA Milk Float; (7) 33a Ford Zodiac - Good Plus to Excellent Plus unboxed. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

1273. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of 1950’s issue Cars, Commercial & Construction Vehicles including 11b ERF Esso 
Tanker; 16a Low Loader Trailer (has plastic Boat glued to loadbed); 18b Caterpillar Bulldozer with original & pliable but 
discoloured green rubber tracks; 19a MG TC with off white body; 41a Jaguar D Type plus others similar (see photo) - Good to 
Excellent unboxed along with 5a London Bus & incomplete 7a Horse Drawn Milk Float - both Poor. (13) 

 £30 - £40 

1274. Matchbox Regular Wheels 38a Karrier Bantam Refuse Truck - Stannard Code 1 - light grey body without decal guide 
lines cast and without rear cab brace, without silver trim applied, metal wheels with domed crimped axles - Good Plus unboxed 
(does have a few small chips and has minor black paint mark to front bumper and some black paint marks to metal wheels).  
Rare factory error without silver trim. 

 £40 - £60 

1275. Matchbox Regular Wheels 6d Ford Pick-up Truck Pre-production Colour Trial - metallic jade green body, grey plastic 
grille, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base without the letter A cast to rear of central platform, 45-tread black plastic 
wheels - Near Mint unboxed (slightly thin factory paint finish to tailgate & loadbed). 

 £500 - £600 
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1276. Matchbox Regular Wheels G2 Car Transporter Gift Set containing (1) 22b Vauxhall Cresta - light grey body with lilac 
side panels, with rear silver trim & red tail lamps, pale green windows, gloss black base, 20-tread silver plastic 
wheels - Excellent Plus;  (2) 25b Volkswagen Beetle - metallic silver-blue body without rear silver trim, pale green windows, 
gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels - Near Mint; (3) 39a Ford Zodiac Convertible - dark salmon pink body with rear 
silver trim & red tail lamps, tan driver, turquoise interior & base, 20-tread silver plastic wheels - Good Plus; (4) 39a Ford Zodiac 
Convertible - as previous model but 18-tread grey plastic wheels - Good Plus; (5) 57b Chevrolet Impala - two-tone blue body 
without rear silver trim but with red tail lamps, pale green windows, dark blue base, 20-tread silver plastic wheels - Near Mint 
with marks to rear window; (6) 75a Ford Thunderbird - off white body without rear silver trim but with individual red tail lamps, 
pale green windows, dark blue base, 20-tread silver plastic wheels - Excellent; (7) Accessory Pack A2 Bedford Articulated Car 
Transporter - light blue with mask sprayed silver trim and red "Car Collection Ltd" decals, Tractor Unit has 30-tread grey plastic 
wheels, Trailer has 30-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint with usual paint loss to coupling area in generally Good Plus type 
C Lesney box complete with inner card packing tray (box has original price added in pencil to top of lid and some pencil graffiti 
to base of lid).  Please note set is missing 33a Ford Zodiac Saloon but has an additional 39a Ford Zodiac Convertible. 

 £260 - £300 

1277. Matchbox Regular Wheels G3 Building Constructors Set containing (1) 2b Site Dumper - grey plastic wheels with 
rounded axles; (2) 6b Euclid Quarry Truck with knobbly black plastic wheels & rounded axles; (3) 15b Rotinoff Super Atlantic 
Ballast Tractor with knobbly black plastic wheels; (4) 16b Super Atlantic Trailer - orange body with black drawbar, 18-tread 
black plastic wheels; (5) 18c Caterpillar Bulldozer - with model No.18 cast to base, metal rollers with original & pliable but a little 
discoloured green rubber tracks; (6) 24b Weatherill Hydraulic Excavator with 10 x 24-tread front grey plastic wheels; (7) 28b 
Ford Thames Trader Compressor Truck - with rear silver trim, later issue with cast shut engine, gloss black base, 24-tread black 
plastic wheels (does have a few tiny chips); (8) Major Pack M1 Caterpillar Motor Earth Scraper - bare metal hubs with rounded 
axles - Excellent to Mint in Good Plus type B5 box with some pencil graffiti to base of sliding lid. 

 £200 - £260 

1278. Matchbox Regular Wheels G3 Building Constructors Set containing (1) 2b Site Dumper - grey plastic wheels with 
rounded axles; (2) 6b Euclid Quarry Truck with knobbly black plastic wheels and rounded axles; (3) 15b Rotinoff Super Atlantic 
Ballast Tractor with knobbly black plastic wheels; (4) 16b Super Atlantic Trailer - orange body & drawbar, 18-tread black plastic 
wheels; 18c Caterpillar Bulldozer - incomplete model number cast to base, metal rollers with original but perished & discoloured 
grey rubber tracks; (6) 24b Weatherill Hydraulic Excavator - 10 x 24-tread front grey plastic wheels; (7) 28b Ford Thames 
Trader Compressor Truck - early pattern front silver trim, with rear silver trim, type A cast open engine (partially flashed over), 
gloss black base, 24-tread black plastic wheels; (8) Major Pack M1 Caterpillar Motor Earth Scraper - bare metal hubs with 
rounded axles, models suffering from corrosion to bare metal parts - Good Plus to Excellent Plus in Good type C box with inner 
card packing tray (puncture hole to top of card sleeve). 

 £120 - £150 

1279. Matchbox Regular Wheels G1 Commercial Vehicles Gift Set containing (1) 5c London Routemaster Bus "BP 
Visco-Static" - criss-cross roof interior, 18-tread black plastic wheels; (2) 10c Foden Sugar Container Truck - with silver trim, 
without rear crown decal, with base hole, 24-tread black plastic wheels (paint chips to container roof touched in); (3) 12b Land 
Rover - military green body with silver trim, 45-tread black plastic wheels (model has some repainting); (4) 13c Ford Thames 
Trader Wreck Truck - black outline decals, cast shut jib, bare metal double arm hook, 45-tread black plastic wheels; (5) 14c 
Bedford Lomas Ambulance - off white body with silver trim to grille & headlamps only, white interior, 45-tread black plastic 
wheels (nearside decal incomplete); (6) 21c Commer Milk Float - cow door decals, cream load, 24-tread silver plastic wheels; 
(7) 46b Guy Pickfords Removal Van - green body with 3-line decals, 24-tread black plastic wheels; (8) 74a Mobile 
Refreshments Canteen - metallic silver body, light blue base & interior, 24-tread silver plastic wheels (dark green paint marks to 
both wheels) - condition generally Good Plus to Excellent apart from Land Rover which is only Fair in Fair but complete type D1 
box complete with inner card packing tray (box does have some blue ink repainting to edges and glue repairs to corner of outer 
sleeve). 

 £100 - £120 
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1280. Matchbox Regular Wheels G9 Major Pack Gift Set containing (1) M1 BP Autotanker - with rear silver trim, turquoise 
green windows, gloss black base, 24-tread black plastic wheels (nearside decal discoloured with some loss & flaking to top 
edge); (2) M2 Bedford TK Articulated Truck & Trailer "Davies Tyres" - orange tractor unit with silver trim, windows have very 
pale green tint, gloss black base, metallic silver trailer with orange chassis & opening doors, 24-tread black plastic wheels; (3) 
M4 Ruston Bucyrus 22-RB Excavator - yellow side decals & "Taylor Woodrow" rear decal, bare metal rollers with one original 
but perished green rubber track, the other track is missing; (4) M6 Scammell Ballast Tractor & Pickfords Low Loader 
Trailer - dark blue tractor unit with silver grille, gloss black base, 24-tread black plastic wheels, maroon Trailer with dark blue 
Bogies, black drawbar, 24-tread black plastic wheels - Excellent Plus to Good Plus in Good type D1 box with some ink & pen 
graffiti to one end, tear to one corner and large surface tear to inner card packing tray, outer card sleeve is Good Plus. 

 £200 - £240 

1281. Matchbox Regular Wheels G2 Car Transporter Gift Set containing (1) 28c Jaguar Mark 10 with metallic brown engine 
bay; (2) 32b Jaguar E Type - clear windows, ivory interior, gloss black base, wire wheels with 72-tread black plastic tyres; (3) 
44b Rolls Royce Phantom V - metallic mauve body, 36-tread black plastic wheels; (4) 53b - dark red body with rear silver trim, 
gloss black base without patent number, 36-tread black plastic wheels; (5) Major Pack M8 Guy Warrior Articulated Car 
Transporter - turquoise tractor unit with silver trim, turquoise green windows, orange trailer, orange plastic hubs with grey tyres 
and pale green rear suspension spring - condition varies from Good Plus to Excellent Plus in Good Plus type E1 box base with 
Good Plus to Excellent inner card packing tray and Excellent outer card sleeve with some minor staining. 

 £200 - £240 

1282. Matchbox Regular Wheels G2 Car Transporter Gift Set - later issue with plastic inner vac-form packing tray - containing 
(1) 28c Jaguar Mark 10 with bare metal engine bay; (2) 32b Jaguar E Type - clear windows, ivory interior, wire wheels with 
45-tread black plastic tyres; (3) 44b Rolls Royce Phantom V - metallic mauve body, 36-tread black plastic wheels; (4) 53c 
Mercedes 220 SE - dark red body without rear silver trim, gloss black base without patent number, 36-tread black plastic 
wheels; (4) Major Pack M8 Guy Warrior Articulated Car Transporter - turquoise tractor unit with silver trim, turquoise green 
windows, gloss black base, orange trailer, orange plastic hubs with grey tyres and white plastic rear suspension 
spring - condition varies from Excellent to Near Mint in Excellent type E1 box base with Good yellow plastic packing tray (split to 
corners of Car Transporter opening) with generally Good Plus outer card sleeve (some ink graffiti to one picture face). 

 £200 - £260 

1283. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial & Military Vehicles.  (1) 16c Scammell Snow Plough - light grey body 
with cast open cab steps & without base hole, orange tipper body with matt paint finish, orange & white blade decal, 45-tread 
black plastic wheels; (2) 54a Saracen Armoured Personnel Carrier - 30-tread black plastic wheels with rounded axles; (3) 62b 
Commer TV Service Van "Rentaset" - with tall ladder rests, turquoise green windows, gloss black clip-fit base, 10 x 36-tread 
black plastic wheels, complete with ladder & 3 x Television Sets but missing aerial; (4) 71b Jeep Gladiator Pick-up Truck - white 
interior, gloss black base without patent number, 45-tread black plastic wheels (non original decals added to both 
doors) - Excellent to Mint in Fair but complete to Good Plus type D1 & D2 boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1284. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Cars & Trailers.  (1) 23d Trailer Caravan - lemon yellow body, 18-tread black 
plastic wheels with open axles; (2) 45b Ford Corsair - silver trim to grille & headlamps, silver painted base, 36-tread black 
plastic wheels, complete with Boat & roof rack removed from sprue, "New Model" type E2 box illustrating dark yellow model with 
brown Boat; (3) 48b Sports Boat & Trailer - red Boat with cream hull and brass (gold) motor, dark blue Trailer with 18-tread 
black plastic wheels; (4) 52a 1948 Maserati Grand Prix Racing Car - lemon yellow body with racing number 52 decals, cream 
driver, wire wheels - condition varies from Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair but still complete to Good Plus type E2 & D1 boxes. 
(4) 

 £60 - £80 
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1285. Matchbox Regular Wheels (1) 33b Ford Zephyr 6 - dark turquoise body with rear silver trim, 24-tread silver plastic 
wheels; (2) 34b Volkswagen Transporter Caravette - twin rivet base, 24-tread grey plastic wheels; (3) 47b Commer Ice Cream 
Van "Lyons Maid" - blue body with type A tall decals which are pink/lime green/orange, white interior with tall man, gloss black 
clip-fit base, 24-tread black plastic wheels; (4) 58b Drott Excavator with black plastic rollers with original & pliable but 
discoloured green rubber tracks; (5) 63b Alvis Salamander Airport Crash Tender - brass (gold) roof monitor nozzle, very pale 
green tinted plastic suspension, complete with 1 x plastic side lettering but other plastic accessories missing; (6) 64b MG 1100; 
(7) 67a Saladin Armoured Car; (8) 73b Ferrari F1 Racing Car (missing driver) - all Good to Good Plus in Poor to Good type D & 
E boxes.  3 x type D1 empty boxes for (1) King Size K11 Fordson Major Tractor & Farm Tipping Trailer; (2) Y11 Yesteryear 
Packard Landaulet; (3) Y16 Spyker - all Fair. (11) 

 £50 - £70 

1286. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of mostly 1950's to early 1960's issue Cars, Commercial & Construction Vehicles 
along with a couple of Buses individual models include 1a Aveling Barford Diesel Road Roller with scarce light green body; 16b 
Super Atlantic Low Loader Trailer - tan body & drawbar, 18-tread grey plastic wheels; 32a Jaguar XK140 with red body; 31b 
Ford Fairlane Station Wagon; 46a Morris Minor plus many others similar, some of which are damaged or incomplete (see 
photo) along with 2 x later issue 48c Dodge Dump Truck both of which have been paint weathered for display on a model 
railway layout - Poor to Good unboxed. (40) 

 £40 - £60 

1287. Large group of Matchbox, Morestone, Budgie & Benbros models.  Including various Regular Wheel Military Vehicles; 
Major & Accessory Packs; early First Series Models of Yesteryear; King Size Construction Equipment including Scammell 
Ballast Tractor with Low Loader Trailer & Caterpillar Tractor load; Benbros small scale Royal Mail Land Rover & Scooter 
(missing rider figure) etc, Trojan Van repainted remaining models generally Fair to Good Plus unboxed. (approx 44) 

 £50 - £70 

1288. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial Vehicles (1) 29a Bedford CA Milk Float; (2) 35a ERF Horse Box; (3) 
40a Bedford Tipper Truck; (4) 42a Bedford CA Evening News Van; (5) 51a Albion Cement Truck "Portland Cement" - all have 
metal wheels - Good Plus in Fair & incomplete to Good Plus in Fair & incomplete to Good Plus type B2 boxes and (6) 
Accessory Pack A1 BP Petrol Pumps & Garage Sign - plastic parts removed from sprue, sign has BP labels, pumps are Near 
Mint, sign Excellent with glue starting to shoe through labels in Good Plus discoloured type E1 box. (6) 

 £70 - £90 

1289. Matchbox Regular Wheels 46b Guy Pickfords Removal Van - dark blue detailed body with silver trim and 2-line decals, 
gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels - Excellent with a couple of scratches to front of container body and rusty axle 
ends in Good to Good Plus type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey. 

 £50 - £60 

1290. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial & Construction Vehicles.  (1) 10c Foden Sugar Container Truck - with 
silver trim & base hole, without rear crown decal, 36-tread black plastic wheels - Excellent with paint chips to rear container 
hatch in Good type D2 box printed by Pembroke Abbey with tear to one end flap; (2) 24b Weatherill Hydraulic Excavator with 
black plastic wheels - Excellent Plus in Good to Good Plus discoloured type D4 box; (3) 28b Ford Thames Trader Compressor 
Truck - with rear silver trim, cast shut compressor engine, gloss black base, 24-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint in Good 
Plus type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey with tear to one inner end flap; (4) 37b Karrier Bantam Coca-Cola Delivery  
Truck - 18-tread grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Near Mint in Good discoloured type D1 box printed by Pembroke 
Abbey. (4) 

 £80 - £100 

1291. Matchbox Regular Wheels 27c Cadillac Sixty Special - metallic lilac body without rear silver trim & without red tail 
lamps, pale pink roof, turquoise green windows, gloss black base, 24-tread front grey plastic wheels, 36-tread rear grey plastic 
wheels - Near Mint with tiny pin size factory assembly paint chip to side of roof and minor factory paint flaw to trunk in Good to 
Good Plus discoloured type D2 box printed by Bowaters.  Rare factory error fitted with a combination of different tread grey 
plastic wheels. 

 £80 - £100 
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1292. Matchbox Regular Wheels 2 x 3b Bedford TK Tipper Truck - both are a light grey cab & chassis, maroon tipper body, 
45-tread black plastic wheels (1) without silver trim, gloss black base with small model No.3 cast, factory error rear opening 
tailgate to tipper body has been assembled in reverse giving a flat outside face (see extra photo) - Excellent to Excellent Plus 
with a couple of tiny chips in Good to Good Plus discoloured type D4 box; (2) with silver trim, gloss black base with large model 
No.3 cast - Excellent unboxed with rusty front axle & tipper locating pin. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1293. Matchbox Regular Wheels (1) 34b Volkswagen Transporter Caravette - non-riveted base, 45-tread black plastic 
wheels; (2) 40b Leyland Royal Tiger Coach - without rear trim, turquoise green windows, gloss black riveted base, 36-tread 
black plastic wheels; (3) 48b Sports Boat & Trailer - white Boat with red hull and brass (gold) motor, light blue Trailer with raised 
towing eye, 18-tread black plastic wheels; (4) 61a Ferret Scout Car - 4 x closed mudguards, gloss black 4-line text base, 
40-tread black plastic wheels - Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Good Plus type D4 boxes. (4) 

 £90 - £110 

1294. Matchbox Regular Wheels & Accessory Packs.  (1) 8a Caterpillar Tractor - orange body with gold trim, bare metal 
rollers with original & pliable but discoloured green rubber tracks - Good in Fair incomplete type B2 box (missing one inner end 
flap); (2) 20a ERF Dropside Lorry - maroon body with silver trim, metal wheels - Excellent in Poor incomplete type B1 box; (3) 
56a London Trolleybus - scarce early issue with black trolleypoles, metal wheels - overall Good Plus unboxed but does have a 
number of paint chips to trolleypoles; (4) 20b ERF Ever Ready Dropside Truck - red outline decals, 18-tread black plastic 
wheels - Excellent (a little sun faded and has a couple of chips to upper edge of dropside body); (5) A3 Private Garage 
complete with locking clip - Near Mint with a couple of tiny chips to top edge of roof in Fair faded and discoloured but still 
complete scarce late issue type D1 box; (6) A4 Set of 7 x British Road Signs (one sign missing)- generally Excellent to Near 
Mint in Fair torn but still complete type B5 box; (7) A5 Home Stores Shop - Excellent Plus in Poor incomplete type C Lesney 
box and unboxed Major Pack M7 Ford Thames Trader Articulated Cattle Truck - tractor unit has 45-tread grey plastic wheels, 
dark tan trailer has red chassis & rear ramp, 24-tread grey plastic wheels - Good Plus unboxed. (8) 

 £80 - £100 

1295. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial & Construction Vehicles.  (1) 2c Muir Hill Site Dumper "Laing"; (2) 6c 
Euclid Dump Truck; (3) 16d Case Bulldozer with original & pliable green rubber tracks; (4) 35b Snow-Trac with cast lettering, 
original but perished & discoloured white rubber tracks; (5) 62b Commer TV Service Van "Rentaset" - gloss black riveted base, 
45-tread black plastic wheels, complete with plastic accessories (ladder & aerial removed from sprue) - condition varies from 
Good Plus to Mint in Fair but still complete to Good boxes; (6) Major Pack M1 BP Autotanker - with rear silver trim, turquoise 
green windows, gloss black base, 45-tread black plastic wheels - generally Excellent but does have thin lower body factory 
paint finish to one side and some damage to one decal in Poor incomplete type D1 box. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1296. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Farm Vehicles.  (1) 39c Ford Tractor; (2) 40c Farm Hay Trailer; (3) 50b John 
Deere Lanz Tractor with grey plastic tyres (tyres very loose and contained within box); (4) 51b Farm Tipping Trailer (missing 
plastic barrels); (5) 65c Combine Harvester; (6) 72a Fordson Major Tractor - 45-tread front black plastic wheels, orange plastic 
rear hubs with black tyres; (7) as (6) but orange plastic front & rear hubs with black tyres (rear tyres very loose and contained 
within box) - condition varies from Good Plus to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes; (8) 12b Land Rover - military green 
body with silver trim, gloss black base, 45-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint unboxed. (8) 

 £70 - £90 

1297. Matchbox Regular Wheels 2 x 16b Super Atlantic Low Loader Trailer (1) matt orange body with black drawbar, 
18-tread black plastic wheels - Excellent to Excellent Plus in Fair but still complete type D1 box; (2) gloss orange body & 
drawbar, 18-tread black plastic wheels - Good Plus to Excellent unboxed; 36b Lambretta TV175 Scooter & Sidecar with 
45-tread black plastic wheels - overall Near Mint but rear axle a little rusty in places in Good creased with tear to one end flap 
type D2 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; 42a Bedford CA Evening News Van - yellow body with mask sprayed silver trim and 
angled inner roof brace, gloss black base, 24-tread grey plastic wheels - Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips around rear 
doors in Fair type D1 box (one end flap detached but still present) and 69a Commer Nestle's Van - dark red body without rear 
silver trim, gloss black base, 20-tread grey plastic wheels - overall Near Mint in Fair but complete creased & stained type D1 
box printed by Pembroke Abbey. (5) 

 £70 - £90 
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1298. Matchbox Regular Wheels 61a Alvis Stalwart - white body with ribbed loadbed, dark green BP Exploration label to right 
hand side body facing rear, light green BP Exploration label to right hand side body facing front, green plastic hubs with black 
tyres - Excellent Plus (couple of marks to labels and tyres very loose which are now contained under plastic canopy) in Fair but 
complete type F2 box.  Unusual label variation. 

 £30 - £40 

1299. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial & Public Service Vehicles.  (1) 5d London Routemaster Bus with BP 
Visco-static labels (has been paint Superdetailed); (2) 13d Dodge BP Wreck Truck; (3) 29c Fire Pumper Truck; (4) 49b 
Mercedes Unimog; (5) 61b Mercedes Unimog; (5) 61b Alvis Stalwart (tyres very loose contained under plastic canopy and 
model has additional rear BP label added at a later date); (6) 66c Greyhound Coach; (7) 68b Mercedes Coach; (8) 74b Daimler 
Fleetline Bus Code 3 Issue with non original decals applied; (9) 74b Daimler Fleetline Bus - red body with Esso labels (in earlier 
period box illustrating cream model) - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair but complete to Good type E & F boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £60 

1300. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Commercial & Construction Vehicles.  (1) 6c Euclid Dump Truck; (2) 15c Dennis 
Refuse Truck - without silver trim but with container vent hole, square decals, with chassis brace; (3) 16c Scammell Snow 
Plough - red & white blade decal, cast shut cab steps, with base hole; (4) 18d Caterpillar Bulldozer with short exhaust stack & 
base hole, black plastic rollers with original & pliable green rubber tracks; (5) 21c Commer Milk Float - cow door decals, 
turquoise green windows, white load, gloss black twin rivet  base, 36-tread black plastic wheels; (6) 43b Aveling Barford 
Tractor Shovel - orange-yellow body, base & driver, red bucket with cast shut hydraulic arms - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair but 
still complete to Good Plus type E3 & E4 boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1301. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of mostly Cars.  (1) 20c Chevrolet Impala Taxi - orange-yellow body with orange 
hood label, red interior, bare metal base, 36-tread black plastic wheels; (2) 24c Rolls Royce Silver Shadow - black plastic 
wheels with chrome hubs; (3) 27c Mercedes 230 SL; (4) 41c Ford GT40 - racing number 6 hood label, matt black base, yellow 
plastic hubs (some discolouration to base); (5) 46c Mercedes 300 SE Coupe with green body (rear suspension collapsed); (6) 
53c Ford Zodiac (body paintwork has gone a little "tacky" from storage); (7) 57c Land Rover Fire Truck with Kent Fire Brigade & 
shield door labels, clear plastic suspension spring - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent type E & F boxes. (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1302. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Cars & Trailers.  (1) 3c Mercedes Benz Binz Ambulance with pale blue windows, 
large red cross door labels; (2) 19d Lotus F1 Racing Car - dark green body with racing number 3 decals; (3) 20c Chevrolet 
Impala Taxi - yellow body, red interior, bare metal base with "Gunmetal" effect, 36-tread black plastic wheels (missing hood 
label); (4) 22c Pontiac GP Coupe; (5) 23d Trailer Caravan - pink body with closed axles, 36-tread black plastic wheels; (6) 25c 
Ford Cortina; (7) 44b Rolls Royce Phantom V - metallic mauve body, 36-tread black plastic wheels; (8) 67b Volkswagen 1600 
TL - chrome hubs with black plastic tyres, bare metal base with patent number - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair but still complete 
to Good Plus boxes. (8) 

 £70 - £90 

1303. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Cars & Commercial Vehicles.  (1) 28d Mack Dump Truck with yellow plastic hubs; 
(2) 32b Jaguar E Type - clear windows, 72-tread grey plastic tyres; (3) 32c Leyland BP Tanker (has a number of paint chips to 
tank); (4) 33b Ford Zephyr 6 - light turquoise body without rear silver trim, 36-tread black plastic wheels; (5) 39b Pontiac 
Bonneville Convertible - primrose yellow body without rear trim, ivory interior, gloss black base, 36-tread black plastic wheels; 
(6) 54b Cadillac Ambulance (drivers door label faded); (7) 62b Commer TV Service Van "Rentaset" - gloss black clip-fit base, 
45-tread black plastic wheels, complete with ladder & 2 x Television Sets but missing other plastic accessories - condition 
varies from Good to Excellent in Fair but complete to Good boxes. (7) 

 £30 - £40 
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1304. Matchbox group of various mostly 1950's issue Regular Wheels, Models of Yesteryear & Accessory Packs a couple of 
which are repainted, also included are a number of incomplete or reproduction boxes - condition varies from Poor to Good 
along with Y3 Benz Limousine - Good in Good later issue pink/yellow window box and Morestone Modern Vehicle Series 18 
Foden Dumper Lorry - Good in Fair incomplete box. (qty) 

 £15 - £20 

1305. Matchbox Regular Wheels G5 Army Gift Set containing (1) 54a Saracen Armoured Personnel Carrier - 30-tread black 
plastic wheels with crimped axles; (2) 62a AEC Military Covered Truck - 24-tread black plastic wheels with rounded axles; (3) 
63a Ford Military Ambulance - with hole to base, 24-tread black plastic wheels with rounded axles (model damp damaged & 
discoloured with paint blistering); (4) 64a Scammell Military Recovery Tractor (jib & hook discoloured); (5) 67a Saladin 
Armoured Car - 30-tread black plastic wheels with rounded axles; (6) 68a Austin Military Radio Truck (has damp damage, 
discolouration and slight blistering to front of model); (7) Major Pack M3 Mighty Antar Tank Transporter with Centurion Tank 
load - Transporter has knobbly black plastic wheels with rounded axles, Tank has gloss black base, metal rollers with original & 
pliable but a little discoloured grey rubber tracks. Models have some rusting to axles coupled with damp damage as previously 
noted - condition varies from Good Plus to Near Mint apart from Ambulance which is only Fair in Good type B5 box with some 
small tears to corners & inner packing tray. 

 £100 - £140 

1306. Matchbox group of Major & Accessory Packs.  (1) A2 Bedford Articulated Car Transporter - blue Tractor Unit & Trailer 
with hand applied silver trim and black "Matchbox Car Transporter" lettering, metal wheels; (2) M1 Caterpillar Motor Earth 
Scraper - metal hubs with crimped axles (slight paint blistering to scraper bed, box incomplete with tape repairs); (3) M4 Ruston 
Bucyrus 22-RB Excavator - early issue with red side decals, without rear decal, gloss black chassis, metal rollers with crimped 
axles, original & pliable but a little discoloured green rubber tracks - Excellent to Excellent Plus in Poor & incomplete to Fair 
boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1307. Matchbox Regular Wheels (1) 20a ERF Dropside Lorry - maroon body with silver trim, metal wheels - Excellent (axles 
rusty) in Good type B1 box; (2) 5b London Bus "Buy Matchbox Series" - red body with gold radiator, bright yellow decals, metal 
wheels with flat crimped axles - Near Mint with slight decal loss to upper edge of nearside decal in Good Plus type B1 box; (3) 
22a Vauxhall Cresta - maroon body with off white roof, matt black base without axle braces, metal wheels with flat crimped 
axles - Near Mint in generally Excellent type B1 box but does have price label to one picture face; (4) 28b Ford Thames Trader 
Compressor Truck - with rear silver trim, partially cast shut compressor engine, gloss black base, 24-tread black plastic wheels 
with rounded axles - Excellent Plus in Fair type B5 box printed by Pembroke Abbey (one end flap detached but still present and 
old price label to one striker side); (5) 69a Commer Nestle's Van - maroon body with rear silver trim, gloss black base, 20-tread 
grey plastic wheels with rounded axles - Good Plus (roof discoloured) in Excellent type B5 box with old price label to one striker 
side. (5) 

 £80 - £100 

1308. Matchbox Regular Wheels group of Military & Commercial Vehicles.  (1) 14c Bedford Lomas Ambulance - off white 
body with silver trim to grille & headlamps only, white interior, gloss black base, 45-tread black plastic wheels - Near Mint in 
Good Plus type E4 box with original price added in ink to one picture face; (2) 21c Commer Milk Float - cow door decals, 
turquoise green windows, white load, gloss black clip-fit base, 36-tread black plastic wheels - Mint in generally Good type D4 
box but does have tape repair to one end flap; (3) 49a US Army Half Track - metal wheels, metal rollers with original but 
perished & heavily discoloured grey rubber tracks - Good Plus in Good Plus type B2 box; (4) 71a Austin Military Water 
Tanker - square base with rear hole, 24-tread black plastic wheels - Good to Good Plus in Fair but complete type B4 box; (5) 
73a RAF Pressure Refueller - solid tank brace, 20-tread grey plastic wheels - Excellent Plus in generally Excellent Plus type B5 
box printed by Pembroke Abbey. (5) 

 £70 - £80 
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1309. Matchbox Major Packs 2 x M1 BP Autotanker - both are turquoise green windows, gloss black base (1) with rear silver 
trim, 24-tread black plastic wheels - Excellent to Excellent Plus (some discolouration spots to decals and a few tiny chips to 
front edge of model) in Good type E1 box with tape repair to one end flap; (2) without rear silver trim, 45-tread black plastic 
wheels - Good in generally Good type E1 box with tape repair to one end flap and M9 Hendrickson Tractor Unit with Cooper 
Jarrett Interstate Double Freighter Trailers - blue Tractor Unit & centre Bogie, silver Trailers with blue rear doors, detailed black 
plastic wheels - Good Plus with various scratches to both Trailer roofs in Good Plus a little discoloured type D1 box illustrating 
model with grey Trailers complete with inner card packing tray. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1310. Matchbox Regular Wheels 22c Pontiac GP Coupe - red body with silver trim, gloss black base with patent number & 
with tow guide, 36-tread black plastic wheels - Excellent in Excellent rare late issue type F2 box.  Box very clean but does have 
some minor creasing to one corner. 

 £800 - £900 

1311. Matchbox Regular Wheels 2 x 68b Mercedes Coach (1) sea green body with silver trim, ivory interior with low seats, 
36-tread black plastic wheels with open axles - Excellent Plus in Near Mint "New Model" box illustrating correct colour of model; 
(2) orange body with silver trim, white interior with low seats, 36-tread black plastic wheels with closed axles & studs - Excellent 
(body discoloured) in Excellent Plus type F2 box. (2) 

 £80 - £100 

1312. Matchbox Regular Wheels 11b ERF Esso Tanker - red body with mask sprayed silver trim to grille & headlamps only, 
cast open base hole, cast shut base rectangular hole, 18-tread black plastic wheels with rounded axles - Near Mint to Mint with 
minor rub mark to rear edge of tank in Excellent to Excellent Plus type D2 box printed by Pembroke Abbey with some 
discolouration to one picture face. 

 £120 - £140 

Superfast 

1313. Matchbox Superfast group of Lesney England manufacture Convoy Series Articulated Trucks including a complete run 
from CY1 Kenworth Articulated Car Transporter through to CY13 Articulated Fire Engine with 2 x variations of CY3 Peterbilt 
Articulated Container Truck (1) "Uniroyal"; (2) "Federal Express" and 2 x variations of CY8 Kenworth Articulated Box Truck (1) 
Redcap Transport; (2) "Matchbox" glue starting to show through some labels - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent window 
boxes. (15) 

 £60 - £70 

1314. Matchbox Superfast 9 x Made in Macau manufacture Convoy Series Articulated Trucks to include a complete run from 
CY13 Articulated Fire Engine through to CY20 Articulated Tipper Truck "Taylor Woodrow" along with CY22 DAF Power Launch 
Transporter, a couple of Trailers discoloured from display and a couple of models would benefit from cleaning - Good Plus to 
Mint in generally Good to Excellent window boxes; 4 x TP900 Series Articulated Trucks - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good but 
still factory sealed blister packs (one blister age yellowed); Skybusters SB12 Pitts Special "Fly Virgin Atlantic" and SB8 
Spitfire - both Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good window boxes and 5 x various 1987 copyright blister packed Made in Macau 
MB Series Cars including Audi Quattro, Saab 9000 Turbo plus others similar - all Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good factory 
sealed blister packs. (20) 

 £30 - £40 

1315. Matchbox Superfast 11 x Made in Macau "American Editions" Cars & Pick-up Trucks (see photo) - all Near Mint to Mint 
with usual factory tampo print flaws in Excellent to Near Mint unopened blue window boxes. (11) 

 £50 - £60 
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1316. Matchbox Superfast group of Railway Related Models including 24c Diesel Shunter; 4 x 25c Railway Flat Car & 
Container "N.Y.K."; 43c Steam Locomotive; 4 x 44c Passenger Coach and 47c GWR Pannier Tank with lighter green body - a 
couple of containers have some residue from old elastic banks - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent type L boxes. (11) 

 £30 - £40 

1317. Matchbox Superfast 14b Mini Ha-Ha - scarce very pale pink driver, bare metal base - Mint in Good to Good Plus 
creased "New" type J box and 9c Ford Escort RS2000 - white body with Shell racing number 9 labels, scarce light amber 
windows, tan interior, gloss black base - Near Mint (minor mark to leading edge of hood label) in Good factory sealed 1976 
copyright blister pack with some creasing to backing card and crease to blister. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1318. Matchbox Superfast group of mostly Cars & Motorcycles.  Including 7c Volkswagen Golf; 10c Plymouth Gran Fury 
Police Car - dark amber windows, blue roof lights, bare metal base; 18b Hondarora Motorcycle - red body without labels, black 
seat & front forks, chrome engine, wire wheels; 31c Caravan - dark amber windows, dark yellow door, pale yellow interior; 60c 
Holden Pick-up Truck - red body with racing number 500 hood label, dark yellow Motorcycles, light amber windows, pale yellow 
interior plus others similar (see photo) - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus boxes. (10) 

 £70 - £90 

1319. Matchbox Superfast group of mostly Boats, Military & Commercial Vehicles including 2c Rescue Hovercraft; 5b Seafire 
Power Boat (one bank of exhaust detached but still present within box); 32c Field Gun; 46c Ford Tractor & Disc Harrow; 58c 
Faun Dump Truck plus others similar (see photo) - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus boxes. (11) 

 £70 - £90 

1320. Matchbox Superfast group of mid to late 1970's issue blister pack models to include various Cars, Commercial, 
Construction Vehicles etc.  Individual models include 20b Range Rover Police Patrol; 35b Fandango and 57c Ford Wildlife 
Truck all on "Rola-Matics" cards; 22c Blaze Buster Fire Engine; 64c Fire Chief Car; 66c Ford Transit; 69c Security Truck plus 
others similar (see photo) - all Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent factory sealed blister packs with some creasing 
to backing cards. (20) 

 £80 - £100 

1321. Matchbox Superfast group of mid 1970's to early 1980's issue blister packed models including various Cars, 
Construction, Commercial, Military Vehicles etc (see photo), individual models include 12c Bib Bull Bulldozer; 39c Rolls Royce 
Silver Shadow; 48c Sambron Jack Lift; 73b Weasel Armoured Car - military green body & base; 74c Cougar Villager plus others 
similar - all generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good factory sealed blister packs. (20) 

 £60 - £70 

1322. Matchbox Superfast (1) 38a Honda Motorcycle & Trailer; (2) 48a Dodge Dump Truck - 4-spoke wide wheels with black 
front axle clip; (3) 49a Mercedes Unimog - blue body without silver trim, flat profile spiro wheels with black axle clips; (4) 74a 
Daimler Fleetline Bus - red body with Esso labels, 5-spoke narrow wheels with maroon axle clips, 5-spoke narrow wheels with 
maroon axle clips - Excellent Plus to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint "New" type G boxes. (4) 

 £90 - £110 

1323. Matchbox Superfast (1) 25a Ford Cortina - metallic blue body, 5-spoke narrow wheels; (2) 29b Racing Mini - metallic 
bronze body with orange outline racing number 29 labels, ivory interior, bare metal base (in incorrect box for 68a Porsche 910); 
(3) 56a BMC Pininfarina - metallic gold body with low arches, 5-spoke narrow wheels three of which have tread pattern cast one 
front wheel without; (4) 60b Lotus Super Seven - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus boxes.  Regular Wheels 
28d Mack Dump Truck with orange plastic hubs - Excellent (has usual body discolouration) in Fair creased type F2 box and 63c 
Dodge Crane Truck - Mint apart from a couple of minor factory assembly marks in Excellent "New" type F1 box and Corgi 
Juniors Reliant TW9 Pick-up - orange body, light blue windows, black 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint unboxed. (7) 

 £60 - £70 
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1324. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 17b Daimler Fleetline Londoner Bus "Impel 73" - both are brick red body (1) gloss black base 
without axle braces; (2) bare metal base without axle braces - Near Mint to Mint in Good and Fair "New" type I boxes (one box 
has one end flap detached but still present).  (2) 

 £25 - £35 

1325. Matchbox Superfast 17b Daimler Fleetline Londoner Bus "Swinging London Carnaby Street" - brick red body with type 
2 labels, gloss black base with axle braces, 5-spoke wheels - Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips in Fair worn but 
complete "New" type I box. Hard to find variation with axle braces. 

 £10 - £20 

1326. Matchbox Superfast 36c Formula 5000 Racing Car - red body with orange & blue "Formula 5000" racing number 3 
labels, dark yellow driver, bare metal base - Excellent (glue showing through labels which are discoloured and some tarnishing 
to chrome plated engine) in Excellent Plus "New" type J box. 

 £20 - £30 

1327. Matchbox Superfast 40a Vauxhall Guildsman twin-pack issue - red body with blue background flame hood label, 
turquoise green windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Excellent Plus with a couple of minor 
marks to hood label in Near Mint "New" type J box. 

 £20 - £30 

1328. Matchbox Superfast 12d Citroen CX Estate - metallic blue body, clear windows, pale yellow interior, rare gloss black 
base - Near Mint with tiny chip to front registration plate in Mint "New" type L box. 

 £50 - £60 

1329. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 34b Ford Mustang Vantastic - both are white interior & base (1) lighter shade orange body with 
exposed engine and "Parallel Line" rear labels, turquoise green windows - Near Mint with glue starting to show through labels in 
Excellent "New" type J box; (2) darker orange shade body without exposed engine but with "Sunburst" hood label (from 47b 
Beach Hopper), windows have pale blue tint (not turquoise green) - Excellent with small chips to base & bumpers in Good 
creased at one end type K box.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1330. Matchbox Superfast 35b Fandango - bright red body with racing number 35 nose label, scarce purple windows, ivory 
interior with mid blue fan, bare metal base - Near Mint (nose label off centre by the factory and slightly thin factory paint finish 
towards rear of body) in Near Mint "New" type J box. 

 £50 - £60 

1331. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 36d Refuse Truck - both are red windows, dark yellow container body with "Colectomatic" cast 
to front, silver painted base, 5-arch wheels (1) metallic red cab, lighter yellow rear opening hatch with "Caution" & chevrons 
cast; (2) unusual metallic magenta cab, dark yellow rear opening hatch without "Caution" & chevrons cast - both Near Mint to 
Mint complete with a single Excellent Plus "New" type L box with reference label to striker side and 37d Sun Burner (Maserati 
Bora) - black body with pale yellow & red flame tampo print, clear windows, red interior, gloss black Lesney Products Plc 
England base, 5-spoke wheels - Near Mint with some marks to base in 1983 copyright Matchbox International yellow body. (3) 

 £20 - £30 

1332. Matchbox Superfast 56c Mercedes 450SEL - metallic blue body, windows have very pale amber tint, mid tan interior, 
bare metal base, dot-dash wheels - Mint in Excellent Plus type K box without "New" lettering. Unusual variation with these 
amber tinted windows, the box illustration showing model fitted with light amber windows. 

 £20 - £30 
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1333. Matchbox Superfast 5 x 57e Range Rover Carmichael Rescue Vehicle made in Bulgaria issues to include 3 x Fire 
Trucks - all are white "Fire" hood & side tampo print, clear windows, black plastic ladder, light grey interior (1) red body; (2) 
metallic silver body; (3) back body and 2 x Police vehicle - both are clear windows, black roof sirens, light grey interior (1) blue 
body with white "Police" hood & door tampo print; (2) white body with blue "Police" hood & door tampo print and additional 
tampo printed blue side stripes (does have a few tiny chips) and 22c Blaze Buster Fire Engine made in Bulgaria issue - red 
body, dull yellow ladder, clear windows, lemon yellow interior, matt black base (does have quite a number of paint chips to 
base) - Good Plus to Mint unboxed.  (6) 

 £20 - £30 

1334. Matchbox Superfast 66d Tyrone Malone Super Boss - white body with red & blue tampo print, dark green windows, 
white rear wing without tampo print, chrome base, dot-dash front & rear wheels - Mint apart from a couple of minor factory 
assembly marks in Good Plus factory sealed 1980 copyright European issue blister pack. Rare factory wheel error. 

 £20 - £30 

1335. Matchbox Superfast 56a BMC Pininfarina Pre-production Colour Trial - metallic silver body, clear windows, ivory 
interior, bare metal base without "Superfast" branding but otherwise as final production standard, solid chrome disc narrow 
wheels - Excellent with a couple of chips to hood & passenger door along with a couple of scratches and factory casting flaws 
to roof - Excellent unboxed.  This rare model still displays well. 

 £300 - £360 

1336. Matchbox Superfast 20a Lamborghini Marzal Pre-production Colour Trial - metallic emerald green body, amber 
windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - overall Near Mint with minor factory 
paint flaw to rear wing and minor crack to windscreen in Excellent "New" type F2 transitional box.  Model displays very nicely 
indeed. 

 £500 - £600 

1337. Matchbox Superfast 17c Leyland Titan London Bus factory plastic component Trial Model - red metal lower deck body, 
white plastic upper deck & roof with "Berger Paints" labels, black plastic base without model number cast, dot-dash 
wheels - Excellent with a few tiny chips. 

 £100 - £130 

1338. Matchbox Superfast 57e Range Rover Carmichael Rescue Vehicle Pre-production Colour Trial - white body with light 
tan ladder, windows & roof lights have a light smoke grey tint, silver-grey interior, brown plastic base with model No.45 cast, 
5-arch wheels, front number plate does not have the date letter "X" cast but the body rear number plate does have the date 
letter "X" cast - Good Plus unboxed with some paint chips but still displays well. 

 £50 - £70 

1339. Matchbox Superfast TP19 Twin-pack Dodge Cattle Truck & Trailer Pre-production Colour Trial - Cattle Truck is white 
body, dark yellow stake body, dark blue windows, white base & grille, 5-crown wheels, Trailer is white chassis, dark yellow 
stake body, black plastic base, 5-crown wheels both complete with black cattle attached to sprue - Cattle Truck is Excellent 
Plus with a couple of factory paint flaws to cab roof, Trailer Excellent with some small chips to lower edge of chassis. 

 £100 - £150 

1340. Matchbox Superfast 79a Dodge Challenger (Mitsubishi Galant) Pre-production Tampo Print Colour Trial Model - white 
body with blue & green "Space Raider" tampo print, clear windows, dark olive green interior, matt black "Lesney Products Made 
in Hong Kong" base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Good Plus to Excellent unboxed but does have a number of paint chips to front & 
rear bumpers. 

 £70 - £90 
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1341. Matchbox Superfast 16b Pontiac Firebird - metallic yellow-gold body with light brown Eagle hood label which has 
mustard yellow background, clear windows, red interior, bare metal base with "No.16 Pontiac" on raised panel, 5-arch 
wheels - Mint in Good creased type L box with a couple of small tears to end flaps.  Rare factory wheel error. 

 £70 - £90 

1342. Matchbox Superfast 35d Pontiac Trans-Am T-Bar - black body with yellow & brown hood & door tampo print, clear 
windows, red interior, silver painted base, narrow profile 5-arch wheels - Excellent Plus unboxed with small paint blister to 
bottom corner of rear window complete with earlier period 1977 copyright generic clear plastic box.  Rare factory wheel error. 

 £50 - £70 

1343. Matchbox Superfast 20b Range Rover Police Patrol - chrome plated body, clear frosted windows, orange spinner & 
roof light, bare metal base, Maltese Cross wheels - Near Mint unboxed with usual slight "pitting" to plated body. 

 £120 - £150 

1344. Matchbox Superfast 20b Range Rover Police Patrol - gold plated body, clear frosted windows, orange spinner & roof 
light, bare metal base, Maltese Cross wheels - Excellent Plus unboxed with usual minor "pitting" to plated body and has 
chip/scratch to hood.  Model still displays well. 

 £100 - £120 

1345. Matchbox Superfast 21a Foden Concrete Truck - dark yellow cab with licence plate tab, dark yellow plastic barrel, 
turquoise green windows, red chassis with cast open front licence plate, green plastic base, 5-spoke narrow wheels three of 
which have tread pattern cast, the others without - Excellent with a few tiny chips particularly to rear edges of model in Excellent 
Plus "New" type G box (box very clean but has usual puncture hole to one inner end flap caused by the mixer hopper).  Rare 
early production issue Regular Wheel cab & chassis castings. 

 £100 - £130 

1346. Matchbox Superfast 29c Tractor Shovel - yellow body with black "Caterpillar" roof & rear wing tampo print, black engine 
& interior, black bucket & base, Maltese Cross wheels - overall Near Mint but does have a few faint scratches to base of bucket 
in Near Mint type J box.  This box is a rare factory print error printed without any yellow ink so the box colours have been made 
up with cyan, magenta & black only resulting in a dramatically different colour throughout the printing process (please note box 
is not sun faded in any way but uniform throughout). 

 £50 - £70 

1347. Matchbox Superfast 55d Ford Cortina - brick red body with cast shut doors, "glow" windows, white interior, gloss black 
base, dot-dash wheels - Good Plus to Excellent with some small paint chips in Near Mint "New" type K box. 

 £20 - £30 

1348. Matchbox Superfast US Issue "Rola-Matics Car Case" Gift Set - blue vinyl 12-car carry case containing the following 
Rola-Matics Cars (1) 39a Clipper - chrome engine exhaust, metallic emerald green base; (2) 47b Beach Hopper - clear 
windscreen, tan driver, orange seats, hot pink base; (3) 57b Ford Wildlife Truck - red windows, bare metal base; (4) 67b Ford 
Capri Hot Rocker - metallic lime green body, bare metal base and 6b Mercedes 350 SL - orange body, light amber windscreen, 
pale yellow interior, bare metal base - all Mint in factory shrink wrapped tray (shrink wrap split at one end and card pictorial 
insert creased at left hand side), vinyl case is Excellent with two minor splits to corners complete with Mint 1973 Catalogue. 

 £60 - £80 

1349. Matchbox Superfast (1) 53d Ford Custom F150 Flareside Pick-up Truck; (2) 54c Military Personnel Carrier; (3) 68c 
Chevrolet Van - orange body with black & red stripe tampo print, dark blue windows, bare metal base - all Mint in Excellent to 
Excellent Plus factory sealed blister packs complete with Excellent "Tesco Special Offer 99p" outer card sleeve which has 
original packing tape to rear and has not been opened. 

 £30 - £40 
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1350. Matchbox Superfast Retailers Counter Card Display Stand to display the following New Release Military Models (1) 
30c Swamp Rat Air Boat; (2) 38c Armoured Jeep; (3) 54c Military Personnel Carrier; (4) 70c Self-propelled Gun - stand has 
never been previously assembled, front of stand is Excellent Plus with a couple of minor creases and a few minor discolouration 
marks, rear of stand Good Plus with some staining complete with 4 x correct unboxed models which are Excellent to Mint. (5) 

 £100 - £130 

1351. Matchbox Regular Wheels 39c Ford Tractor - light blue body with yellow engine cover - Near Mint to Mint (tyres a little 
loose one of which is detached but still present) in Good factory sealed 1972 copyright "Superfast" blister pack (creases to 
bottom edge of card and bubble split across bottom left corner). 

 £20 - £30 

1352. Matchbox Superfast Matchbox International 1987 Issue J C Penny Corvette Gift Pack containing Corvette Grand Sport 
& 1987 Corvette Convertible models both Made in China along with Corvette branded Aftershave & Cologne 15ml 
bottles - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent bubble pack complete with outer card sleeve which has original J C Penny Retailers 30$ 
price tag.  Rare item to find today. 

 £30 - £40 

1353. Matchbox Superfast large group of mostly Construction, Commercial, & Railway Related Vehicles.  Including 13c 
Snorkel Fire Engine; 2 x 21c Renault 5 (both in American generic card boxes); 43c Steam Locomotive; 2 x 64d Caterpillar 
Bulldozer (1) tan canopy, dark yellow rollers; (2) black canopy, lemon yellow plastic rollers; 57e Carmichael Rescue Vehicle 
plus others similar (see photo) - Excellent to Mint in Fair but complete to Excellent boxes and 2 x 25c Flat Car (both missing 
container) - Excellent contained in a single Fair sun faded on one side type L box. (16) 

 £80 - £100 

1354. Matchbox Superfast group of mostly late 1970's to early 1980's issue models including 26c Site Dumper; 38d Ford 
Camper; 2 x 51c Combine Harvester (1) matt black base, solid black plastic wheels; (2) matt black base, 4-spoke narrow front 
wheels with yellow hubs; 65b Airport Coach "TWA" plus other similar (see photo) - Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes 
and 25c Railway Flat Car only (missing container) with scarce graphite grey rather than black platform - Excellent with scratch 
and some small chips to platform in Good "New" type L box. (14) 

 £70 - £90 

1355. Matchbox Superfast group of various MB38 Ford Model A Promotional Vans & MB44 Ford Model T Promotional 
Vans - 37 x individual including "This Van Delivers" MB38 Van, Baseball Series Models, Australian Issues etc along with 5 x 
NHL (National Hockey League) 75th Anniversary Edition Twin-packs and 6 x Gift Sets including 2 x "Flavours of Australia"; 2 x 
"Australian Vintage Collection"; "Post Vehicles of the World" and "Pills, Potions & Powders" - all generally Near Mint to Mint in 
Fair to Excellent packaging. (48) 

 £50 - £60 

1356. Matchbox Superfast/"Speedburners" Made in Hong Kong Peterbilt Articulated Truck & Box Trailer - all different the two 
models in Matchbox packaging have an orange Tractor Unit with blue & white labels (1) "Brown Transport Corp"; (2) "Barber 
Blue Sea"; the remaining models are in "Speedburners" branded packaging individual models include "Seapac Container 
Service"; "American President Lines" plus others (see photo) - all Near Mint to Mint in Fair but complete to Good Plus window 
boxes. (9) 

 £20 - £30 

1357. Matchbox Superfast 3 x Mattel Made in China/Thailand "Drive 'n Fly Multi pack" all with a different mix of models; 40th 
Anniversary Collection Gift Set (outer sleeve sun faded); various 1980's to recent issue individual models including Swiss 
Collection Ford Transit Van Taco Bell Promotional '57 Chevrolet Bel Air Dodge Dakota Pick-up Truck "Texas Lone Star" in clear 
plastic box along with a small number of non Matchbox models including Majorette Mail Away Jeep Cherokee Big Foot; Hot 
Wheels Pontiac Bonneville; 2 x Corgi Juniors etc - condition varies Excellent to Mint in packaging which varies from Fair to 
Good for older period models, generally Excellent to Near Mint for more recent period models. (approx 68) 

 £70 - £90 
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1358. Matchbox Superfast group of Made in Macau 1980's Issue blue window boxed models including various Cars, Fire 
Engines, Buses & Coaches etc, individual models include MB27 Jeep Cherokee; MB13 Snorkel Fire Engine; MB28 Chrysler 
Daytona; MB47 School Bus etc (some duplication) - Excellent to Mint in Fair opened to Excellent window boxes along with a 
number of more recent issues to include 5 x "Star Car Collection", 6 x "Across America 50th Birthday Series"; 7 x "60th 
Anniversary"; 4 x "Best of British"; 2 x "Pre-Toy Fair 2005" Mini Cooper plus a few other items similar - all Near Mint to Mint in 
Fair to Excellent blister packs. (62) 

 £60 - £70 

1359. Matchbox Superfast 25 x 1977 copyright clear plastic Boxes some of which are damaged/incomplete or age 
yellowed - Fair to Good Plus. (25) 

 £5 - £10 

1360. Matchbox Superfast G11 Strike Force Military Gift Set - condition varies from Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair heavily 
creased with incomplete perspex window box and Models of Yesteryear Y12 Ford Model T Van "Smiths Potato Crisps" - Mint in 
Near Mint straw window box complete with outer plain brown mail order transit box which is Good. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1361. Matchbox Superfast G5 Construction Gift Set complete with plastic Coal in unopened clear bag and also has a number 
of additional non Matchbox Road Signs including some Dinky Toy examples - contents Excellent to Mint although Road Signs 
are only Fair to Good in Fair but complete window box. 

 £25 - £30 

1362. Matchbox Superfast 55b Mercury Commuter Police Car - white body with hood & door shield labels, additional shield 
label to rear of roof, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Good Plus (labels discoloured and 
rear tail lamps painted red).  Unusual model with additional roof label. 

 £40 - £60 

1363. Matchbox Superfast 5a Lotus Europa Colour Trial Model - metallic green body with high arches, clear windows, ivory 
interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Good to Good Plus (suspension collapsed on one side). 

 £80 - £100 

1364. Matchbox Superfast 67c Datsun 260Z - metallic magenta body, clear windows, pale yellow interior, matt black 
base - model has factory paint flaws to passenger side which has resulted in a very thick coating of paint sealing the passenger 
door shut - apart from paint flaws model is Near Mint unboxed.  Interesting production error. 

 £20 - £30 

1365. Matchbox Superfast 38d Ford Camper Van Pre-production Colour Trial - black body with un-spun base rivet and 
without "MB 38/6" model number cast to underside of hood (see photo), cream plastic camper body (remaining components 
missing) - Near Mint complete with Excellent a little creased type L box. 

 £100 - £120 

1366. Matchbox Superfast Jeep Cherokee Promotional Issue - dark green body, clear windows, black interior & "Made in 
Thailand" base - Mint apart from minor factory paint flaw to hood in Good Chrysler Belgium Promotional all card box. 

 £30 - £40 

1367. Matchbox Superfast Mazda RX7 - dark blue body, clear windows, light grey interior, black plastic Made in China base, 
black dot-dash wheels - Good to Good Plus unboxed with some play wear.  Hard to find Chinese internal market issue. 

 £30 - £40 
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1368. Matchbox Superfast Models Makers Resin Prototype American Police Car (see photo) - Excellent unboxed. 

 £40 - £50 

1369. Matchbox Superfast Convoy Series Box Trailer with drop down rear ramp - dark indigo blue body & rear ramp, gloss 
black Matchbox International chassis & base - Good Plus with some minor scratches & marks to sides of trailer body, believed 
to be a Pre-production model not issued in this colour. 

 £20 - £30 

1370. Matchbox Superfast 2004 Hershey Convention Ford GT40 - metallic silver body with blue racing number 6 hood tampo 
print - Mint in Near Mint to Mint re-issue type G Superfast style box. 

 £50 - £60 

1371. Matchbox Superfast 41 Cosmic Blues Dragster - orange body with purple & black "Hemi" tampo print, dark blue 
windows, black base - Excellent Plus with a couple of minor marks to roof and small glue mark to rear bumper in Good Plus 
Pre-production blister pack which has a plain card back. 

 £30 - £40 

1372. Matchbox Superfast 4d '57 Chevy - black body with red & yellow tampo print, red hood, clear windows, chrome interior, 
metallic silver-grey Thailand base - Near Mint complete with unfolded sample Business Card Holder in the style of a hanging 
blister pack (see photo) which is generally Near Mint.  These were intended to be used by Matchbox sales representatives and 
is only the second we have offered for sale. 

 £40 - £50 

1373. Matchbox Superfast group of unused Blister Pack Backing Cards.  (1) 1970 copyright card illustrating 19b Road 
Dragster, rear of card illustrates various Superfast Track Accessories; (2) 1972 copyright card illustrating 48a Dodge Dump 
Truck, rear of card illustrates 4 x various Dragsters; (3) 1971 copyright card illustrating 75b Alfa Carabo, rear of card illustrates 
TA4 Pacemaker Hand Booster - all cards have some damp damaged generally Good. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1374. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 30c Swamp Rat Airboat - both are tan figure & base (1) standard issue military green body; (2) 
unusual dark military green body (labels a little discoloured) - Mint and Excellent Plus in Mint and Excellent (faded on one side) 
"New" type K boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1375. Matchbox Superfast large group of Ex Shop Stock Models.  Including 29c Tractor Shovel; 3 x 31c Caravan; 32c Field 
Gun; 4 x 37c Skip Truck (3 with light amber windows & chrome interior, 1 with clear windows & pale grey interior); 38c 
Armoured Jeep; 41c Ambulance; 42c Mercedes Container Truck; 2 x 44c Passenger Coach; 3 x 48c Sambron Jacklift; 5 x 52b 
Police Launch; 2 x 53c Jeep; 5 x 54c Military Personnel Carrier and 48c Faun Dump Truck - Excellent Plus to Mint, condition of 
boxes varies generally Excellent to Mint but a few boxes are only Good with some discolouration, sun fading/staining. (30) 

 £200 - £260 

1376. Matchbox Superfast 24b Team Matchbox Racing Car (in incorrect box for 36c Formula 5000 Racing Car); 32c Field 
Gun; 3 x 36c Formula 5000 Racing Car; 37c Skip Truck; 3 x 41c Ambulance; 42c Mercedes Container Truck; 49c Crane Truck; 
3 x 52b Police Launch and 54c Military Personnel Carrier - all models would benefit from cleaning, some are sun faded others 
with glue showing through labels which are discoloured - Fair to Excellent in Fair discoloured/faded to Excellent Plus boxes. 
(15) 

 £30 - £40 
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1377. Matchbox Superfast large quantity of MB38 Ford Model A Vans to include 64 x "Rutter Bros"; 6 x various Isle of Man 
TT Vans; Isle of Man Post Office Van and Manx Grand Prix Van - all Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Mint blue 
window boxes although a few boxes are only Good to Good Plus. (72) 

 £50 - £70 

1378. Matchbox Superfast large group of Convoy Articulated Trucks including 6 x Super Star Transporters CY104 
"Goodwrench Racing Team" 1986-87 Winston Cup Champions; 14 x Super Star Transporters CY104 "Goodwrench Racing 
Team" Winston Cup Champions 1980-1986-1987 with Nascar illustration to Transporter Trailer; 7 x Super Transporters CY104 
"Crown Racing"; 11 x "Penn State Nittany Lions 1992" and 10 x "Penn State Happy Valley Express" - all Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent to Mint window boxes - models appear to be ex shop stock. (48) 

 £90 - £120 

1379. Matchbox Superfast 7 x MB4 '57 Chevy Promotional Issue "Heinz"; 6 x MB12 '82 Firebird S/E Promotional Issue 
"Maaco"; MB47 Military School Bus; MB73 Ford Model A and 69d Willys Street Rod - Excellent Plus to Mint in Fair sun faded to 
Excellent yellow graph paper design all card boxes. (16) 

 £30 - £40 

1380. Matchbox Superfast group of Promotional MB38 Ford Model A Vans & MB44 Ford Model T Vans.  MB38 models 
include 4 x "1st North American MICA Convention"; 11 x "2nd North American MICA Convention"; "2nd Australian MICA 
Convention"; MB44 Vans include "3rd North American MICA Convention"; 2 x "4th North American MICA Convention" plus a 
few others similar - generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes although some boxes are only Fair to Good with 
shelf wear. (24) 

 £30 - £40 

1381. Matchbox Superfast group of Made in Bulgaria issues.  2 x 21c Renault 5 TL - both are clear windows, silver painted 
base (1) dark blue body with red tailgate, red interior; (2) metallic jade green body with "Eco" red tampo print, lemon yellow 
tailgate & interior; 2 x 57e Carmichael Commando Rescue Vehicle - both are clear windows, light grey interior, black plastic 
base (1) red body with black ladder and "Coca-Cola" tampo print; (2) metallic Kingfisher Blue body with black roof sirens and 
"Shell" tampo print and 2 x 74e Fiat Abarth - both are clear windows, black interior & base (1) metallic popper body with "Nestle 
Mypa" tampo print; (2) lime green body with "Mars" tampo print - all Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good Plus blister packs a 
couple of which have been re-sealed one has blister re-stapled into position. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

1382. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1970's issue Cars.  (1) 5a Lotus Europa - metallic candy pink body with high 
arches, bare metal base with cast shut tow slot, 5-spoke wide wheels; (2) 56a BMC Pininfarina - metallic gold body with low 
arches, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast; (3) 60b Lotus Super Seven; (4) 64b Slingshot 
Dragster - metallic silver-blue body with racing number 9 flame nose label, red engine exhausts, gloss black base, 5-spoke wide 
front wheels; (5) 66b Mazda RX500 - orange body, purple windows, white base - all Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Mint 
boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1383. Matchbox Superfast 8a Ford Mustang - burnt orange body with semi-matt paint finish, clear windows, ivory interior, 
gloss black base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Excellent Plus (body unmarked but does have some factory assembly scratches to 
base) in Good Plus to Excellent "New" type G box with some wear to one end flap. 

 £70 - £90 

1384. Matchbox Superfast 54a Cadillac Ambulance - white body with silver grille, small red cross Ambulance labels both 
applied incorrectly by the factory, drivers side label applied predominantly to rear door, passenger side label applied across 
both the front & rear doors (see photo), blue windows, gloss black base, 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint with minor box rub 
mark to both labels in Excellent Plus "New" type G box with a couple of minor tiny tears to one end flap.  Interesting factory 
error. 

 £40 - £50 
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1385. Matchbox Superfast 59a Ford Galaxie Fire Chief Car - red body with Fire Chief hood label, both shield door labels have 
been incorrectly applied by the factory to the rear doors rather than the front doors, blue roof light, clear windows, ivory interior, 
bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast - Near Mint with minor box rub mark to drivers side door 
label in Near Mint "New" type G box.  Interesting factory error. 

 £80 - £100 

1386. Matchbox Superfast 54a Cadillac Ambulance - white body with silver trim, small red cross door labels (passenger side 
door label incorrectly applied by the factory across both the front & rear doors - see photo), blue windows, gloss black base, 
5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint with minor box rub mark to passenger side label in Excellent to Excellent Plus a little 
creased "New" type G box with a couple of tiny tears to one end flap and 55a Mercury Park Lane Police Car - white body with 
hood & door shield labels, red roof light, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, small diameter 5-spoke narrow 
wheels - Excellent Plus (with a couple of tiny chips to roof and hood label applied off centre by factory which is also a little 
discoloured) in Excellent Plus "New" type G box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1387. Matchbox Superfast 19a Lotus Formula 1 Racing Car - metallic purple body with racing number 3 labels, bare metal 
base, spiro wheels - Near Mint (nose label applied slightly off centre by the factory) in Excellent a little creased at one end 
"New" type G box and 68a Porsche 910 - metallic red body with racing number 68 nose label, light amber windows, ivory 
interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Mint in Excellent creased along one striker side "New" type G box. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1388. Matchbox Superfast group of American Vehicles.  (1) 31a Lincoln Continental - metallic lime green body with low 
arches, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint to Mint with a couple of minor factory 
paint flaws to hood in Excellent Plus "New" type G box; (2) 66a Greyhound Coach - gloss black base, 5-spoke narrow wheels 
with maroon front axle clip and black rear axle clip - Excellent Plus (small scratch to passenger side body above rear wheel 
arches) in Excellent Plus "New" type G box; (3) 73a Mercury Commuter - metallic green body with low arches and fuel filler cap 
cast, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal "No.55 or 73" base, small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint with a 
couple of minor factory assembly marks in Excellent Plus "New" type G box. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

1389. Matchbox Superfast group of Commercial Vehicles.  (1) 1a Mercedes LP Covered Truck - metallic gold body with dark 
yellow plastic canopy, turquoise green windows, 4-spoke narrow wheels with maroon front axle clip - Near Mint with a couple of 
marks to lower edge of plastic canopy in Good creased "New" type G box; (2) 26a GMC Tipper Truck - base text reads from 
rear to front, model number 26 cast to inside of fuel tank, 4-spoke wide wheels - Excellent with some small chips to cab roof in 
Good to Good Plus creased "New" type G box; (3) Regular Wheel 39c Ford Tractor - darker blue body with dark yellow engine 
cover - Near Mint (tyres loose) in Excellent Plus type G Superfast style box; (4) 60a Leyland Site Hut Truck - lighter shade blue 
body, chrome grille & single rivet base, 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips - Near Mint with some factory assembly 
marks to roof of Site Hut in Good Plus to Excellent creased on one striker side "New" type G box. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1390. Matchbox Superfast group of Cars & Trailers.  (1) 38a Honda Motorcycle & Trailer - matt yellow Trailer, (some tiny 
chips to upper edge of Trailer body), 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clip; (2) 41a Ford GT40 - white body with racing 
number 6 hood label, red interior, sea green base, 5-spoke narrow wheels three of which have tread pattern cast one rear 
wheel without (leading edge of label discoloured and does have a few small chips); (3) 57b Eccles Trailer Caravan - cream 
body with brown stripe side labels, 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clip; (4) 64a MG 1100 - metallic blue body, small 
diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels (factory paint flaw to hood); (6) 68a Porsche 910 - metallic red body with racing number 68 
nose label, light amber windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels - Excellent to Near Mint in Good 
creased to Excellent Plus "New" type G boxes. (5) 

 £60 - £70 
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1391. Matchbox Superfast group of Cars & Trailers. (1) 5a Lotus Europa - metallic blue body with low arches, bare metal 
base, 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast; (2) 23a Volkswagen Transporter Van - blue body without fuel filler flap 
cast & without labels, dark yellow interior, bare metal base, large diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast; 
(3) 38a Honda Motorcycle & Trailer - semi-matt paint finish, 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clip (would benefit from 
further cleaning); (4) Regular Wheel 39c Ford Tractor - darker blue body, dark yellow engine cover (rear tyres a little loose); (5) 
43a Pony Trailer - dark green base, 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clip - condition varies from Good to Excellent Plus in 
Fair but complete to Good Plus type G boxes.  (5) 

 £40 - £50 

1392. Matchbox Superfast group of Cars & Caravans. (1) 31a Lincoln Continental - metallic lime green body with low arches, 
clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels (factory paint flaw to roof); (2) 36a Opel 
Diplomat - metallic dark gold body with silver trim, chrome engine, white interior, gloss black base, 5-spoke narrow wheels 
(does have some factory assembly scratches to base); (3) 46a Mercedes 300SE Coupe - metallic gold body with cast shut 
doors, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels 2 of which have tread pattern cast the other 2 without; (4) 57b 
Eccles Trailer Caravan - cream body with brown stripe side labels, 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clip; (5) 73a Mercury 
Commuter - metallic green body with low arches & fuel filler flap cast, ivory interior, bare metal "No.55 or 73" base, small 
diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels - generally Near Mint to Mint apart from Opel Diplomat which is only Excellent in Excellent to 
Excellent Plus "New" type G boxes.  (5) 

 £70 - £80 

1393. Matchbox Superfast group of Cars. (1) 25a Ford Cortina - metallic blue body, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels; 
(2) 36a Opel Diplomat - metallic dark gold body with silver grille, chrome engine, white interior, gloss black base, 5-spoke 
narrow wheels; (3) 46a Mercedes 3000SE Coupe - metallic gold body with cast shut doors, ivory interior, bare metal base, 
5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast; (4) 64a MG1100 - metallic blue body, ivory interior, bare metal base, small 
diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels (mark to roof); (5) 12a Land Rover Safari - metallic gold body with burnt Sienna luggage, white 
interior without transmission tunnel cast, black plastic base, 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast & black axle 
clips - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus "New" type G boxes.  (5) 

 £90 - £110 

1394. Matchbox Superfast (1) 32a Leyland Aral Tanker - dark blue cab & chassis, white tank, chrome grille & base, 5-spoke 
narrow wheels with tread pattern cast and black front axle clip - overall Excellent with some paint chips to top of tank in Poor 
incomplete & tape repaired "New" type G box; (2) 35a Merryweather Marquis Fire Engine - metallic red body, silver-grey grille & 
base, 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips, one rear wheel with tread pattern cast the other 3 without - Near Mint with 
usual minor box rubs to labels in Good creased "New" type F3 transitional box; (3) 69a Rolls Royce Silver Shadow - metallic 
blue body, light amber windscreen, burnt Sienna interior with tan folded hood, gloss black base, 5-spoke narrow wheels with 
tread pattern cast - Mint apart from tiny pin size factory assembly paint chip to passenger side rear wheelarch in Good creased 
"New" type F3 transitional box; (4) 74a Daimler Fleetline Bus - brick red body with Esso labels, 5-spoke narrow wheels with 
black axle clips - Excellent with a couple of paint chips & paint blisters to roof in Good Plus "New" type G box.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1395. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1970's to early 1980's issues including 12b Setra Coach; 24b Team Matchbox 
Racing Car; 47c GWR Pannier Tank Locomotive; 47d Jaguar SS100; 2 x 73c Ford Model A plus others similar. Condition varies 
from Good to Near Mint (one railway flat car missing container) in Poor to Good Plus boxes.  (11) 

 £30 - £40 

1396. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1970's to early 1980's models. Including 4d '57 Chevy - metallic pale pink body with 
metallic darker shade pink hood, bare metal base with "gunmetal" effect; 4 x 17b Daimler Fleetline Londoner Bus (1) "Berger"; 
(2) "Swinging London"; (3) "Matchbox 1953-1978"; (4) "Silver Jubilee"; 36d Refuse Truck; 46c Ford Tractor; 59d Porsche 928; 
69c Security Truck and 73c Ford Model A - Excellent to Mint (glue showing through some bus labels) in generally Good to 
Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £40 - £50 
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1397. Matchbox Superfast large group of early 1970's to early 1980's issue models. Earlier models include 2b Jeep Hot 
Rod - red body, pale yellow interior, white base, 4-spoke wide wheels; 12b Setra Coach - metallic gold body, white roof, ivory 
interior; 25b Mod Tractor; 2 x 17b Daimler Fleetline Bus (1) red body with "Matchbox 1953-1958" labels; (2) orange body with 
"Jacobs" labels (glue showing through both model labels; later models include 3c Porsche 911; 2 x 21c Renault 5TL - (1) yellow 
body with black "Le Car" tampo print, tan interior, silver painted base; (2) metallic silver body with red "A5" tampo print, red 
interior, matt black base; 42c Mercedes Container Truck "Mayflower" - metallic green body, scarce purple windows, dark green 
container with yellow roof & opening doors; 70d Ferrari 308GTB plus others similar (see photo) - condition varies generally 
Excellent to Mint in Poor to Good Plus boxes & blister pack.  (21) 

 £80 - £100 

1398. Matchbox Superfast group of German Cars. (1) 15a Volkswagen Beetle Rally Car - metallic red body with racing 
number 137 door labels, Rallye Monte Carlo front bumper decal, ivory interior, bare metal base with single piece rear bumper, 
5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast (chrome loss to one rear wheels); (2) 27a Mercedes 230SL - off white body, red 
interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels; (3) 46a Mercedes 300SE Coupe - metallic gold body with cast shut doors, 
ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast (factory paint flaw to hood); (4) 67a 
Volkswagen 1600TL - metallic candy pink body with low arches, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels without 
tread pattern cast - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good but still complete "New" type G boxes.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1399. Matchbox Superfast group of early 1970's Cars & Commercial vehicles. (1) 10a Leyland Pipe Truck - orange body, 
grey plastic pipes attached to sprue, 5-spoke narrow wheels without tread pattern cast; (2) 20a Lamborghini Marzal - dayglo 
pink body with high arches, 5-spoke wide wheels; (3) 22b Freeman Intercity Commuter; (4) 25a Ford Cortina; (5) 29b Racing 
Mini (chrome loss to wheels); (6) 35a Merryweather Marquis Fire Engine; (7) 40a Vauxhall Guildsman - dark pink body with 
black star flame hood label, turquoise green windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels; (8) 41a Ford 
GT40 - metallic bronze body with high arches, yellow base, 5-spoke wide wheels (glue showing through label which is 
discoloured); (9) 54b Ford Capri (thin factory paint finish on one side); (10) 69a Rolls Royce Silver Shadow - metallic blue body, 
burnt Sienna interior with tan folded hood, yellow base - condition varies from Excellent to Mint in Fair but still complete  to 
Good boxes.  (10) 

 £60 - £70 

1400. Matchbox Superfast group of American vehicles. (1) 31a Lincoln Continental - metallic lime green body with high 
arches, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels - Near Mint (factory paint flaw to trunk) in Good to Good Plus 
creased "New" type G box; (2) 54a Cadillac Ambulance - white body without silver grille, large red cross door labels, blue 
windows, gloss black base, 5-spoke narrow wheels - Good Plus to Excellent (does have some paint chips and glue showing 
through labels which are discoloured) in Good sunfaded at one end "New" type G box; (3) 66a Greyhound Coach - gloss black 
base, 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips - Excellent Plus (glue showing through right hand side label which is 
discoloured) in Good faded "New" type G box.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1401. Matchbox Superfast 12a Land Rover Safari - metallic dark gold body with burnt Sienna luggage, clear windows, white 
interior with transmission tunnel cast, black plastic base, 5-spoke narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - Mint in generally 
Excellent type F3 transitional box illustrating blue Regular Wheel model with black Superfast branding. Rare combination of 
dark gold body & transmission tunnel interior. 

 £70 - £90 

1402. Matchbox Superfast 22a Pontiac GP Coupe - metallic dark purple body without silver grille, clear windows, grey 
interior, gloss black base, large diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels 3 of which have tread pattern cast, one front wheel 
without - Near Mint apart from rear tail-lamps paint superdetailed red & orange in Good Plus faded "New" type G box. 

 £50 - £70 

1403. Matchbox Superfast 7b Hairy Hustler - plain white body without tampo print, dark amber windows, chrome interior, 
gloss black base - Mint apart from a couple of very minor factory assembly marks in generally Near Mint "New" type J box but 
does have original price of 30p added in pencil to one picture face. Rare factory error Streakers version without tampo print. 

 £130 - £160 
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1404. Matchbox Superfast 10b Ford Mustang Piston Popper - metallic dark blue body, dark amber windows, white interior, 
scarce silver painted base - Near Mint with factory paint flaw to roof in Good creased type J box. 

 £40 - £50 

1405. Matchbox Superfast 75b Alfa Carabo - plain red body, clear windows, ivory interior, lemon yellow base, 5-spoke wide 
wheels - Near Mint in Excellent Plus "New" type J box. Rare factory error Streakers issue without tampo print. 

 £100 - £130 

1406. Matchbox Superfast 7d Volkswagen Golf Rompin Rabbit Pre-production Colour Trial - white body with tan hood stripes, 
side tampo print without tan stripes, clear windows, dark yellow interior, matt black base, dot-dash wheels - Near Mint unboxed 
(hood does not quite sit flush with front grille). 

 £150 - £200 

1407. Matchbox Superfast 11b Volkswagen Beetle Flying Bug Roman Numeral Issue - orange body without tampo print, 
black windows, gloss black "No.IV Flying Beetle" base - Near Mint unboxed with small scratch to hood.  Rare factory error 
without hood tampo print. 

 £50 - £70 

1408. Matchbox Superfast 2 x 9c Ford Escort RS2000 - both are white body with Shell racing number 9 labels, clear 
windows, tan interior, dot-dash wheels (1) light graphite grey base; (2) dark graphite grey base (see extra photo) - both Near 
Mint with a couple of minor marks in Good Plus "New" type K box which has print error to the rectangular panels on both striker 
sides, these have been printed without the black outline to that rectangular box and Fair discoloured but complete type K box 
without "New" lettering.  Unusual box variation. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1409. Matchbox Superfast 3 x 55d Ford Cortina - all are clear windows, bare metal base with patent number, dot-dash 
wheels (1) metallic green body, red interior - Near Mint with small red paint mark to hood in Good Plus "New" type K box with 
old tape residue to both end flaps and small tear to one picture face; (2) Twin-pack Issue red body with cast shut doors, tan 
interior - Good Plus to Excellent unboxed; (3) Twin-pack Issue red body with cast shut doors & black side stripe, white 
interior - Near Mint unboxed. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1410. Matchbox Superfast group of Cars.  (1) 7b Hairy Hustler Streakers Issue; (2) 40a Vauxhall Guildsman - Twin-pack 
Issue red body without hood label fitted, light amber windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels 
(couple of tiny scratches to hood); (3) 41b Siva Spyder Streakers Issue; (4) 54b Ford Capri - metallic magenta body, ivory 
interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels (these are a narrower profile than the standard 5-spoke wide wheels fitted to this 
model); (5) 62d Chevrolet Corvette - metallic red body with white hood tampo print only, clear windows, pale grey interior, bare 
metal base; (6) 67b Ford Capri Hot Rocker - burnt orange body, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wide wheels (some 
chrome loss to engine air intake) - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  27b Lamborghini Countach - dark yellow 
body with racing number 3 hood label, red windows, chrome interior, matt black base - Excellent unboxed (suspension low on 
one side).  (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1411. Matchbox Superfast 52c BMW M1 - metallic silver body without tampo print, clear windows, red interior, gloss black 
base, 5-arch wheels - Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to drivers side front wheel arch & roof in Excellent "New" type L 
box.  Rare factory error without tampo print. 

 £60 - £80 

1412. Matchbox Superfast large group of various Cars, Commercial Vehicles & Trailers - 39 x Superfast models along with 4 
x Regular Wheel models & Corgi Rocket Chevrolet Astro - condition varies from Good to Near Mint unboxed (Merryweather 
Marquis Fire Engine missing plastic ladder) all contained in a generally Excellent 48-Car 1971 copyright Carry Case. (44 
models + case) 

 £80 - £100 
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1413. Matchbox Superfast group of unboxed harder to find models.  (1) 33a Lamborghini Miura - metallic gold body with high 
arches, dayglo pink base, 5-spoke wide wheels; (2) 35a Merryweather Marquis Fire Engine - red body, cream grille & base, 
5-spoke wide wheels with black twin rivet axle clips; (3) 56a BMC Pininfarina - salmon pink body with low arches, 5-spoke 
narrow wheels one of which has tread pattern cast, the other three without; (4) 73a Mercury Commuter - metallic green body 
with high arches, without fuel filler flap cast, bare metal "No.59 or 73" base, small diameter 5-spoke narrow wheels - Excellent 
Plus to Near Mint unboxed. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

Early Moko Lesney Toys 

1414. Moko Muffin the Mule Hand Puppet - missing all finger rings & rope tail - Fair play worn unboxed. 

 £15 - £25 

1415. Moko Builders Crane - version with 2 x winding handles on central platform - Good Plus unboxed complete with original 
hook. 

 £80 - £100 

1416. Debo Toys white metal re-issue large scale Moko Horsedrawn Rag & Bone Cart components including various bodies, 
shanks, wheels, drivers, horses etc along with a quantity of uncut boxes and a quantity of empty milk cart boxes.  (qty) 

 £120 - £150 

1417. Early Moko Lesney Toys large scale Prime Mover with Low Loader Trailer & Caterpillar Bulldozer load - orange Prime 
Mover with gold trim & green removable engine covers, grey metal wheels, mid-blue Trailer complete with removable chocks, 
bare metal drawbar, grey metal wheels; Caterpillar Bulldozer is yellow body, red blade & hydraulic rams with gold trim, red 
metal rollers with original & pliable but discoloured green rubber tracks - Trailer upper body sun faded and both chocks are 
damp damaged/discoloured - otherwise Good Plus in Fair sun faded/stained lift off lid box with puncture hole to lid and missing 
end label. 

 £150 - £200 

King Size & Super Kings 

1418. Matchbox King Size K13 ERF Concrete Truck "Readymix" - orange body, turquoise green windows, gloss black base, 
red plastic hubs - Near Mint in Excellent type F2 window box with Near Mint inner pictorial card tray & original grey plastic 
packing strap (perspex window has slight damage) and the following empty boxes (1) type F4 box for K3 Massey Ferguson 
Tractor & Trailer - Good Plus; (2) type F3 window box for K6 Mercedes Benz Binz Ambulance - Good Plus with Excellent Plus 
inner pictorial card tray; (3) un-punched type F3 window box for K20 Ford D-Series Articulated Truck & Tractor Transporter 
Trailer - Excellent Plus with Near Mint to Mint inner pictorial card tray. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1419. Matchbox King Size group of Commercial Vehicles.  (1) K2 KW-Dart Dump Truck - Excellent Plus (small area of 
repainting to dump side bracket) in generally Good Plus "New Model" type E2 box complete with inner card packing tray; (2) K3 
Hatra Tractor Shovel - Excellent Plus in Good "New Model" type E1 box; (3) K16 Dodge Tractor Unit with Twin Tipper 
Trailers - overall Excellent but would benefit from some cleaning in Fair creased & torn but still complete type F1 box with white 
plastic inner vac-form tray; (4) K17 Ford D-Series Articulated Low Loader with Case Bulldozer load - Bulldozer has "Laing" cab 
decals, red plastic rollers with original but perished green rubber tracks - overall Excellent in Fair creased but still complete type 
F1 box with blue inner vac-form tray. (4) 

 £100 - £120 
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1420. Matchbox King Size group of Commercial & Construction Vehicles.  (1) K2 KW-Dart Dump Truck - Excellent in Good 
Plus "New Model" type E2 box with inner card packing tray; (2) K5 Foden Dump Truck with bare metal hubs - Excellent in Good 
to Good Plus faded type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; (3) K5 Racing Car Transporter - Excellent to Excellent Plus with 
some marks to rear ramp in generally Good Plus "New" type E3 box (tear to one corner of inner tray); (4) K6 Allis-Chalmers 
Motor Earth Scraper with red plastic hubs - Good (much paint blistering to trailer bed) in generally Good type E1 box with usual 
puncture hole to centre of one picture face; (5) K12 Foden BP Heavy Wreck Truck - separately cast roof sign, gloss black base, 
red plastic hubs - Excellent with significant chip to cab roof in Fair tape repaired type E1 box. (5) 

 £80 - £100 

1421. Matchbox King Size (1) K2 Muir Hill Site Dumper - black metal wheels with grey tyres - Near Mint in Good discoloured 
type D1 box printed by Pembroke Abbey; (2) K6 Allis Chalmers Motor Earth Scraper with red plastic hubs - Excellent in Poor 
incomplete type E3 box; (3) K12 Foden BP Heavy Wreck Truck - roof sign cast as part of body, red plastic hubs - Good Plus 
with paint chips to jib in Good Plus to Excellent a little creased scare late issue type E box with colour picture end flaps.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1422. Matchbox King Size K8 Scammell 6 x 6 Ballast Tractor & Low Loader with Caterpillar Tractor Load - Ballast Tractor is 
orange body with silver trim to grille & headlamps, turquoise green windows, short square door decals, thin lettered "Laing" 
decals, silver painted base, bare metal hubs; Low Loader Trailer is orange body with "Laing Civil Engineering Contractors" 
decals, black drawbar, metal hubs; Caterpillar Tractor is yellow body & base with model No.3 cast, maroon engine, bare metal 
rollers with original but perished & heavily discoloured green rubber tracks - ballast tractor & trailer are Excellent to Excellent 
Plus, caterpillar tractor Good in Good Plus type D1 box missing card packing insert. 

 £100 - £120 

1423. Matchbox King Size K8 Scammell 6 x 6 Ballast Tractor with Low Loader Trailer & Caterpillar Tractor Load - Ballast 
Tractor is orange body with silver trim to grille only, tall door decals, thin lettered "Laing" decals, turquoise green windows, silver 
painted base, red plastic hubs; Low Loader Trailer is orange body with thin lettered "Laing" decals, black drawbar, red plastic 
hubs, Caterpillar Tractor is yellow body & base with model No.8 cast, maroon engine, red plastic rollers with original & pliable 
but a little discoloured green rubber tracks - overall Excellent in Good Plus type E1 box with original US retailers price label to 
one picture face. 

 £100 - £120 

1424. Matchbox King Size 2 x K9 CLAAS Combine Harvester (1) green body with red tynes, white plastic driver, dark yellow 
plastic steering wheel, red plastic hubs - Excellent Plus to Near Mint with a couple of tiny chips in Excellent Plus type F2 
window box with generally Near Mint inner pictorial card tray; (2) red body with side labels, lemon yellow tynes, tan plastic driver 
with lemon yellow plastic steering wheel, dark yellow plastic hubs - Near Mint with a couple of tiny factory assembly paint chips 
in Excellent to Excellent Plus un-punched type F4 window box (some minor creasing to perspex window).  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1425. Matchbox King Size & Super Kings group of mostly Commercial vehicles. (1) K2 Scammell Esso Heavy Wreck 
Truck - amber windows & roof-lights, red plastic grille & hubs - Good (would benefit from cleaning) in Good type F2 window box 
but missing inner pictorial card tray; (2) K18 Dodge Kew Fargo Articulated Horse Box - Good play worn in generally Good Plus 
a little creased type F1 window box with white inner plastic vac-form inner tray; (3) K24 Lamborghini Miura - metallic red body, 
ivory interior, 5-spoke chrome wheels - Good Plus with some light play wear in Fair to Good discoloured type F4 window box 
(inner card tray incomplete), along with the following unboxed Super Kings models (1) K2 Scammell Esso Heavy Wreck Truck; 
K11 DAF Articulated Car Transporter; (3) K20 Peterbilt Wreck Truck - Good to Good Plus unboxed.  (6) 

 £30 - £40 
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1426. Matchbox Super Kings group of mostly Commercial vehicles. (1) K2 Scammell Esso Heavy Wreck Truck - metallic gold 
body, amber windows & roof-lights, red plastic grille, red base; (2) K3 Mod Tractor & Trailer with lemon yellow plastic drivers 
seat & trailer upper body (missing steering wheel); (3) K6 Motorcycle Transporter with red Honda Motorcycle; (4) K11 DAF 
Articulated Car Transporter - clear windows, ivory interior, metallic red grille & base, 4-spoke wheels; (5) K14 Shell Recovery 
Breakdown Truck; (6) K20 Peterbilt Heavy Wreck Truck; (7) K42 Traxcavator Road Ripper (tracks discoloured & require 
cleaning); (8) K75 Airport Fire Tender complete with fire fighter figures - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus window boxes. 
K91 Motorcycle Racing Set containing Plymouth Gran Fury with Motorcycle Trailer & 2 x Honda Motorcycles - Good with some 
play wear and one motorcycle missing fairing the other missing its seat in Good Plus window box.  (9) 

 £60 - £70 

1427. Matchbox Super Kings German Market Retailers Counter Header Card Display illustrating K4 Leyland Tipper Truck 
"Wates" intended to slide over the header card of any Super Kings Commercial & Construction vehicle - card measures approx 
10.5 x 9.25" (26.5 x 23.5cm) and is overall Excellent with some rub marks to top edge. Card is paired with model K1 O&K 
Hydraulic Excavator - Mint apart from a couple of minor factory assembly marks in Excellent un-punched type H window box. 

 £70 - £90 

1428. Matchbox Super Kings French Market Retailers Counter Header Card Display illustrating K4 Leyland Tipper Truck 
"Wates" intended to slide over the header card of any Super Kings Commercial & Construction vehicle - card measures approx 
10.5 x 9.25" (26.5 x 23.5cm) and is overall Excellent Plus with a couple of minor rub marks to rear of card and minor crease to 
bottom left corner. Card is paired with model K14 Scammell Freightliner - Fair play worn in Good Plus un-punched type H 
window box. 

 £50 - £70 

1429. Matchbox Super Kings K17 Ford D Series Articulated Low Loader with Case Bulldozer Load - red tractor unit with red 
roof-light, dark green windows, silver painted base, lime green trailer, 5-spokw wheels with black axle clips - Good Plus to 
Excellent with a few small chips; Case Bulldozer is orange body, lemon yellow detachable cab with Taylor Woodrow labels, 
lemon yellow engine & blade, black plastic rollers with original & pliable but a little discoloured green rubber tracks - Excellent in 
Poor incomplete type H window box and K19 Scammell Contractor Tipper Truck - metallic red cab & chassis, turquoise green 
windows, dark yellow tipper body, red grille, bare metal base, Maltese Cross wheels with gold rear axle clip - Near Mint with 
some ink transfer to tipper body from movement within box in Poor type H window box and King Size K2 Scammell Contractor 
Heavy Wreck Truck - amber windows & roof-lights, red plastic grille & hubs - Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good Plus 
type F4 window box and K15 Merryweather Marquis Fire Engine with Kent Fire Brigade & Shield labels - Excellent to Excellent 
Plus but missing plastic extending ladder in Fair type F2 window box.  (4) 

 £20 - £30 

1430. Matchbox Super Kings (1) K15 Berlin Bus; (2) K17 Scammell Crusader Articulated Container Truck "7-UP"; (3) K29 
Ford A Series Delivery Van "Jelly Babies"; (4) K67 Dodge Monaco Fire Chief Car - lime green body with white roof, black plastic 
tailgate & base, red interior; (5) K69 Caravan Touring Set containing red Jaguar XJ12 with light amber windows, white interior, 
red base, Maltese Cross wheels - Excellent Plus to Mint in Fair to Good window boxes; (6) K40 Ford D Series Curtainside 
Delivery Truck "Pepsi-Cola" - white cab with red roof, white plastic rear body with blue plastic roof, red chassis, Maltese Cross 
wheels - Good Plus (plastic curtainsides have discoloured), complete with Superfast 15b Lansing Bagnall Forklift Truck - Near 
Mint to Mint complete with 2 x brown pallets & 2 x blue crate loads in Fair window box.  (6) 

 £40 - £50 
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1431. Matchbox Super Kings K15 Daimler Fleetline Londoner Bus - trial model and box "1979 Royal Visit to Iran". Model was 
intended for simultaneous release with the proposed visit of Her Majesty the Queen and Prince Philip to Iran during 1979 but 
the visit was cancelled with the supply of buses being reused with alternative labels and the boxes destroyed. Bus has metallic 
silver body with bare metal opening centre doors, lemon yellow interior, 4-spoke wheels - Excellent (glue showing through both 
side labels both of which have some rub marks), fully printed box has correct artwork for this model to end flaps and the rear of 
the box states "A special commemorative model to celebrate the visit during 1979 made by their Royal Highness Queen 
Elizabeth II and Prince Philip" - box is Mint flat packed and has never been assembled complete with flat packed inner card 
tray. Plastic display stand is however incorrect for this issue having English rather than Arabic script text to base. Very rare 
unrecorded variation. 

 £150 - £180 

1432. Matchbox Super Kings 7 x K15 Daimler Fleetline Londoner Bus (1) "Swinging London Carnaby Street" - brass opening 
centre doors, lemon yellow interior; (2) "CDMC Salute Lesney for 25 Years of Matchbox Toys" Code 2 Issue - brass centre 
opening doors, lemon yellow interior; (3) "The Royal Wedding 1981"; (4) "Berlin Bus"; (5) "Macleans Toothpaste" (complete with 
certificate showing this to be number 822 of only 2000 certificated models); (6) "Chesterfield Parish Church"; (7) "Nestle Milky 
Bar" - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Excellent window boxes. (7) 

 £30 - £40 

1433. Matchbox Super Kings K51 Barracuda - scarce white body with racing number 14 Shell labels, lemon yellow interior, 
white driver with red helmet, matt black base, 5-spoke front wheels, Maltese Cross rear wheels - Good Plus with 
damaged/incomplete chrome engine (part of the missing engine component is contained within a clear plastic bag under the 
box inner tray), labels discoloured particularly rear wing label in Good KP-1 generic blue window box. 

 £30 - £40 

1434. Matchbox Super Kings K76 Rally Support Gift Set containing (1) K52 Datsun 240Z Rally Car - dark green body with 
white hood, clear windows, red interior, gloss black base, chrome 5-spoke wheels; (2) K74 Volvo 245 Estate Car - white body 
with brown luggage, clear windows, burnt orange interior, black plastic base, 5-spoke chrome wheels, set complete with all 
figures & plastic accessories - Near Mint to Mint with a couple of minor factory assembly marks in Excellent Plus blue window 
box with small reference label to one end flap.  Nice example. 

 £50 - £70 

1435. Matchbox Super Kings K86 Volkswagen Golf - black body with striped decals, clear windows, ivory interior, black 
plastic Lesney England base, factory error model fitted with larger diameter 5-spoke front wheels, standard correct issue 
5-spoke rear wheels - Excellent Plus unboxed.  Rare factory wheel fit error, the front wheels being a larger diameter do not 
revolve. 

 £40 - £50 

1436. Matchbox Super Kings group of harder to find variations & Pre-production model.  (1) K68 Dodge Monaco - beige 
body & roof, black interior, black base - Fair play worn; (2) K66 Jaguar XJ12 - metallic blue body & base, light amber windows, 
black interior - Good with some play wear; (3) K26 Bedford Cement Truck - pale dull orange body, red plastic drum handle - Fair 
play worn; (4) K43 Mercedes Log Transporter Trailer Pre-production Colour Trial - light blue body, black plastic base - Good 
Plus with some paint loss to edges of platform. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

Models of Yesteryear 
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1437. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear large group of early 1970's to early 1980's issue mostly Cars.  Including 8 x 
pink/yellow window boxed models; 7 x purple/yellow window boxed models; 24 x woodgrain window boxed models; 8 x straw 
window boxed models including Y10 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost with yellow seats - condition varies earlier models are Excellent 
to Mint in Fair to Excellent window boxes; later models are generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent window boxes and Heritage 
Gifts Series Set containing Y7 1912 Rolls Royce & Y10 1906 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - both are light gold plated body, maroon 
seats & grille - Near Mint to Mint (one rear seat loose) in Good window box.  Also included are two unboxed models - Fair & 
Poor and 6 x Dinky, Corgi & Matchbox 1970's period Catalogues - Poor to Good Plus. (56) 

 £80 - £100 

1438. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of mid to late 1960's issue Cars.  (1) Y5 4.5 litre Blower Bentley - British Racing 
Green body with racing number 3 decals, bright red seats, base with twin holes; (2) Y6 Bugatti Type 35 - red body with white 
dashboard & racing number 6 decals, gloss black base, late issue type E1 box illustrating blue model without driver; (3) Y10 
1928 Mercedes 36/220 - red plastic seats, twin rear spare wheels, "New Model" type D1 box; (4) Y15 1907 Rolls Royce Silver 
Ghost with dark green seats - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1439. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear (1) Y4 Kent Fire Brigade Horse Drawn Fire Engine; (2) Y4 1909 Opel; (3) Y5 4.5 litre 
Blower Bentley - British Racing Green body with racing number 5 decals, radiator cast as part of body, dark green seats; (4) as 
(3) but separately cast bare metal radiator, bright red seats, rare racing number 6 decals (one decal unfortunately partly 
removed); (5) Y7 1913 Mercer Raceabout - metallic lilac body with front wing braces, knobbly black plastic tyres; (6) Y16 1904 
Spyker - primrose yellow body with gold trim - Good Plus to Excellent Plus in Poor incomplete to Good boxes. Y3 London 
Tramcar - white roof, cast shut stairs & upper deck, grey Lifeguards, gloss black base, black plastic wheels - Good Plus 
unboxed and Y12 Horse Drawn London Bus - single rivet drawbar, tan lower deck ceiling - Excellent Plus unboxed with usual 
rub mark to drivers hat. (8) 

 £30 - £40 

1440. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of mid to late 1960's issue Cars.  (1) Y2 Ford Model T; (2) Y2 1911 Renault 
(front & rear lamps along with number plate have been paint Superdetailed); (3) Y3 1910 Benz Limousine - cream body with 
dark green roof & plastic parts; (4) Y6 1913 Cadillac with side body cut-outs; (5) Y9 1912 Simplex with lime green body; (6) Y12 
Thomas Flyabout; (7) Y13 1911 Daimler with black plastic seats & grille; (8) Y14 Maxwell Roadster - maroon seats, bright red 
grille, copper fuel tank & extinguisher - Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint type E3 & E4 boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

1441. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 1909 Thomas Flyabout - metallic blue body, tan smooth hood, rare yellow plastic 
seats & grille - Good Plus to Excellent but does have tarnishing to brass plated parts along with marks to roof and would benefit 
from further cleaning in Fair to Good type E4 box with surface tear to picture face and tear to one end flap. 

 £300 - £400 

1442. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y8 1914 Stutz - Pre-production Colour Trial - metallic blue body, black textured roof, 
ivory seats & grille, copper fuel tank, metallic red chassis, brass 12-spoke wheels - Excellent (chassis has partly sun faded 
towards a metallic bronze colour). 

 £100 - £120 

1443. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of late 1960's to early 1970's issue Cars. Y6 1913 Cadillac without body side 
cut-outs and Y7 1912 Rolls Royce with red smooth roof - both Near Mint in Excellent Plus and Good Plus "New Model" type E4 
boxes along with 14 x pink/yellow window boxed models which include Y5  1907 Peugeot; Y8 Sunbeam Motorcycle & Sidecar 
(missing sidecar seat); Y10 1928 Mercedes 36/220 with single rear spare wheel (both seats loose); Y12 Thomas Flyabout with 
smaller diameter 12-spoke brass wheels; Y15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost; Y16 Spyker plus others similar (see photo), some 
plastic parts loose - Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint pink/yellow window boxes.  (16) 

 £60 - £80 
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1444. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear (1) Y6 Bugatti type 35 - red body with racing number 6 decals, white dashboard 
(dashboard has been repainted silver); (2) Y7 Mercer Raceabout - dark yellow body with lighter shade yellow hood & grille; (3) 
Y7 1912 Rolls Royce with red smooth roof; (4) Y12 1909 Thomas Flyabout; (5) Y8 Sunbeam Motorcycle & Sidecar with dark 
green sidecar seat (sidecar seat a little distorted) - Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint type E4 boxes.  (5) 

 £40 - £50 

1445. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y2 Prince Henry Vauxhall; Y10 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost; Y15 Packard Victoria and 
Y16 Mercedes SS Coupe without rear differential casting - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus pink/yellow & 
purple/yellow window boxes; Y1 Jaguar SS100; Y8 MG TC; Y11 Lagonda Coupe & Y13 Crossly RAF Tender with olive green 
plastic canopies & grille - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent woodgrain window boxes. 9 x further unboxed 
models including Y1 Allchin Traction Engine; Y4 Sentinel Steam Wagon; Y9 Fowler Showmans Engine; Y13 1911 Daimler plus 
others similar (see photo) - generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus unboxed, many would benefit from cleaning.  (17) 

 £40 - £50 

1446. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear (1) Y2 London Bus - 8 over 4 lower deck windows, dark indigo blue driver, metal 
wheels with crimped axles - Excellent in Good to Good Plus creased type C1 box; (2) Y5 1929 4.5 litre Le Mans Bentley - gold 
radiator trim, metal wheels with crimped axles - Excellent Plus in Fair to Good type C1 box; (3) Y7 1913 Mercer 
Raceabout - metallic lilac body with cast open front wings, knobbly black plastic tyres - Excellent (brass parts tarnished) in Good 
Plus "New Model" type C3 box and 2 x Y12 London Horsedrawn Bus - both are twin drawbar rivet, tan lower deck 
ceiling - Good to Good Plus unboxed.  (5) 

 £30 - £40 

1447. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear (1) Y3 London Tramcar - white roof, cast shut steps, cast open upper deck, gold 
head-lamps, grey lifeguards, gloss black base, black plastic wheels - Excellent with some tiny chips in Good discoloured type 
D1 box illustrating side on view of model; (2) Y4 London Fire Brigade Horsedrawn Fire Engine - black horses, brass boiler & 
pump, original black plastic fireman without gold trim - Excellent to Excellent Plus (some tarnishing to brass parts) in Good Plus 
creased at one end type D3 box with detailed illustration; (3) Y9 Fowler Showmans Engine - red body with white canopy, brass 
canopy supports & boiler door - Excellent with some tiny chips to edge of roof in Excellent Plus type D3 box with detailed 
illustration; (4) Y12 London Horsedrawn Bus - twin rivet drawbar, tan lower deck ceiling - Excellent Plus with usual box rubs to 
drivers hat in Excellent type D1 box with original retail price and some ink graffiti to one end flap.  (4) 

 £60 - £80 

1448. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear mid to late 19760's issue group of Cars & Motorcycles. (1) Y2 1911 Renault; (2) Y5 
1929 Blower Bentley - British racing green body with racing number 5 decals, bright red seats (seats sunfaded to pink); (3) Y6 
1913 Cadillac without body side cut-outs; (4) Y8 Sunbeam Motorcycle & Sidecar with dark green sidecar seat; (5) Y14 1911 
Maxwell Roadster; (6) Y15 1907 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost with dark green seats - Excellent to Mint in generally Excellent to 
Excellent Plus type E1 & E4 boxes.  (6) 

 £40 - £50 

1449. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of mid to late 1960's issue Cars including Y1 Ford Model T; Y4 1909 Opel 
(plastic roof heavily sunfaded on one side); Y6 Bugatti type 35 - blue body with racing number 6 decals, red dashboard (brass 
parts tarnished); Y11 Packard Landaulet; Y13 1911 Daimler (missing grille); Y16 Spyker - primrose yellow body with gold 
trim - condition varies from Good to Excellent Plus, most models would benefit from further cleaning, some plastic parts 
sunfaded in Good to Near Mint boxes apart from box for Thomas Flyabout which is only Fair and heavily discoloured.  (11) 

 £30 - £40 
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1450. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of various early 1970's to late 1980's issue models mostly Cars but does include 
a few Commercial vehicles along with 1982 Limited Edition pack of 5 models in straw window box; Lledo 1986 Royal Wedding 
Rolls Royce (roof faded/discoloured) and Super Kings K15 1981 Royal Wedding Bus - condition varies generally Excellent Plus 
to Mint but a couple of models are only Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Excellent packaging.  (21) 

 £40 - £50 

1451. Wooden Display Cabinet with opening front door - approx 14.5" wide & 20.5" tall with a depth of 4.25" (37cm x 52cm x 
11cm) - overall Good with some marks; cabinet contains 15 x various 1960's & 1970's issue Models of Yesteryear (some 
duplication); Corgi Toys BOAC Concorde & Ghia 6.4; Superfast 68a Porsche 910; Minialuxe 1903 Renault - condition varies 
from Fair to Excellent along with Corgi Original Classics 1912 Rolls Royce - Good Plus & "The Avengers" Steed's Bentley - red 
body with black chassis, original Steed figure - Excellent unboxed.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1452. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear (1) Y3 London Tramcar - white roof, cast shut stairs, cast open upper deck, gold 
headlamps, grey Lifeguards, gloss black base, black plastic wheels, type D2 box illustrating model side-on; (2) Y4 London Fire 
Brigade Horse Drawn Fire Engine - black Horses, brass boiler & pump, original black plastic Fireman without gold trim (brass 
parts tarnished); (3) Y9 Fowler Showmans Engine - red body with white canopy, bare metal canopy supports & boiler door; (4) 
Y10 1908 Mercedes Grand Prix - dark green seats with side lugs (does have a number of paint chips particularly to base); (5) 
Y12 London Horse Drawn Bus - twin rivet drawbar, tan lower deck ceiling - Excellent to Excellent Plus in Good Plus to Excellent 
Plus type D1 & D3 boxes. (5) 

 £90 - £110 

1453. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear 2 x Y6 Bugatti Type 35 - both are blue body with racing number 6 decals, red 
dashboard (1) knobbly black plastic tyres - generally Near Mint but brass parts have some tarnishing in Good Plus type E1 box 
with old tape residue; (2) knobbly grey plastic tyres - Good Plus in Good Plus later period type E1 box. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1454. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of Cars.  (1) Y3 1910 Benz Limousine; (2) Y4 1909 Opel; (3) Y7 Mercer 
Raceabout - metallic lilac body with cast shut front wings; (4) Y7 Mercer Raceabout - dark yellow body & hood; (5) Y9 1912 
Simplex with dark green body; (6) Y10 1928 Mercedes with single rear spare wheel; (7) Y13 1911 Daimler with black seats & 
grille; (8) Y14 Maxwell Roadster - copper fuel tank, brass extinguisher - condition varies from Good Plus to Excellent Plus in 
Good to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £30 - £40 

1455. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of mid to late 1960's issue Cars.  (1) Y1 Ford Model T; (2) Y3 1910 Benz 
Limousine; (3) Y6 1913 Cadillac without body side cut-outs; (4) Y7 1912 Rolls Royce with red smooth roof; (5) Y10 1928 
Mercedes with single rear spare wheel; (6) Y11 Packard Landaulet; (7) Y12 Thomas Flyabout; (8) Y15 Rolls Royce Silver 
Ghost; (9) Y16 Spyker - Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £60 

1456. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of mid to late 1960's issue Cars.  (1) Y1 Ford Model T; (2) Y2 1911 Renault; (3) 
Y3 Benz Limousine; (4) 1909 Opel (roof discoloured); (5) Y10 Mercedes; (6) Y11 Packard Landaulet (missing one front tyre); 
(7) Y13 1911 Daimler (missing front grille); (8) Y14 Maxwell Roadster with copper fuel tank & extinguisher (drivers side front 
wing bent out of shape) models would benefit from cleaning - condition varies from Good to Excellent in Fair to Good 
discoloured boxes. (8) 

 £20 - £30 
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1457. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y2 London Bus - 4 over 4 lower deck windows, bare metal lower deck ceiling, dark 
blue driver, metal wheels with crimped axles - Near Mint in Fair type C1 box (one end flap detached but still present); Y4 
London Fire Brigade Horse Drawn Fire Engine - black Horses, brass boiler & pump, original black plastic Fireman without gold 
trim - Excellent Plus in Fair heavily faded type E1 box; Y9 Fowler Showmans Engine - maroon body with cream canopy, brass 
canopy supports & boiler door - Excellent Plus (brass parts tarnished) in Fair type D3 box and 3 x further unboxed First Series 
models (1) Y7 Jacobs Van; (2) Y10 1908 Mercedes GP; (3) Y12 Horse Drawn London Bus - Good Plus to Excellent Plus 
unboxed. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

1458. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y3 London Tramcar - white roof, cast shut stairs, cast open upper deck, grey 
Lifeguards, gloss black base, black plastic wheels - Excellent Plus in Good type D1 box and Y4 Sentinel Steam 
Wagon - knobbly black plastic wheels with rounded axles - Near Mint with a couple of tiny chips in Fair to Poor type C1 box.  
Also included is an Airfix 1/32nd scale Dennis Fire Engine plastic Kit complete with instructions & unused decal sheet but 
unchecked for completeness - appears Excellent in Good Plus box along with a quantity of brass "Ford Model T Register" & 
other similar Car Club brass Event Badges - condition varies from Fair to Excellent. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

1459. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear large group of mid to late 1960's issue Cars including 2 x Y5 4.5 litre Blower Bentley 
(one missing plastic seats); 2 x Y7 Mercer Raceabout; Y8 Sunbeam Motorcycle & Sidecar with dark green sidecar seat; Y9 
1912 Simplex (incorrect later period black plastic roof); Y11 Packard Landaulet (missing front seats); 2 x Y13 1911 Daimler; 
Y14 Maxwell Roadster (missing plastic roof) plus others similar (see photo) - condition varies from Good Plus to Near Mint in 
Fair to Good Plus boxes and 2 x empty boxes (1) type D1 box for Y6 Bugatti Type 35; (2) type E4 box for Y8 Sunbeam 
Motorcycle & Sidecar - Good. (19) 

 £40 - £50 

1460. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of pink/yellow & woodgrain window boxed Cars including Y2 Prince Henry 
Vauxhalls; Y5 1907 Peugeot; Y8 1914 Stutz; Y6 Rolls Royce Fire Engine; Y17 Hispano Suiza plus others similar (see 
photo) - generally Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent window boxes apart from Y1 Ford Model T which has incorrect 
smooth black plastic roof and only Good Plus. (20) 

 £40 - £50 

1461. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear YS16 Scammell Articulated Low Loader with GER Class E4 2-4-0 Locomotive load 
and YS39 Passenger Coach & Horses - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent Plus boxes complete with outer plain white transit 
sleeves which are generally Good but somewhat discoloured along with Major Models/MICA Models of Yesteryear Calendars 
from 1984 to 1990 inclusive - Good to Excellent.  Also included is January 1981 Third Edition Collectors Catalogue of 
Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Pocket Size Book 1985 "The Diecast Collectors Handbook" & Models of Yesteryear 1992 
Catalogue - Good Plus to Excellent. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1462. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Major Productions Ltd pair of Collectors Reference Books.  (1) "The Yesteryear Book 
1956 to 1993" signed by Kevin McGimpsey & Stewart Orr; (2) "The Yesteryear Book 1956 to 1996" again signed by the 
authors - both are generally Excellent although they do have a number of pencil tick annotations in the checklist boxes but 
these could probably quite easily be erased. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1463. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Major Productions Limited Collectors Reference Book "The Yesteryear Book 1956 to 
2000 Millennium Edition" signed by the authors - overall Excellent with a number of pencil tick annotations in the checklist 
boxes although these could probably be easily erased complete with Excellent plain brown transit carton. 

 £30 - £40 

Miscellaneous Items 
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1464. Matchbox Superfast Retailers Revolving Counter Display Stand intended to hold the full range of 75 models - stand 
consists of 3 x 1983 copyright clear plastic fronts & 1 x small c.1974 issue plastic front illustrating Rola-Matics models - Fair with 
damage to lid & clear plastic sides. 

 £20 - £30 

1465. Matchbox Regular Wheels Retailers Circular Revolving Counter Display Stand intended to hold the entire range of 75 
models dating from the mid 1960's with UK price mark of 2s & 4p - Fair with damage/incomplete lid and various cracks to 
"Matchbox" Banner. 

 £30 - £40 

1466. Matchbox Superfast un-released 48-car Carry Case with German Market black & white label "Turbo Rennen Ersatzteil 
Und Repairatur-Satz" complete with blue plastic trays - this case was never released and was intended to be a Power Track 
accessory spare part & repair set - overall Good Plus to Excellent with blistering to plated handle brackets and has the number 
"15" added in black felt tip pen to one side. 

 £40 - £50 

1467. Matchbox Superfast un-released 48-car Carry Case with German Market black & white label "Turbo Rennen Ersatzteil 
Und Repairatur-Satz" complete with blue plastic trays - this case was never released and was intended to be a Power Track 
accessory spare part & repair set - overall Good Plus with blistering to plated handle brackets and has the number "11" added 
in black felt tip pen to one side. Also included are 18 x 1977 copyright generic clear plastic boxes - Fair to Good Plus; 1981 /82 
Catalogue - Fair to Good with ink graffiti; 1982/83 plastic kit catalogue - Good; 1982 trade catalogue with retail prices added 
using white stickers - Good and Superfast 43a Pony Trailer with lighter green base - Good Plus unboxed.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1468. Matchbox group of Catalogues. 1964 & 1966 International Edition Catalogues; 1967; 1968; 1969 2nd Edition; 1970; 
1972 & 1974 UK Issue Catalogues - Good to Excellent; 16 x further catalogues (a complete run from 1975 through to 1989 but 
does include 2 x 1984) - condition varies a couple of catalogues only Fair to Good the remainder generally Excellent to Near 
Mint.  (24) 

 £25 - £35 

1469. Matchbox 1959 2nd Edition Catalogue - covers are Fair with original retailers stamp to rear cover, contents pages 
Good to Excellent with some "foxing" and 1960 Issue Catalogue - covers are Good to Good Plus, contents pages Good Plus to 
Excellent Plus with some ink crosses against various model numbers.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1470. Matchbox 1959 2nd Edition Catalogue - covers are Good Plus with some scuff marks, contents pages Excellent to 
Near Mint. 

 £40 - £50 

1471. Matchbox 1961 & 1962 UK Issue Catalogues - covers are generally Exclel3etn with a few minor scuff marks, contents 
pages are Excellent Plus to Mint - 1961 catalogue has "Wanstall's Cycle Stores 160 Smithdown Road Liverpool" dealers stamp; 
1963 catalogue has "The Howard Cycle Co. 176 High Street Barnet" Dealers Stamp.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1472. Matchbox 1961 UK Issue Catalogue - covers are Excellent with a few minor scuffs, contents pages Near Mint to Mint. 

 £25 - £35 
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1473. Matchbox group of Catalogues. 1964 & 1965 UK Edition Catalogues; 1964, 1965 & 2 x 1966 USA Edition Catalogues 
and 2 x 1966 International Edition Catalogues - covers are generally Excellent to Mint apart from 1964 USA Edition which has 
surface tear where price label removed and only Good Plus, contents pages generally Near Mint to Mint along with further 1966 
International Edition with some damage to bottom left corner - overall Good Plus.  (9) 

 £50 - £60 

1474. Matchbox M3 Switch-a-Track containing blue & dark yellow track, missing all cars & box of accessories but does 
include a couple of drive bands - set untested and would benefit from cleaning generally Good in Fair polystyrene base, lid has 
some staining but generally Good Plus with small puncture hole complete with Fair outer plain brown transit box and Corgi 154 
John Players Special Lotus F1 Formula 1 Racing Car - Near Mint in Good window box.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1475. Matchbox Superfast DS-3 (VU-75) retailers wall mounted plastic vac-form Display Case intended to display the entire 
range of Superfast models with "Matchbox 75" centre panel - clear plastic lid is age yellowed/discoloured hence Good Plus 
complete with Good original Lesney brown card transit carton. 

 £50 - £60 

1476. Matchbox Superfast Replica Retailers Revolving Counter Display Stand - these were manufactured exclusively for the 
Matchbox Club by Fastrak Retail UK Limited - Mint unused in plain card transit box complete with instructions. Photo illustrates 
a fully assembled example with protective vinyl covering. 

 £120 - £150 

1477. Matchbox M3 Switch-a-Track with blue & dark yellow track components - set has been used complete with leaflet, 3 x 
drive bands and 4 x Superfast models, also included is an empty box for the X-1 Motorway Accessories but these accessories 
are missing - all generally Good. Individual models include (1) 24a Rolls Royce Silver Shadow - metallic red body, gloss black 
base, 5-spoke narrow wheels 3 of which have tread pattern cast, one rear wheel without - Good Plus in Good Plus to Excellent 
"New" type G box; (2) 41a Ford GT40 - white body with racing number 6 hood label, red interior, turquoise green base, 5-spoke 
narrow wheels with tread pattern cast - Good in generally Good Plus a little creased "New" type G box; (3) 66a Greyhound 
Coach - primrose yellow base, 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips - Excellent (glue showing through drivers side label) 
in Excellent Plus "New" type G box; (4) 74a Daimler Fleetline Bus - red body & base with Esso labels, 5-spoke narrow wheels 
with black axle clips - Good Plus in Excellent to Excellent Plus a little creased "New" type G box - outer box lid is Good, 
polystyrene base only Fair split in half with tape repairs, also included is a matchless 10v power pack - appears Good Plus but 
untested suitable for display only and not to be connected to a mains supply in Fair box.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1478. Matchbox M2 Motorised Motorway - set in used condition and missing some bridge components, drive bands also 
possibly incomplete - Good complete with a single unboxed Regular Wheel 53c Ford Zodiac which is generally Excellent but 
will require some cleaning and adhesive foil label removed from base (other car missing) in Fair polystyrene base with Good but 
split at each corner lid. 2 x E2 Motorway Extension Set - both still factory shrink-wrapped Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes; 
further E2 Extension Set - generally Excellent but would benefit from cleaning as some track sections quite dirty in Good box, 9 
x unboxed straight track sections all in used condition and again would benefit from cleaning - generally Good unboxed and 4 x 
X-1 Accessory Pack containing drive pins/adhesive stickers (unchecked for completeness) - Excellent to Mint in Good to Near 
Mint boxes.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1479. Matchbox recently commissioned original Artwork in the Superfast box style illustrating 12a Land Rover Safari, painted 
on canvas, applied to board and measuring approx 20" x 16" (50cm x 40cm). Please note this is recently commissioned artwork 
not 1970's period Lesney produced artwork - Near Mint with a couple of minor marks to edges. 

 £40 - £60 
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1480. Matchbox recently commissioned original Artwork in the Superfast box style illustrating 60b Lotus Super Seven, 
painted on canvas, applied to board and measuring approx 20" x 16" (50cm x 40cm). Please note this is recently commissioned 
artwork not 1970's period Lesney produced artwork - Near Mint with a couple of minor marks to edges. 

 £30 - £40 

1481. Matchbox recently commissioned original Artwork in the Superfast box style illustrating 62b Renault 17TL, painted on 
canvas, applied to board and measuring approx 20" x 16" (50cm x 40cm). Please note this is recently commissioned artwork 
not 1970's period Lesney produced artwork - Near Mint with a couple of minor marks to edges. 

 £30 - £40 

1482. Matchbox recently commissioned original Artwork in the Superfast box style illustrating 31b Volks-Dragon VW Beetle 
Dragster, painted on canvas, applied to board and measuring approx 18" x 14" (45cm x 35cm). Please note this is recently 
commissioned artwork not 1970's period Lesney produced artwork - Near Mint with a couple of minor marks to edges. 

 £30 - £40 

1483. Matchbox recently commissioned original Artwork in the Superfast box style illustrating 39a Rola-Matics Clipper, 
painted on canvas, applied to board and measuring approx 18" x 14" (45cm x 35cm). Please note this is recently commissioned 
artwork not 1970's period Lesney produced artwork - Near Mint with a couple of minor marks to edges. 

 £30 - £40 

1484. Matchbox recently commissioned original Artwork in the Superfast box style illustrating 28c Lincoln Continental, 
painted on canvas, applied to board and measuring approx 18" x 14" (45cm x 35cm). Please note this is recently commissioned 
artwork not 1970's period Lesney produced artwork - Near Mint with a couple of minor marks to edges. 

 £30 - £40 

Further Entries 

1485. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of early issue models to include Y5 Le Mans Bentley - British Racing Green, 
red seats, gold radiator shell, racing number 5 and crimped axles, Y6 Type 35 Bugatti - Italian Racing Red, gold radiator shell, 
white dashboard and floor and black fine tyres, Y2 1911 B Type London Bus - 8 over 4 window design, bare metal lower deck 
ceiling, Grenodised wheels and crimped axles, plus others - Good Plus to Near Mint (one has some fading) in generally Good 
to Good Plus boxes. (9) 

 £60 - £80 

1486. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of early issue models to include Y6 Type 35 Bugatti - French Racing Blue, 
gold radiator grille, black knobbly tyres and red dashboard and floor, Y8 Sunbeam Motorcycle with Milford Sidecar - chrome 
plated with dark green seat, Y10 Mercedes 36/220 - white with red seats and single spare wheel, plus others - Good Plus to 
Near Mint (one is slightly colour faded). (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1487. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of early models to include Y5 1929 4.5 litre Bentley - British Racing Green, red 
seats and tonneau and racing number 5, similar but with racing number 3, Y16 Mercedes SS Coupe - silver, glossy red chassis, 
black seats and hood and textured rear luggage without cast diff, Y1 1911 Model T Ford Car - red with black seats and smooth 
roof, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (17) 

 £40 - £50 
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1488. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group of 19701's models in woodgrain style packaging to include Y13 
Crossley RAF Tender - tan canopies, white seat and chrome 12-spoke wheels, Y1 1936 Jaguar SS 100 - off white, Y4 1909 
Opel Coupe - orange with black hood and dark red seat, Y16 Mercedes Benz SS Coupe - metallic green with black seats, hood 
and luggage trunk, plus others - Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (21) 

 £30 - £50 

1489. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Commercial Vehicles in straw window boxes to include Y3 Ford Model T 
Tanker - Zeroline, Y12 Ford Model T - Coca-Cola, 2 x Y29 Walker Electric Van - Harrods, Y5 Talbot Van - Liptons Tea City 
Road with olive green wheels, plus many others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (45) 

 £40 - £60 

1490. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group of predominantly Cars to include 2 x Y16 Mercedes SS Benz Coupe 
including fawn side panels, 2 x Y18 1937 Cord 812 - red and plum red variations, 4 x Y8 1945 MG TC with colour variations, a 
Y12 Ford Model T Van - Sunlight Seife - rare issue plus others - generally Excellent to Mint (one if Fair, missing wheel). (30) 

 £40 - £60 

1491. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group predominantly Car models to include Y2 4.5 litre Supercharged 
Bentley, Y16 Ferrari Dino 246/V12, Y9 Simplex 50 - yellow/black, 2 x Y7 Model A Ford Wreck Trucks, plus others - Near Mint to 
Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (31) 

 £30 - £50 

1492. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group predominantly Commercial Vehicles to include Y27 Foden C Type 
Steam Wagon and Trailer - Frasers of Ipswich, Y26 1918 Crossley Beer Lorry - Romford Brewery, Y30 Model AC Mack 
Truck - Consolidated, Y25 Renault Type AG Van - Tunnock, plus many others - generally Excellent to Mint in generally 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (71) 

 £60 - £80 

1493. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Special Edition models to include YS16 Scammell 100-ton Truck-Trailer 
with Locomotive, Y39 Passenger Coach and Horses, YS46 Merryweather Steam Fire Engine, YS43 Busch Self Propelled Fire 
Engine, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes most with outer sleeves. (14) 

 £60 - £80 

1494. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear YY60 Connoisseurs Limited Edition Gift Set - containing 6 models in wooden 
presentation box with inner packing, certificate, plastic cover and key - Near Mint (appear to be corrosion free) in Near Mint 
packaging with a Fair outer transit carton. 

 £30 - £40 

1495. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a pair of Framed Cabinet Issues showing completed model and mounted parts (1) 
Yorkshire Steam Wagon "Samuel Smith", (2) Leyland Titan Bus "Swan Fount Pens" - generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent 
inner packing and Fair outer transit cartons. 

 £30 - £40 

1496. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of late issue models in plastic display boxes to include Y31 Morris Courier 
Van - Kemps Biscuits - rare issue full horizontal lines, Y27 Foden Steam Wagon - Joseph Rank, Y61 Cadillac Fire Engine, 
YY027/SA Foden Steam Wagon - Fullers, plus many others - generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes. (47) 

 £60 - £80 
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1497. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of late issue model Cars in plastic display boxes to include 2 x Y64 1938 
Lincoln Zephyr, YY024A/D Bugatti T44 - black with wickerwork door panels, YY017A/D Hispano Suiza - blue, plus 
others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £30 - £40 

1498. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear - Matchbox Collectibles the Steam Powered Vehicle Collection YAS01 through to 
YAS012 - models include YAS05 Fowler B6 Showman Engine "Hoadleys", YAS07 Fowler B6 Crane "Marstons Road Services 
Limited", YAS08 Burrell Traction Engine, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (12) 

 £60 - £80 

1499. Matchbox Collectibles - the Trolleys, Trams & Buses European Transit Collection to include YET01 1920 Preston 
Tramcar through to YET06 1910 Renault Motor Bus, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

1500. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include Taste of France Series YTF1 1947 Citroen Type H 
Van - Evian through to YTF6 Pommery plus 6 x Great Beers of the World Collection including YGB03 1918 Atkinson Steam 
Wagon - Swan plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (12) 

 £30 - £50 

1501. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear - the 40th Anniversary of the Models of Yesteryear Set of 8 models from YMS01 1911 
Ford Model T through to YMS08 1912 Simplex - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good packaging. (8) 

 £30 - £40 

1502. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Fire Engine Series a boxed group to include YFE13 1914 Citroen Type H Van, YFE18 
1950 Ford E83W Van, YFE02 1948 Land Rover Auxiliary, YFE08 1936 Leyland Cub FK-7 Fire Engine, plus others - Near Mint 
to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (19) 

 £60 - £80 

1503. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Fire Engine Series a group of Special Edition models (1) YSFE01 Ahrens Fox Quad 
Fire Engine, (2) YSFE03 Busch Self Propelled Fire Engine, (3) YSFE05 Merryweather Horse Drawn Fire 
Engine - Greenwich - all models have their display plinths, Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1504. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Fire Engine Series a group of Special Edition models to include 
YFE02/B - Londonderry Bush Fire Brigade, YFE04/B Belrose Volunteer Bush Fire Brigade, YFE07/SA Oberndorf Fire 
Company, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1505. Matchbox Collectibles a boxed group to include YSC02 1955 Chevrolet 3100 Christmas Pick-up, YY034/SC 1937 GMC 
Ambulance Van, YY21A/SA Pepsi Vintage 1932 Ford Woody Wagon, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint 
boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1506. Matchbox Collectibles a boxed group to include 3 x Holden models YHN01 - YHN03, DYG08 1955 Ford 
Thunderbird - Maple Leaf Code 2 Model, 16th Annual Matchbox USA Convention Model and YPP04 MICA 1996 Hershey Code 
2 Model - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Near Mint packaging. (6) 

 £40 - £60 
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1507. Matchbox Collectibles a boxed group to include Y21 Aveling & Porter Steam Road Roller - Fred Dibnah, YHN01/SA 
1955 FJ Holden Van - Auto One, Y19 Fowler Showmans Engine - Billy Smarts Coronation Amusements, plus others - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £60 

1508. Matchbox Collectibles a boxed group to include Y19 Fowler B6 Showmans Engine - Lesney Products & Co 
Amusements, Y12 1937 GMC Van - The Chester Toy & Doll Museum, Ronald McDonald's House Camp Quality - 2-model 
Collectors Set, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £60 

1509. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Heritage Horse Drawn Carriages (1) YSH1 Gypsy Caravan 1900, (2) YSH2 London 
Omnibus 1886, (3) YSH3 Wells Fargo Stagecoach 1875 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent Plus to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1510. Matchbox The Perfect Toy (Scale Model) MICA re-issue model - Rag & Bone Merchants Cart - yellow with 7 pieces of 
junk parts, driver figure and gun metal silver Horse No.194 of 500 - Near Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

1511. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear including Code 2 Issues to include Y12 Ford Model T Van - DMM - maroon with white 
roof, Y5 1929 Leyland Titan Bus - blue - Swan Fount Pens, Y37 1929 Garrett Steam Wagon - MICA Club Model, plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £40 - £60 

1512. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear including Code 2 Issues to include Y21 1926 Ford Model TT Van - dark blue with white 
roof - 3rd MICA Convention Sydney, Y26 1918 Crossley Delivery Truck - De Bortoli, Y22 1934 Model A Van - orange, black roof 
and dark blue chassis - Bravo Golf, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £40 - £60 

1513. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear including Code 2 Issues to include Y19 1929 Morris Cowley Van - Vitakraft, Y3 Ford 
Model T Tanker - Haines Gas Services, 003 Dinky Toys 1966 Mini Cooper (Racing Version) - green, white roof and racing 
number 13, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1514. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group of Convention Models and similar to include Y65 1928 Austin 7 
Van - 13th MICA Convention Chester, 38 Ford A Van - 4th MICA Convention, MB17 Londoner Bus 1987 Club Model, plus 
others similar and 3 x 4-model Sets - Christmas Treasures 1994 & 1995 and FAO Schwarz - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near 
Mint boxes. (22) 

 £50 - £70 

1515. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear - The Yesteryear Book 1956 - 2000 "Millennium Edition" Hardback Issue covering the 
full range of Matchbox Models of Yesteryear - generally Near Mint, appears unmarked with original transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

1516. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear - "The Yesteryear Book 1956 - 2002" - this book was the last issue in A5 size ring 
binder, has become quite scarce - Excellent condition majority of book is unmarked but does have a hand written message on 
the inside cover. 

 £60 - £80 
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1517. A mixed group of Reference Books to include The Yesteryear Book 1956 - 1993, 2 x Ramsay's Price Guides 11th & 
13th Editions, 3 x Dinky Toys Price Guides, several MICA Magazine Issues in leather effect binders, plus others - Good to 
Excellent. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1518. Dinky 521 Bedford Articulated Lorry - red, black including ridged hubs with treaded and smooth tyres, tow 
hook - Excellent Plus clean bright model, a few rubs to cab roof and planking effect sides in Fair to Good buff lift off lid box with 
paper label. 

 £70 - £90 

1519. Dinky 521 Bedford Articulated Lorry - yellow, black, red ridged hubs with smooth and treaded tyres, tow hook with "20" 
rear decal - Good Plus some chips to top edge of trailer, a few small marks to cab roof and planking effect sides in a Fair to 
Good lift off lid blue box (pen marks to box lid). 

 £50 - £70 

1520. Dinky 905 Foden (2nd Type) Flat Truck with Chains - maroon cab, chassis, back, red Supertoy hubs with black treaded 
tyres, tow hook - Excellent clean bright model, a few tiny chips to wheel edge of wheel arches, a few light marks to load bed in a 
Good blue and white striped lift off lid box. 

 £70 - £90 

1521. Dinky 411 Bedford Open Back Truck - mid-green including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, tow hook - Excellent 
Plus clean bright model in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £50 - £70 

1522. Dinky 410 Bedford End Tipper - yellow cab, chassis and ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, mid-blue 
tipper - Excellent Plus clean bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box (pen mark to one side, shop price 
sticker). 

 £50 - £70 

1523. Dinky a boxed pair of Military Vehicles (1) 643 Army Water Tanker - with driver figure but without windows, (2) 670 
Armoured Car - both generally Excellent Plus in Good boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1524. Dinky a boxed pair (1) 443 Studebaker Tanker "National Benzole" - yellow including ridged hubs, (2) 254 Austin 
Taxi - two-tone green, yellow including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres (a few chips around roof edge, see photo) in Poor 
to Fair boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1525. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale a boxed pair (1) Mercedes 500K Special Roadster - red, cream seats and chrome trim (slight 
discolour to plastic seat), (2) Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - 1907 - silver with dark green seats and chrome trim (one headlight is 
slightly loose) - Excellent to Near Mint with paperwork and inner packing and Fair outer transit cartons. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1526. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 24302 Leyland Cylindrical Tanker Set - Double Diamond, 97955 Foden G&C 
Moore Ltd, 97318 Scammell Scarab with Barrels - Websters, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus boxes. 
(8) 

 £50 - £70 
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1527. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 27601 Atkinson 8-wheeled Truck and Trailer with Load Set - F.B Atkins, 27201 
Atkinson Elliptical Tanker Set - Fina Fuel Oils, 31002 Foden FG Cylindrical Tanker and Morris J Van - National Benzole Mixture, 
plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1528. Corgi a mixed group to include Heavy Haulage 31004 Scammell Articulated Bedford S Articulated and Low Loader 
Set - Wynn's, 80101 Vintage Glory Fowler B6 Showmans - Anderton & Rowland, 06203 Morris J Van - Royal Mail, plus 
others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

1529. Corgi a boxed group of "James Bond 007" related models to include 96656 Special Edition James Bond Aston 
Martin - gold plated, 04305 Aston Martin DB5 - silver "Goldfinger" and 2 x TY06901 "Thunderball" Aston Martin DB5 - metallic 
silver - generally Mint in Excellent packaging. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1530. UT Models 1/18th scale 180024336 BMW Z3 Roadster - metallic blue - James Bond 007 "Goldeneye" - Near Mint in 
Good box. 

 £30 - £40 

1531. Lledo and similar a boxed group of Days Gone Promotional models to include Castle House Models Ford Model T 
Van - Portishead Down, Royal National Lifeboat Institution Bedford Van, Oxford Diecast including Remembrance Sunday 
models, plus others - Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (35) 

 £30 - £40 

1532. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of early issue models to include Y10 1928 Mercedes 26/220 - white with red 
seats and single spare wheel, 2 x Y13 1911 Daimler - both yellow with dark red seats and with black grilles, Y11 1938 Lagonda 
Drophead Coupe - dark maroon/gold, Y4 1909 Opel Coupe - white with bright red seats and grille, Y15 1930 Packard 
Victoria - gold/dark brown with maroon hood, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (24) 

 £40 - £60 

1533. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of models in woodgrain style window boxes to include Y13 1918 
Crossley RAF Tender - blue with olive canopies, Y3 1934 Riley MPH - ruby red, 2 x Y10 1906 Silver Ghost - purple/white, Y8 
1945 MG TC - green with tan hood, plus others - Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (20) 

 £40 - £60 

1534. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large group of Commercial Vehicles to include 2 x Y12 Ford Model T Van - Harrods, 
Y12 Ford Model T Van - Captain Morgan, Y3 1912 Ford Model T Tanker - Zeroline, Y5 Talbot Van - Morita - Code 2 Issue, plus 
many others, some Code 3 Issues and minor variations included - generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent Plus boxes. 
(50) 

 £50 - £70 

1535. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of model Cars issued in straw style window boxes to include 3 x Y8 1945 MG 
TC - blue, red and green variations, 2 x Y18 1937 Cord 812 - bright red and plum red variations, 3 x Y4 1930 Model J 
Dusenberg - green with black hood, similar but with dark green hood and a third model in dark cream/brown, 3 x Y10 1906 
Rolls Royce Silver Ghost, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus boxes. (30) 

 £30 - £50 

1536. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group of Commercial Vehicles in straw style window boxes to include Y3 
1912 Ford Model T Tanker - BP, Y21 1927 Ford A Woody Wagon, Y12 Ford Model T Van - Harrods, Y5 Talbot 
Van - Langendorf Code 2 Issue, plus others, some Code 3 Issue and minor variations noted - generally Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Excellent boxes. (50) 

 £50 - £70 
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1537. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large group of Commercial Vehicles in maroon style window boxes to include Y25 
Renault Ambulance - British Red Cross, Y18 Atkinson D Type Steam Lorry - Bass & Co, Y3 Model T Tanker - Shell, Y7 Model 
A Ford Wreck Truck - Barlows, Y27 Foden Steam Wagon and Trailer - Frasers of Ipswich, plus many others - Near Mint to Mint 
in Excellent Plus to Near Mint boxes. (50) 

 £50 - £70 

1538. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Commercial Vehicles issued in maroon style window boxes to include Y7 
Model A Ford Wreck Truck - Shell, Y30 Model AC Mack Truck - Consolidated, Y8 Yorkshire Steam Wagon - Johnny Walker 
Whisky, Y12 1937 GMC Van - Baxters, Y27 Foden Steam Wagon and Trailer - Frasers of Ipswich, plus many others - Near Mint 
to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (50) 

 £50 - £70 

1539. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large mixed group issued in maroon style window boxes to include Y2 Super 
Charged Bentley - British Racing Green, Y16 Ferrari Dino 246/V12, 2 x Y14 ERA - black and blue/yellow variations, Y10 
Maserati 250F Lightweight, Y1 Jaguar SS 100 - yellow in Diorama box, plus many others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near 
Mint boxes. (50) 

 £50 - £70 

1540. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Special Edition models to include YS16 Scammell 100-ton Truck-Trailer 
with Locomotive, Y39 Passenger Coach and Horses, YS46 Merryweather Steam Fire Engine, YS43 Busch Self Propelled Fire 
Engine, 1829 Stephenson's Rocket, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes with outer card sleeves. (13) 

 £50 - £70 

1541. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group of later issue models in plastic window boxes to include Y62 Model A 
Ford 1.5 ton Truck - Peacocks, Y63 Bedford KD Truck - Farrar, Y61 1933 Cadillac Fire Engine, Y18 Cord - yellow, Y45 1930 
Bugatti Royale, Y34 1933 Cadillac 452 V16, plus many others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (49) 

 £50 - £70 

1542. Matchbox a mixed group of models to include 11 x Great Beers of the World Series including YGB02 Model TT Ford 
Van - Becks, YGB03 1918 Atkinson Steam Wagon - Swan, 4 x The Dinky Collection including DY27 1957 Chevrolet 
Convertible, DY1 1968 Jaguar E Type Mk 1.5, DY2 Chevrolet Bel Air 1957 - red/white with chrome trim, 3 x MICA Convention 
models, a few Models of Yesteryear etc - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (26) 

 £40 - £60 

1543. A mixed group of models to include Corgi Classics Thorneycroft Van - Scotts Empire Bread, 3 x Lledo triple packs 
including Royal Air Force Ground Crew Support Set and North Yorkshire Moors Railway, a Solido Age D'or Mercedes 
SSKL - white, a number of Lledo Days Gone Promotional models, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near 
Mint boxes.  (40 plus a few loose models) 

 £30 - £50 

1544. Tin Wizard Model Cars (Germany) 1/18th scale Z1061 Lomax (3-wheels) - dark green with black seats and chrome 
trim, hand built resin model, impressive detail, mounted on plastic plinth in perspex outer case with original paperwork and 
invoice - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging. 

 £100 - £120 

1545. "Valentino Rossi" Memorabilia (1) laminated poster showing Valentino Rossi performing a wheelie 2001 World 
Champion 500cc Team Nastro Azzurro Honda, approximate dimensions 100cm width, 70cm height contained within rigid 
cardboard tube, (2) fabric banner "Yamaha Racing" featuring opposing Valentino Rossi "Ride with the Best" comes with top and 
bottom aluminium pole weights, approximate dimensions 190cm height, 65cm width - both are generally Excellent condition; (3) 
1/12th scale Valentino Rossi Figurine - Moto GP 2010 - Laguna Seca - Mint still in outer tissue.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 
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 The North East Audi Collection 

1546. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed pair (1) SF028 Audi R8 GT3, racing number 32, GT Tour 2011; (2) SF076 Audi 
R8 LMS Ultra, racing number 50 Vainqueur C2 Ledenon GT Tour 2014 - Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and 
outer card sleeves.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1547. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed pair (1) S2517 Audi R180 TD1 racing number 3 North America LM 2011; (2) 
S2516 Audi R18 TD1 Audi Sport Team Goest LM 2011 - Mint in Mint rigid perspex cases with outer card sleeves.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1548. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale (1) US03 Audi R8 Gran-Am, racing number 74, 24 Hours Daytona 2012; (2) SP071 Audi 
WRT, racing number 1, Audi R8 LMS Ultra Winner Azerbaijan Baku World Challenge 2014 - Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid 
perspex cases and outer cards sleeves.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1549. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed pair (1) SA007 Audi R8 LMS GT3, racing number 3, 3rd Macau GT Cup 2010; 
(2) SA017 similar but racing number 66 2011 - Mint in generally Near Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1550. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed pair (1) SA008 Audi R8 LMS racing number 25, 12 Hours of Merdeka 2010; (2) 
SA009 Audi A4 DTM racing number 9 Shanghai 2010 - Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves.  
(2) 

 £40 - £60 

1551. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed pair (1) SP023 Audi R8 WRT racing number 12, 24 Hours De Spa 2012; (2) 
SP024 Audi R8 WRT, racing number 32, 24 hour De Zolder 2012 - Mint in Near Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card 
sleeves.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1552. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed pair (1) SG008 Audi R8 LMS Team Rosberg, racing number 8, ADAC GT 
Masters 2010; (2) SG007 similar but racing number 7 - Mint in Near Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1553. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed pair (1) SG001 Audi R8 GT3 Team ABT, racing number 6 2009; (2) SG080 Audi 
R8 LMS Ultra, racing number 1, 5th 24 Hours of Nurburgring 2013 - Mint in Near Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card 
sleeves.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1554. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed pair (1) SG066 Audi TT-RS, racing number 116, 24 Hours of Nurburgring 2012; 
(2) SG065 Audi TT-RS, racing number 111, 24 Hours Nurburgring 2012 - Mint in Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card 
sleeves.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1555. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed pair (1) SG082 Audi R8 LMS Ultra No.3, 9th 24 Hours Nurburgring 2013; (2) 
SB011 Audi R8 LMS, racing number 33, winner of 24 Hours of Spa 2011 - Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and 
outer card sleeves.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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1556. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed pair. (1) SB106 Audi TR8 LMS, Audi Sport Team WRT, 2nd 24 hour of Spa 
2015; (2) SB089 Audi R8 LMS Ultra Sainteloc Racing 24 hour of Spa 2014 - Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and 
outer card sleeves.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1557. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed pair (1) SP118 Audi R8 LMS Ultra Belgium Audi Club Team WR2, 24 hour of 
Spa 2015; (2) SB082 Audi R8 LMS Ultra GTR Team Parker Racing, 2nd 24 hour of Spa 2014 - Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid 
perspex cases and outer card sleeves.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1558. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed pair (1) SB056 Audi R8 LMS Ultra, racing number 13, 24 Hours of Spa 2013; (2) 
SB059 similar but racing number 1 - Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1559. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed pair (1) SB047 Audi R8 LMS Ultra racing number 16, 24 Hours of Spa 2013; (2) 
SB053 Audi R8 LMS Ultra racing number 0 - generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves.  
(2) 

 £40 - £60 

1560. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed pair (1) SB040 Audi R8 LMS Ultra racing number 3, 3rd 24 Hours of Spa 2013; 
(2) SB010 Audi R8 LMS racing number 73, 24 Hours of Spa 2010 - Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card 
sleeves.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1561. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed pair (1) SG064 Audi TT-RS racing number 110, 24 Hours of Nurburgring 2012; 
(2) Audi R8 GT3 Team ABT, racing number 7 2009 (missing outer card sleeve) - Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases.  
(2) 

 £30 - £50 

1562. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed pair (1) AS001 Audi R8 LMS GT3, racing number 8, Winner Bathurst 12 Hours 
2011; (2) AS002 similar but 2nd in same event - Mint in Near Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1563. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed pair (1) SG019 ADAC GT Masters 2011, Pierre Von Mentien/Markus 
Winkelhock; (2) S0679 Audi R10 TDI Test Car 2006 - black - Mint in Excellent to Near Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card 
sleeves.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1564. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale S2514 Audi A4 DTM racing number 2 2009, last race in DTM - Tom Kristensen and 
signed by driver on top of case, also to include a 1/8th scale Helmet - Mint in Near Mint rigid perspex case and outer card 
sleeve.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1565. Spark (Minimax) 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include S2510 Audi A4 DTM racing number 12 "Playboy" 2009 and 4 
1/18th scale Helmets including Allan McNish, Romain Dumas and Dindo Capello - Mint in Mint packaging.  (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1566. Minichamps 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include 437101949 Audi R8 24hr ADAC Nurburgring 2010 and 3 similar 
models 437101900, 437130129 and 437091980 - Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves. (4) 

 £50 - £60 
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1567. Minichamps 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include 437101911 Audi R8 LMS Team Black Falcon 24hr Nurburgring 
2010 and 3 similar models, 437091977, 437091900 and 437131304 - Mint in Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves. 
(4) 

 £50 - £60 

1568. Minichamps 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include 444091998 Audi R8 LMS - Stuck/Biela/Pirro/Faessler ADAC 24hr 
Nurburgring 2009 and 3 other similar models, 437091997, 437101912 and 437101997 - Mint in Near Mint rigid perspex cases 
and outer card sleeves. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1569. Minichamps 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include 403990910 Audi RBC - Audi Sport UK racing number 10, 
Wallace/Weaver/MacCarthy, plus 4 other similar models, 437130116, 437130100, 437130101 and 5030500103 Audi Sport 
Quattro - Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1570. Minichamps 1/43rd scale a boxed group all are 24hr Le Mans to include 400017290 Safety Car Audi RS6 Avante, 
LMM182 Audi R15 TDI Test Car 2009, plus others - Mint in Near Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1571. Minichamps 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include 400014490 Audi A4 Saloon 2004 Police Luxembourg, 430001890 
Audi TT-R DTM 2000 Team ABT Test Car, plus others - generally Mint in Good to Near Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card 
sleeves (one missing sleeve). (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1572. Minichamps Audi Collection 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include Audi Management Conference 2004, Audi RS6 
DTM Safety Car 2003, Philips Audi A4 DTM 2007 Lucas Luhr, plus others - Mint in Excellent to Near Mint rigid perspex cases 
and outer card sleeves. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1573. Minichamps Audi Collection 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include Audi R8 LMS 24hr Nurburgring 2010, R8 Spyder UK 
Debut - West London Audi, Audi R8 V10 - white, plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint rigid perspex cases and 
outer card sleeves. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1574. Minichamps Audi Collection 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include Best Buddies Audi A4 DTM Oliver Jarvis - Saison 
2008, Audi A4 DTM 2006 - Vanina Ickx, Audi A4 DTM - Tom Kristenson - Saison 2008, plus others - generally Mint in Excellent 
to Near Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1575. Minichamps Audi Collection a boxed group to include Audi R8 DTM Safety car, Audi Q7 Police Car, Speed Record 
Cars, plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1576. Minichamps Audi Collection 1/43rd scale to include Tabac Original Audi A4 DTM Oliver Jarvis - Saison 2010, Red Bull 
Audi A4 DTM - Martin Tomczyk, Audi A6 Avant - white, plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint rigid perspex 
cases and outer card sleeves. (6) 

 £50 - £70 
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1577. Minichamps Audi Collection 1/43rd scale to include Audi Cup A4 DTM Oliver Jarvis - Saison 2009, Audi Bank A4 DTM 
Alexandre Premat - Saison 2009, similar but Miguel Molina - Saison 2010, plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1578. Minichamps Audi Collection 1/43rd scale to include Playboy Audi A4 DTM Markus Winkelhock - Saison 2009, S Line 
Audi A4 DTM Mike Rockenfeller - Saison 2009, Audi R8 LMS 24hr Nurburgring 2009 - black, plus others - generally Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1579. Audi Collection 1/43rd scale to include Audi RS7 Sportback - dark blue, Audi Sport Customer Racing, Audi R8 LMS 
Grand-AM, plus others - generally Mint in Good to Near Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1580. Minichamps Audi Collection 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include E-Postbrief Audi A4 DTM Mike 
Rockenfeller - Saison 2011, Audi R8 LMS 24hr Spa 2011, Audi R8 LMS 24hr Nurburgring 2011, plus others - generally Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1581. Minichamps Audi Collection 1/43rd scale to include Audi RS5 DTM 2014 - Mike Rockenfeller, Playboy Audi A5 DTM 
Edoardo Mortara - Saison 2012, Glamour Audi A4 DTM Rahel Frey - Saison 2011, plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to 
Near Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1582. Minichamps Audi Collection 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include Audi R18 E-Tron Quattro 2012, Audi R18 TDI Le 
Mans 2011 Start racing number 1, similar but 2013, plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint rigid perspex cases 
and outer card sleeves. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1583. Minichamps Audi Collection 1/43rd scale to include Audi R18 Ultra Le Mans 2012 - Bonanomi/Jarvis/Rockenfeller, Audi 
R18 TDI Le Mans Test Car 2011, E-Tron Quattro Le Mans 2014, plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint rigid 
perspex cases and outer card sleeves. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1584. Minichamps Audi Collection 1/43rd scale to include Audi RS5 DTM 2014 - Adrien Tambay, Audi RS5 DTM 2014 - Nico 
Muller, Audi RS5 DTM 2013 - Timo Scheider, plus others - generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer 
card sleeves. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1585. Minichamps Audi Collection 1/43rd scale to include E-Postbrief Audi A5 DTM - Rahel Frey - Saison 2012, Audi R8 LMS 
Ultra - white/black, Audi RS5 DTM 2013 - Miguel Molina, plus others - Mint in generally Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card 
sleeves. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1586. Minichamps Audi Collection 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include Red Bull Audi A5 DTM Miguel Molina - Saison 2012, 
Audi RS5 DTM 2014 - Jamie Green, TV Movie Audi A5 DTM - Filipe Albuquerque - Saison 2012, plus others - generally Mint in 
Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves. (5) 

 £50 - £70 
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1587. Minichamps Audi Collection 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include Audi RS5 DTM 2013 - Jamie Green, Audi RS5 DTM 
2014 - Edoardo Mortara, Audi RS5 DTM 2014 - Timo Scheider, plus others - generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex 
cases and outer card sleeves. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1588. Minichamps Audi Collection 1/43rd scale to include Audi RS5 DTM 2013 - Mike Rockenfeller Champions Edition, Audi 
RS5 DTM 2013 - Adrien Tambay, Audi R18 E-Tron Quattro 2014, plus others - generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex 
cases and outer card sleeves. 

 £50 - £70 

1589. Minichamps Audi Sport 1/43rd scale to include Audi RS5 DTM 2016 Adrien Tambay, similar but Nico Muller, similar but 
Mathias Ekstrom and Audi RS 5DTM 2015 Temoshida - generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card 
sleeves.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1590. Minichamps Audi Sport 1/43rd scale to include Audi R8 Spyder V10 - yellow, Audi RS5 DTM 2015 - Neco Muller, Audi 
RS5 DTM 2015 - Mike Rockenfeller plus others - Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1591. Minichamps Audi Sport 1/43rd scale to include Audi R8V10 plus Coupe - red, Audi RS5 DTM 2016 - Edoardo Mortara, 
Audi R8 LMS 24 Hour Spa 2016 N. Muller-R.Rast-L. Vanthoor plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint rigid 
perspex cases and outer card sleeves.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1592. Minichamps Audi Sport 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include Audi R8 V10 plus Coupe - blue, Audi RS5 DTM 
2016 - Jamie Green, Audi RS5 DTM 2017 - Rene Rast plus others - generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and 
outer card sleeves.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1593. Minichamps Audi Collection 1/43rd scale twin set celebrating 100 Years Audi comprising Auto Union Avus Stromlinie 
and Audi R8 5.2 FSI Quattro - both models in silver in Near Mint rigid perspex case and outer card sleeve with Fair original 
outer packaging.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1594. Ebbro 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include Zent Audi R8 LMS SGT300 2012, Iwasaki Moda Kuroco APR R8 SGT300 
2012, Raceabook Audi R8 and Hitotsuyana Racing Audi R8 LMS 2011 - Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer 
card sleeves.  (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1595. Ebbro 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include Raceabook Audi R8 LMS SGT300 2012, similar but Iwasaki Moda Kuroco 
APR, Gainer Dixcel R8 and Hitotsuyana Racing Audi R8 LMS 2011 - Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer 
card sleeves.  (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1596. Schuco 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include Audi R8 Spyder - metallic grey, Audi R8 GT - blue/orange, Audi Q7 
Medical Car plus others - Mint in Near Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 
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1597. Schuco 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include Audi R8 V10 - silver Safety Car Nurburgring, Audi S5 
Sportback - metallic red, Audi TT Coupe - blue/orange plus others - Mint in Near Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card 
sleeves.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1598. Schuco 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include Audi R8 V10 - red - Safety Car, Audi RS5 - white DTM Safety Car, Audi 
Q5 Notarzt Police Car plus others - Mint in Near Mint rigid perspex cases and outer card sleeves.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1599. Schuco 1/43rd scale a boxed group to include Audi R8 Highway Patrol, Audi TT Coupe - Safety Car Le Mans, Audi TT 
RS Coupe Safety Car and "Das Meisterstuck" - gold plated model (no outer sleeve) - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid 
perspex cases and outer card sleeves.  (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1600. GTS Models 1/18th scale Audi GT159 RS6 (C7) Avant Performance - white - Mint in Near Mint box. 

 £40 - £50 

1601. Mixed group of models to include Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y16 Ferrari Dino 246/V12 Disney Pixar 
Cars - Jonathan Shiftko, Magazine Issue MG Metro 6R4 - blue/white, Hong Kong Fuey Miniatures, 2 x London 2012 Racers, a 
Michelin Man figure plus others - Poor to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging where applicable.  (16) 

 £20 - £30 

1602. Quantity of Model Brochures including Schuco, Minichamps, Spark etc, also includes a signed Johnny Herbert 
Champion Racing ADT printed card plus others - Good to Excellent.   (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

1603. Don Mills Models FDNY "L" Mack Rescue #1 - red with chrome trim - handbuilt resin model - Near Mint in Excellent box 
(mirrors not fitted in bag). 

 £40 - £50 

1604. Del Prado Magazine Issues Fire Engines of the World Series to include 1975 Land Rover Series 3 109 soft-top - red, 
2003 FPT Renault, 1970 FPT Citroen Drouville, 1995 Fiat Punto Vigili Fire Chief Car, Forest Fire vehicle - Scout 
TSK1000 - green plus many others - 145 in total complete with magazines, some in binders - all generally Near Mint to Mint a 
couple are Poor to Fair in generally Good to Excellent packaging. 

 £260 - £300 

1605. Del Prado Magazine Issue Figures predominately Fire Fighter Figures both modern and historical - generally Fair to 
Excellent without original packaging and with corresponding German issue magazines (not checked for completeness) and also 
a glass and plastic display shelf system.  (107) 

 £150 - £200 

Other Vendors 
1/6th Scale Figures 

1606. Dragon Models 1/6th scale a pair of World War 2 figures (1) 70139 "Viktor" Panzer-Lehr-Division (Panzergrenadier 
Officer); (2) 70013 "Michael" Tiger Ace (Obersturmfuhrer) - slightly grubby box - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  
(2) 

 £40 - £60 
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1607. Dragon Models 1/6th scale World War 2 figures a boxed pair (1) 70139 "Viktor" Panzer-Lehr-Division (Panzergrenadier 
Officer); (2) 70168 "Uwe" - Panzergrenadier Division (Panzergrenadier) - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1608. Dragon Models 1/6th scale World War 2 figures a boxed pair (1) 70168 "Uwe" - Panzergrenadier Division 
(Panzergrenadier); (2) 70154 "Falkner" Heer Infantry Zugfuhrer German 6th Army (Leutnant) - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1609. Dragon Models 1/6th scale World War 2 figures (1) 70139 “Viktor" Panzer-Lehr-Division (Panzergrenadier Officer); (2) 
70189 "Rudi" Luftwaffe Field Division "Rifleman" - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1610. Dragon Models 1/6th scale World War 2 figures a boxed pair (1) 90139 “Viktor" Panzer-Lehr-Division (Panzergrenadier 
Officer); (2) 70185 "Bruno" Heer Infantry Private, Army Group A (Schutze) - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1611. Dragon Models 1/6th scale a pair of World War 2 Military figures (1) 70189 “Rudi" Luftwaffe Field Division "Rifleman"; 
(2) 70169 "Sonny" USMC Flame Thrower (Private) - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1612. Dragon Models 1/6th scale World War 2 Military figures a boxed pair (1) 70169 “Sonny" USMC Flame Thrower 
(Private); (2) 70171 "Wiley" 7th Armoured Division (Bar Gunner) - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1613. Dragon Models 1/6th scale a boxed pair of World War 2 Military figures (1) 70135 "Nick" 1st Special Service Force 
(Platoon Leader); (2) 70196 "Willi" Heer Flamenwerfer (Gefreiter) - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1614. Dragon Models 1/6th scale a boxed pair of World War 2 Military figures (1) 70135 “Nick" 1st Special Service Force 
(Platoon Leader); (2) 70213 "Bud" US Army Rifleman 4th Infantry Division (Private) - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1615. Dragon Models 1/6th scale a pair of World War 2 Military figures (1) 70166 "Hessler" - Heer Panzerkampfgruppe 
Commander - Ardennes 1944; (2) 70192 "Roy" British 1st Airborne Division Commander - Arnhem 1944 - Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1616. Dragon Models 1/6th scale a pair of World War 2 Military figures (1) 70166 "Hessler" - Heer Panzerkampfgruppe 
Commander - Ardennes 1944; (2) 70192 "Roy" British 1st Airborne Division Commander - Arnhem 1944 - Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1617. Dragon Models 1/6th scale a boxed pair (1) 70194 "John" US Marine Expeditionary Unit - Long Range Patrol; (2) 
70160 "Chris" SAS Sniper - Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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1618. Dragon Models 1/6th scale figures a group of Film Related models (1) 73074 "Captain Alexi" Soviet Nuclear Submarine 
Commander Cold War from the film K-19 Widow Maker; (2) 73070 "Ox Henderson" as played by Christian Slater in the film 
Windtalkers; (3) 73071 similar but "Ben Yhazee" played by Adam Beach - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (3) 

 £60 - £80 

1619. Dragon Models 1/6th scale Military figures a boxed pair 2 x 70113 "Malcolm Parks" Coldstream Guards 
Guardsman - Signature Elite Series - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent boxes with outer sleeves. 

 £40 - £60 

1620. Blue Box Toys 34300 1/6th scale Elite Force Aviator F-15C Eagle Cockpit - box has been opened, inner packing 
disturbed, not checked for completeness but appears Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good box. 

 £70 - £90 

1621. Dragon Models 1/6th scale a boxed group of Weapons to include 71128 MG42 Anti Aircraft Set and 5 x MG34 Anti 
Aircraft Set - appear generally Near Mint to Mint but not checked for completeness in Fair to Good packaging. 

 £30 - £50 

1622. Dragon Models a carded group of Uniforms and Accessories to include 5 x 71135 M30 Gas Mask Set, 2 x 71146 
USMC Marpat, MCCUU Set 1, similar but Set 2 71147 plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging.  (11) 

 £40 - £60 

Further Vendors 

1623. A group of Danbury and Franklin Mint Opentop American Cars in 1/24th scale - to include 1959 Cadillac Series 2 - red, 
1958 Chevrolet Impala, 1957 Chevrolet Bel Air, 1966 Ford Mustang - cream and a Franklin Mint 1953 Cadillac Eldorado - some 
may lack minor detail parts and would benefit from further cleaning - otherwise Good.  (5) 

 £60 - £80 

1624. A group of Franklin Mint and Danbury Mint 1/24th scale European Cars - to include 1954 Mercedes 300SL, 1989 
Ferrari F40, 1934 Hispano - Suiza J12, 1930 Bugatti Royale Coupe Napoleon and a 1958 Ferrari Testarossa - may lack minor 
detail parts and would benefit from cleaning otherwise Good.  (5) 

 £60 - £80 

1625. Franklin Mint and Danbury Mint a group of 1/24th scale Duesenberg Vintage Cars - to include 1933 Twenty 
Grand - silver (lacks front passenger door), Derham Tourster - burgundy, SSJ - grey and 1933 Model J - blue - others may lack 
minor detail parts and would benefit from further cleaning - otherwise Fair to Good.  (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1626. Franklin Mint and Danbury Mint a group of 1/24th scale Vintage American Cars - to include 1928 Stutz Black Hawk 
Speedster - red, 1937 Cord - cream, 1935 Auburn Boat-tail - white and 1938 Cadillac V16 - green - some lack detail 
parts - otherwise Fair to Good.  (4) 

 £60 - £70 
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1627. Franklin Mint a group of 1/24th scale Vintage British Cars - to include 1929 Rolls Royce Phantom 1, 1907 Rolls Royce 
Silver Ghost and 1925 Silver Ghost, together Jaguar SS-100 (lacks 2 x outer wheels) and 1936 4.3 litre - some may lack detail 
parts otherwise Fair to Good.  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1628. Franklin Mint a group of 1/24th scale European Cars - to include Bugatti type 57SC, 1941 Lincoln Continental 
Opentop - burgundy, 1935 Mercedes Benz Grosser - red/black and 1935 500K Special Roadster - red - some may lack minor 
detail parts and would benefit from further cleaning - otherwise Good.  (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1629. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale Rolls Royce from 1911 - off white with gilt trim - may lack detail parts but otherwise Good 
Plus and comes in a Good Plus clear perspex display case. 

 £20 - £30 

1630. Corgi Classics a pair of 1/50th scale Heavy Haulage Tractors and Trailers (1) Pickfords Set containing 2 x Scammell 
Constructors and 24-wheel Low Loader Trailer and Allied Diamond T 980 with 24-wheel Girder Trailer and generator 
load - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging, both have their certificates.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1631. Corgi Aviation Archive and similar unboxed models - to include a Corgi HP Victor K2 "Lusty Linda" 
Aircraft - beige - Excellent in a Good illustrated box, unboxed models include an Ertl American Airlines Flagship US Mail Air 
Express Twin Engined Aircraft (lacks part of a propeller) but a stand for the model is included, together with  a wooden plinth 
diorama with a Bristol Blenheim Mk.IV with various associated figures and a Military vehicle with tilt - both are in 2-colour 
camouflage - unboxed models are otherwise Good.  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

1632. "Wellington" a framed print of a water colour painting by E Mills which was made in 1986, to commemorate the 50th 
Anniversary of the famous Wellington Bomber, marked No.19 of 300 issues, some marks to the wooden frame, 25.5"/65cm 
wide. Also included is a smaller photograph of a Troop Ship or similar from World War 2 - otherwise Good.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1633. A signed framed print of "Inbound Intact" - from a water colour painting by Robert Gauld-Galliers and signed by the 
artist, depicting Winsome Winn a Boeing B17F of 534 Bomb Squadron returning from a mission to her base in Essex - Good, 
31"/79cm wide. 

 £20 - £30 

1634. Brooklin a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal American Cars (1) 110 1952 Chrysler Imperial Newport - two-tone green, 
with separately applied wing mirrors (in box) (2) 1963 Oldsmobile Starfire Convertible - metallic lilac - Near Mint to Mint 
including packaging. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1635. Brooklin a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal Nash-Healey Roadster Competition versions (1) silver with separately 
applied roof, windscreen and wing mirrors (in box), (2) red with racing number 19, comes with aero windscreen and rear view 
mirror accessory in box, unchecked for completeness - otherwise Near Mint to Mint including box. (2) 

 £80 - £100 

1636. Gearbox Models Austin Maxi Owners Club Special Edition - Mallard Green with matching interior, 1/43rd scale white 
metal - Near Mint including packaging. 

 £40 - £50 
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1637. Gearbox Models Austin Maxi Owners Club Special Edition - Mallard Green with matching interior in 1/43rd scale white 
metal - Near Mint including packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

1638. Brooklin Collection a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal Vintage American Cars (1) 1951 Chrysler Imperial Convertible 
Open Top - maroon and (2) 1931 Marmon 16 4-door Convertible Sedan with Top Up - purple - Near Mint to Mint including 
packaging. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1639. Brooklin a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal American Cars (1) Nash Ambassador - metallic maroon and (2) 1947 
Cadillac Convertible - dark green - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus packaging. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1640. Brooklin a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal American Cars (1) 1948 Packard Station Sedan, includes separately applied 
bonnet mascot and roof rack (in box) and (2) 1943 Tucker Torpedo - metallic gold - Near Mint to Mint in Good packaging. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1641. Brooklin a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal American Cars (1) 1956 Ford Thunderbird Hardtop - red and (2) 1958 
Pontiac Bonneville Convertible - white - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus packaging. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1642. Brooklin a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal Chevrolet Pick-up Trucks (1) Blue Grass Farms Kentucky - dark green and 
(2) Cameo - white - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus packaging, also included in this lot is an unboxed 4-wheeled Horse Trailer in 
dark green/silver to match the dark green Pick-up Truck - Mint. (3) 

 £70 - £90 

1643. Brooklin a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal American Cars (1) 1939 Graham Combination Coupe - gun metal grey with 
separately applied bonnet motif (in box) and (2) 1949 Buick Roadmaster Sedanet - dark metallic grey - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good packaging. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1644. Brooklin Models a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal American Cars (1) 1934 Lasalle 350 Coupe - dark metallic grey and 
(2) 1946 Lincoln Continental - dark green - both have separately applied bonnet mascots (in their boxes) and are otherwise 
Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus packaging. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1645. Brooklin a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal Emergency Vehicles (1) 1948 Chevrolet Police Car California Highway 
Patrol - black/white, comes with separately applied siren and searchlight assembly (in box), would benefit from further cleaning 
and (2) 1952 Ford F1 Ambulance "Jasper County" - white - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus packaging. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1646. Brooklin a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal American Cars (1) 1960 Ford Sunliner - metallic lilac with burgundy top up 
and (2) 1949 Mercury 2-door Coupe - metallic green - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good Packaging. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1647. Brooklin a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal American Cars (1) 1953 Buick Skylark Convertible - metallic red and (2) 
1954 Dodge Royal 500 Convertible - mustard yellow - Near Mint to Mint in Good packaging. (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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1648. Brooklin a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal American Cars (1) 1957 Continental Mk.II - white, (2) 1958 Edsel 
Citation - metallic green with cream trim - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus packaging. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1649. Brooklin 1/43rd scale white metal a matching pair comprising 1947 Wesley Slumber Coach Woody Trailer together with 
a 1946 Mercury Sportsman Woody Convertible (lacks aerial accessory), but the Trailer includes tow hitch accessories (in 
box) - both vehicles are finished in matching maroon with woody effect - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus packaging. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1650. Brooklin Collection 1/43rd scale 1947 Cadillac - Lotus Cream/Madeira Maroon - Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

1651. Brooklin Collection 1/43rd scale white metal 1941 Chrysler Saratoga - metallic grey - Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

1652. Brooklin 1/43rd scale white metal Police Car and a Taxi (1) 1951 Ford Fordor Police Car - black with cream trim, 
includes roof beacon, would benefit from further polishing, (2) 1949 New York Taxi Cab "National Transportation" - cream with 
green roof and wheels, includes separately applied roof mounted Taxi sign and rear luggage rack (in box) - otherwise Near Mint 
to Mint in Good Plus packaging. (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1653. Brooklin 1/43rd scale white metal model of the 1950 Mercury Convertible Indianapolis Pace Car - yellow open top 
convertible with red interior - rear bumper loose otherwise Near Mint to Mint in Good packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

1654. Durham Classics a pair of white metal 1/43rd scale American Cars (1) 1941 Chevrolet Utility - metallic green with 
artists palette motif to each side, roof rack and paint tins to open boot, (2) 1941 Chevrolet Panel Van with windows - two-tone 
green "Niagara Tours" - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1655. Durham Classics a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal Pick-up Trucks (1) 1953 Ford "Bickells Farm" - pale blue with load, 
(2) 53 Ford "Wurlitzer Music" - red, with Jukebox load to rear - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1656. Brooklin a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal American Cars (1) 1948 Buick Roadmaster Convertible Open Top - metallic 
blue, (2) 1964 Chevrolet Corvette Convertible - metallic gold - Near Mint to Mint in Good packaging. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1657. R & J Miniatures 1/43rd scale white metal model of a 1949 Pontiac Pick-up Truck "Detroit Times" - pale yellow with 
Newspaper load to rear and driver figure to interior, would benefit from further polishing otherwise Near Mint to Mint in Excellent 
packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

1658. R & J Miniatures 1/43rd scale white metal model of a 1949 Pontiac Pick-up Truck "New Orleans Fire Department" - red 
with driver figure, hose reel to rear, 2-piece ladder and rear gantry are loose and require re-attaching otherwise Excellent 
including packaging. 

 £40 - £50 
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1659. Brooklin Models a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal American vehicles (1) 1956 Ford Thunderbird - red and (2) 1935 
Dodge Pick-up Truck "Ronald McDonald Charities" livery - white/red with Coca Cola barrel to rear - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to 
Good packaging.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1660. Lansdowne Models a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal British Cars (1) 1958 Austin A105 Westminster Vanden 
Plas - maroon with gold side flashes and tan interior, includes separately applied Flying A Badge (in box); (2) 1957 Vauxhall 
Cresta E Series - metallic green with beige interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus packaging.  (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1661. Lansdowne Models 1/43rd scale white metal British Car models (1) 1957 Rover P490 - dark grey with light grey 
interior; (2) 1963 Singer Gazelle - dark greyish green with matching interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus packaging.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1662. Lansdowne Models a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal British vehicles (1) 1956 MG Magnette Z Series - very pale grey 
with maroon interior; (2) 1962 Morris Mini Van Mk.1 "Lansdowne Models" green livery - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good 
packaging.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1663. Lansdowne Models a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal British Sports Cars (1) 1963 Sunbeam Alpine Series III - red with 
black interior and (2) 1958 Austin Healy Frogeye Sprite Mk.1 - red including interior with black hood - Near Mint to Mint in Good 
Plus packaging.  (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1664. Lansdowne Models a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal British Cars (1) 1954 Ford Zephyr Zodiac - two-tone beige with 
matching interior; (2) 1954 Triumph Renown Saloon - gunmetal grey with red interior - Near Mint to Mint including packaging. 

 £60 - £70 

1665. A pair of white metal 1/43rd scale British Austin Cars (1) Pathfinder Models 1950 Austin Devon - beige with tan interior, 
lacks the flying A Badge initial; (2) Lansdowne Models 1953 Austin Somerset - sage green with cream interior, includes the 
separately applied Flying A Badge (in the box) - Near Mint to Mint including packaging. 

 £60 - £70 

1666. Lansdowne Models a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal Wolseley (1) Wolseley 6 Police Car - black with roof beacon and 
(2) 6/110 4-door Saloon - Old English white with red interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging.  (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1667. Somerville a pair of 1/43rd scale white metal British vehicles (1) 1953 Sunbeam Alpine (Moss Rally Car) - metallic grey 
with red interior and racing number 500 to side doors, with "Rallye Alpes" logo to rear boot lid; (2) Fordson 500 weight 
Van - orange/black "India Tyres" livery - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus packaging.  (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1668. US Model Mint 1/43rd scale white metal 1969 Plymouth GTX - metallic blue with black interior. Also included is a 
Brumm Morgan MX4 together with a Vanguards 2-car Broadspeed Racing Ford Anglia Set with John Fitzpatrick maroon version 
and Anita Taylor white car - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus packaging. Also in this lot is an empty box only for a Brooklin 
Collection 1952 Hudson Hornet Convertible - Fair.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 
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1669. Scalextric 2-car set comprising Mercedes Benz models celebrating the 1955 Mille Miglia comprising 1/32nd models of 
the Mercedes Benz 300SLR from 1955 and the Mercedes SLR McLaren 722 Edition from 2006 - both models are silver and are 
Mint, including interior figures and an Excellent presentation box with hinged lid. 

 £40 - £50 

1670. Scalextric a group of boxed Cars and Accessories - to include Ford GT40 - blue with racing number 6, Ferrari 
P4330 - yellow with racing number 11, accessories include C8206 curved track and track extension pack 4 - Near Mint to Mint 
in Excellent packaging.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1671. Corgi Classics a group of Showmans and other vehicles - to include Showmans Carters Morris Minor Van, Tubys 
Dodgems Foden with Trailer and Scammell with Carters Trailer and Caravan. Also included is AEC Finglands Regal Coach, 
Guy Arab Bus London Transporter and Eddie Stobart 2-vehicle Thames Trader and Morris Minor Set - Excellent Plus to Mint in 
Good packaging.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1672. Corgi Toys a group of Rally Cars - to include Hillman Hunter - blue, with roof mounted accessories, some wear to high 
spots - otherwise Good together with BMC Mini Cooper S - red with racing number 52 Monte Carlo Rally and Rover 
2000 - maroon with white roof, some marks to roof and may benefit from polishing - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1673. Corgi and other assorted Racing and Sports Car - Corgi Models include Surtees TS9B, Yardley McLaren, Ferrari 312, 
Dragster, Porsche 917, together with Dinky McLaren and Ferrari 312, Solido Ferrari 512, Corgi Santapod Ford Capri Mk.1 and 
others including Hot Wheels Custom AMX and a Matchbox Ferrari Berlinetta - Good to Excellent.  (14) 

 £50 - £70 

1674. Tekno and Solido a group of Sports and Racing Cars - Tekno models comprise bright plated Monza GT with racing 
number 88 - would benefit from further polishing, together with Tekno Mercedes 300SL with driver, Solido Ferrari 250GT and 
Cooper 1500 - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1675. Dinky, Britains, Matchbox and other assorted Military Vehicles, Aircraft and others - to include Britains Austin Champ 
and Cannon, Crescent Armoured Car, French Dinky Army Jeep, Solido Berliet Aurochs, Dinky Hawker Siddeley, Seaking, 
Spitfire, Harrier and other Aircraft. Matchbox Models include various Yesteryear Cars, Allchin Traction Engine, Fowler 
Showmans Engine and others - Fair to Good.  (45) 

 £50 - £60 

1676. Spot-on 1/42nd scale AEC Major 8 8-wheeled Lorry in red BRS livery - Fair to Good. 

 £20 - £30 

1677. Schuco a pair of 1/8th scale Racing Cars (1) 1074 Matra Ford Formula 1 - metallic blue - Good Plus, clockwork motor 
in working order and comes with 2 x Schuco keys and spanners; (2) 356213 Elektro Porsche 917 - metallic blue with orange 
trim, opening Gullwing doors - Good Plus to Excellent in a Fair (split) card box with instruction slip.  (2 plus accessories) 

 £50 - £70 

1678. Schuco 5508 Mercedes C111 - orange, with opening doors, clean battery compartment, some paint loss near opening 
door hinges on roof - otherwise Good Plus in a Fair illustrated box. 

 £30 - £40 
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1679. Schuco No.356176 Tyrrell Ford Formula 1 - metallic blue - Excellent in a Fair window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1680. Dinky, Corgi and other unboxed diecast vehicles - to include Dinky 8-wheeled test chassis, Moto Cart, repainted 
Tractor and Bullnose Morris Oxford, together with Corgi MGA, Heinkel Bubble Car, Volkswagen Recovery Truck and Trailer 
with Vanwall Racing Car, Priestman Shovel and others - Fair to Good.  (13) 

 £40 - £60 

1681. Politoys assorted boxed Racing Cars and other models - Politoys 1/43rd include M16 Matra, M18 Chaparral together 
with a Super Champion Ferrari 512M Sunoco. Larger scale Politoys include F8 McLaren Formula 1, F5 Ford March and 
Mebetoys Grand Prix Tyrrell Ford and others models including Corgi, James Bond Lotus Esprit Turbo and Matchbox Models of 
Yesteryear Y8 1945 MGTC - models are generally Good to Near Mint in Fair to Good assorted packaging.  (12) 

 £40 - £50 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25     %).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE. Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable
which will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods
can only be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been
made. We reserve the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most
major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as
possible, allowing for other bids. 
Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be
decided by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification
relates to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of
any item. It must be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be
regarded as opinion only, and cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such
faults does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free
of faults. Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in
the event that an item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this
is proven to the Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days
of the sale in the condition it was sold.

4 TELEPHONE BIDDING
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for
telephone bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any
missed calls due to human or technical errors.

4 BANK TRANSFER
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: 
Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 3EX.

Account Name: Vectis Auctions Limited 

Sort Code: 40-51-62

Account: 42076703 

IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703

Swift Code: HANDGB22



CONDITIONS OF SALE: CONTINUED

4 ESTIMATES
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

4 RESERVES
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a
reserve on a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the
placed reserve. The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed with
Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

4 LATE WITHDRAWALS
(A) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top
and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(B) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the mid
point between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

4 PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS OF AUCTION
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the
right to withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the
calendar month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable
in respect of the amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each Lot.
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each Lot might realise.

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.

BACK ISSUES OF CATALOGUES

We have a good selection of back catalogues going back many years. 
Each catalogue costs £3.50.

To order your copies or for further information 
please contact the Vectis office.

Vectis Auctions, Fleck Way, Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 9JZ.
Telephone: 0044 (0)1642 750616 - Fax: 0044 (0)1642 769478.

e-mail: admin@vectis.co.uk 
website: www.vectis.co.uk



Participate in live internet bidding
or view the auction live via

www.vectis.co.uk
and www.invaluable.com

To enable this system to operate successfully, the following bidding
increments will apply:

Images of all Lots can be viewed at 

WWW.VECTIS.CO.UK

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for
this sale that contain odd figures will be rounded up to the nearest
bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for
£222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some
further information about participating in this auction, please
contact us on 01642 750616.
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